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Statement of responsibility for the 
Integrated Annual Report

About our Integrated Annual Report

The Board acknowledges its responsibility to ensure the integrity of this 
Integrated Annual Report, and has applied its collective mind in the 
preparation thereof.

In the Board’s opinion, the report addresses all material issues and fairly 
presents the Group’s integrated performance.

On behalf of the Board

 
G A M Ravazzotti J N Potgieter
Chairman Chief Executive Officer

20 September 2017

Italtile Limited (“Italtile” or “the Company” or “the Group”) is committed to 
the principles of integrated reporting. Our approach to long-term value 
creation is aligned with these principles and we have endeavoured in this 
report to demonstrate how we create sustainable value for all our 
stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION
Italtile is a leading retailer of tiles, bathroomware and related products.  
The Group operates as a national franchisor of its three high profile retail 
brands, Italtile Retail, CTM and TopT. The retail operations are underpinned 
by an extensive property portfolio and a vertically integrated supply chain 
comprising International Tap Distributors (an importer and distributor 
of  brassware and accessories), and Cedar Point, (an importer of 
shower  enclosures, laminated boards, cabinets, sanitaryware, décor 
and tiling tools). The Group holds controlling interests in both businesses.  
Subsequent to the reporting period the Company was granted approval by 
the Competition Tribunal to acquire controlling stakes in its key suppliers, 
tile and sanitaryware manufacturer, Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd and 
adhesives and related products manufacturer, Ezee Tile. Refer to note 37  
on page 129 for further information.

The Group’s Distribution Centre sources imported products and provides 
warehousing and distribution facilities to the retail brands.

SCOPE AND BOUNDARY 
This report covers the performance of Italtile, its subsidiaries and associates 
for the year ended 30 June 2017. It contains a full set of Company and 
Group audited annual financial statements for the year ended 
30  June  2017 and the King Code of Corporate Governance for South 
Africa, 2009 (“King III”) checklist are available on the Company’s website 
at www.italtile.com.  
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For further information, please visit our website on

www.italtile.com

TARGETED READERS
This is our primary report to stakeholders and is intended to address the 
interests of long-term investors and other key stakeholders including our 
staff, clients, regulators and communities.

MATERIALITY
This report focuses on information that is material to our business. We 
define material matters as those which have the ability to influence the 
Group’s financial results, reputation or ability to operate in the short, 
medium or long term.

This report provides a concise overview of the Group’s performance, 
prospects and ability to create value for key stakeholders on a sustainable 
basis. The legitimate interests of all key stakeholders are taken into account 
in determining information that is considered to be material for inclusion in 
this report.

COMBINED ASSURANCE
We employ a combined assurance model to assess and assure various 
aspects of the Group’s business operations, including elements of external 
reporting.

These assurances are provided by executive management, the Board of 
directors of the Company (“the Board”), internal audit and independent 
external service providers, including Ernst & Young Inc., our external 
auditors.

These parties have reviewed this report and have satisfied themselves of 
the materiality, accuracy and balance of the disclosures.

REPORTING FRAMEWORKS
The reporting principles and guidelines contained in the following reporting 
frameworks were applied and complied with in preparing this report:
◆◆ The Companies Act of South Africa;
◆◆ The Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited (“JSE Listings Requirements”);
◆◆ King III; and
◆◆ International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).

The Group consolidated financial statements contained in this report have 
been audited by our independent auditors, Ernst & Young Inc.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS DISCLAIMER
This report contains forward looking statements which are based on 
assumptions and best estimates made by management with respect to the 
Company’s performance in the future. Such statements are, by their nature, 
subject to risks and uncertainties which may result in the Company’s 
actual performance in future being different from that expressed or implied 
in any forward looking statements. These statements have not been audited 
by the Company’s external auditors.

The Company neither accepts any responsibility for any loss arising from 
the use of information contained in this report, nor undertakes to publicly 
update or revise any of its forward looking statements.
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Net asset value

403 cents
(2016: 362 cents)

System-wide 
turnover

R6,21 billion
(2016: R5,96 billion)

Headline 
earnings per 
share

85,7 cents
(2016: 86,9 cents)

Dividends 
per share

30,0 cents
(2016: 29,0 cents)

Net cash

R511 million
(2016: R347 
million)
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Italtile Limited is a South African group invested in a 
portfolio of differentiated, complementary, focused retail 
formats centred on operational excellence and high- 
volume turnover. The Group actively seeks opportunities 
to vertically integrate the Supply Chain to improve price 
competitiveness for our customers. Collaboration 
throughout the organisation and our culture of 
continued improvement in performance will drive 
market share gains.

Strategic clarity, principle-driven ethical leadership, 
cost-effective technology, and customer and staff-
centred partnerships form the essence of who we are.

We fight for the right of our customers to have a 
beautiful home.

OUR MISSION
To be the world’s leading retailer of tiles, sanitaryware and ancillary products

To be our customers’ number one choice in the merchandise categories we plan to own

To grow market share

To be a retail employer of choice

To build our leadership and succession pipeline

To be viewed by our suppliers as ethical and tough but fair

To be innovative and strive for continuous improvement

To progress the imperative of transformation

To be recognised as compassionate and caring through meaningful measurable CSI initiatives

To remain a cash positive business and maintain a dividend cover of three times

To ensure quality of earnings by driving free cash flow

OUR PURPOSE

Purpose, mission, values and beliefs
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BELIEFS THAT ARE CORE TO OUR CULTURE
Hands-on involvement in the business

Leadership by example

Performance driven

Entrepreneurial flair

The drive to develop business partnerships

High work ethic

Transparency in communication and actions with all stakeholders

Accountability for actions and performance

Ensure the customer comes first

OUR VALUES

HONESTY

INTEGRITY

HUMAN DIGNITY 
(respect and caring)

PARTNERSHIP

FAIRNESS

EMPOWERMENT

SERVANT LEADERSHIP

EXCELLENCE



Franchising

17%* 
(2016: 17%)

Our business model supports delivery of our 
strategy and is shaped by our purpose, 
mission, values and beliefs.

Inputs

Associates

8%* 
(2016: 8%)
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Business model

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Cash generated from operations

HUMAN CAPITAL

Our workforce, partners and franchisees

Skills and training

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

Trademarks and brands

Knowledge, experience and practices

People, HR and governance systems

SOCIAL CAPITAL

Our customers

Corporate social investment

Our brand and reputation

Regulatory and governmental authorities

ASSOCIATES

MANUFACTURING CAPITAL

Production and research facilities

NATURAL CAPITAL

Natural resources (land, air and water)

Bearer of Group trademarks

Manufacturer and supplier 
of tiles, sanitaryware, baths, 
grout, adhesive, paint and 

related products

Retail

22%*

(2016: 24%)

Properties

22%*

(2016: 21%)

31%*
(2016: 30%)

Supply and support 
services

Distributors of imported tiles, 
brassware, accessories, tiling 

tools, laminated boards, 
cabinets, décor and shower 

enclosures

ETHICAL AND SOUND GOVERNANCE
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Legal structure is presented on page 64

Outputs
World-class retail of tiles, sanitaryware, 
bathware, laminate and vinyl flooring, 
and other related home‑finishing 
products

Outcomes

Profit after tax of 
R880 million

System-wide turnover 
of R6,21 billion

Property portfolio with 
estimated market value 
of R2,6 billion

Total dividends of
R305 million paid

Total taxation of 
R322 million paid

1 344 employees

Cash balance of
R511 million

Capital expenditure
of R334 million

R307 million paid 
to employees

* Contribution to group profit before tax

ETHICAL AND SOUND GOVERNANCE

Retailers of tiles, laminated 
boards, brassware, 

bathroomware, hardware, 
accessories and other 

home-finishing products

Retail

22%* 
(2016: 24%)

Properties

22%* 
(2016: 21%)
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Property Investments

22% reduction 
in CO2 emissions



Founded in 1969, this brand is widely 
acknowledged as a style icon in the premium 

home-improvement market. As a leading fashion 
retailer of exclusive international and local ranges 

of tiles, bathware and related products, Italtile Retail 
offers a luxurious shopping experience for both 

residential and commercial clients.

Ceramica Sant’Agostino is an Italian manufacturer of a 
wide range of premium ceramic and porcelain tile 
products designed to satisfy evolving technical and 
stylistic market requirements.

Laufen Bathrooms, established in 1892, is a traditional 
Swiss brand reflecting a symbiosis of design, quality and 
functionality. 

Laufen’s unique Swiss innovation unites two major 
design components: emotion and romance, with 
precision and clarity. Laufen products including 
washbasins, bath tubs, toilets and bidets are exclusive to 
Italtile in South Africa.

Originally established in 1979 as an exporter of mosaics, 
today Cotto is one of the leading manufacturers of 
sanitaryware globally.

Exclusive to Italtile Retail in South Africa, Cotto products 
are the result of substantial investment in pioneering 
technology and extensive consumer research. Cotto’s 
“Right Solution” concept ensures clients find appeal in 
their wide range of stylish sanitaryware.

The strength 
of our brands
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Exclusive to CTM, the Futura tile brand offers customers 
the latest tile designs and fashion trends from Europe.

Capturing the African landscape, Kilimanjaro tiles are 
made in South Africa for African conditions and are 
exceptionally strong and durable. Imitating natural 
stone, these beautiful tiles are suitable for indoor and 
outdoor. The Kilimanjaro range is exclusive to CTM.

Trevi is an aspirational range of modern, minimalist 
bathroom furniture and sanitaryware designed to enable 
discerning homeowners the opportunity to personalise 
their unique bathroom creations. Individual items 
including wall-hung and floor-standing cabinets can be 
combined and adapted to suit any bathroom size and 
layout; the colour palette includes glossy white, 
woodgrain grey and warm glossy grey.

Elf is a range of high quality laminate floors, meticulously 
selected from leading German and other European 
factories.

Elf’s authentic-look wood floors are cool in summer and 
warm in winter. This trusted brand offers a class-leading 
guarantee, backed by CTM, nationwide.

This extensive range of mosaics enables homeowners 
to explore their interior designer dreams. Available in a 
myriad of textures, styles and colours, Galleria mosaics 
create a decorative playground for personal expression 
in complementing tile choices.

Launched in 1983, CTM is a household name in 
Southern Africa, enjoying strong brand affinity based on 
its reputation for a high quality year-round value offering.

Represented by 87 stores in Southern and East Africa, 
CTM is the largest specialist tile and bathroom retailer 
in the country.

Tivoli is the largest Italian brand of taps in South Africa. 
Made by Italian master craftsmen, Tivoli Taps are 
renowned for their quality, technology and design.

All Tivoli Taps carry a 10-year guarantee.
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Origins Nature’s Touch is an on-trend, innovative range 
of ceramic tiles that mirror the look and feel of real 
wooden flooring. The tiles are manufactured in a variety 
of sizes and colours, all mimicking the hues of natural 
wood. The Origins range is exclusive to CTM.

Stonewall is the modern contemporary designer 
expression of timeless natural stone. Easy to install tile 
sheets enable homeowners to replicate their favourite 
stone-look with confidence and ease.

This specifically customised range of tile adhesives is a 
brand leader in the industry, based on its quality, 
performance and good value. Pro Grip is manufactured 
exclusively for Italtile Retail and CTM.

“Technology in style” defines the perfect combination of 
form and function. Crystaltech Showers are manufactured 
from specially treated, tempered glass that ensures stylish 
but safe showering.

This range of framed, frameless and corner shower 
enclosures affords homeowners a variety of options to 
match the perfect cubicle with their specific bathroom 
space.

Nu Vinyl flooring is ideally suited for use throughout the 
house: the insulating elastic surface absorbs noise, is 
warm to the touch, effective in damp areas and gentle 
on the body’s joints, making it a desirable floor covering 
in bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens and living rooms.

The Organic Earth range has a natural, earthy, rustic look 
and feel. These terracotta tiles are unglazed and 
exceptionally strong and durable making them suitable 
for indoor and outdoor use. Equally attractive in a 
bushveld environment or traditional Italian trattoria 
setting, these tiles are made in South Africa to suit local 
conditions.

Amalfi taps and accessories are specifically designed 
for the customer who seeks quality products at an 
affordable price. The Amalfi brand is exclusive to CTM.
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The Diva brand is an exclusive range of good 
quality taps designed and priced specifically for 
TopT stores in South Africa. Available in both 
conventional and single lever styles there is a 
range to suit all tastes.

The Tuff range comprises class-leading adhesives and 
paints that are innovatively packaged and specifically 
engineered to provide real value for the entry-level 
market. This brand is exclusive to TopT stores.

This brand is a one-stop home finishing supplier of good 
quality, affordable merchandise and the low-cost leader 
in its entry-level market segment.

TopT has 64 stores in nine provinces, situated in under-
serviced rural areas and outlying markets in close 
proximity to urban townships.
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Homemakers are proud to use the high quality 
Homegrown range of paints; available in four variants, 
this indoor, outdoor and rooftop paint is stylish and user-
friendly.



History and 
milestones

1969

1971 1991

1983 1988

1986

1992

1998

Italtile was founded 
in 1969 by Gianni 
Ravazzotti, who 
identified an opportunity 
in the market, and 
together with his 
partners, started 
importing ceramic tiles 
from Italy and distributed 
them through an outlet 
in Alberton. 

Acquisition of 
Samcatiles (Pty) Ltd 
– a wall and floor tile 
manufacturer.

Acquisition of Betta 
Sanitaryware (Pty) Ltd 
– a manufacturer of 
vitreous china 
sanitaryware.

Launch of the first 
CTM store.

Establishment of the 
CTM franchising 
division.

Acquisition of NCI (Pty) 
Ltd – a manufacturer of 
split tiles.

Commencement of 
trading in Australia.

10
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Italtile Ltd lists on the 
Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange.

Disposal by Italtile of its 
manufacturing operation to 
form a new listed company, 
Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd.



2001 20082003 2012 2014 2017

2002 2004 2009 2013 2016

Introduction of CTM’s 
joint-venture model to 
complement full 
franchised and 
empowered-franchise 
models.

Introduction of CTM’s 
empowered-franchise 
model.

Launched TopT brand 
– the Group’s entry-
level offering.

Launched the 
Group’s Tiling and 
Plumbing 
Academy in 
Gauteng.

Acquisition of a 
controlling interest in 
International Tap 
Distributors (Pty) Ltd 
(“ITD”), a tap importer 
and distributor.

Acquisition of a 
controlling interest in 
Earlyworks (Pty) 
Ltd – an importer 
and distributor of 
tiling tools and 
hardware.

Retail stores in 
Australia sold to 
management.

Properties in 
Australia sold.

Acquisition of a 
20% stake in 
Ceramic 
Industries (Pty) 
Ltd.

Acquisition of a 
controlling stake in 
Ceramic Industries 
(Pty) Ltd and Ezee Tile 
concluded after year end.

11
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Italtile Ltd achieved R1 billion 
turnover milestone.

CTM launched its first 
super-store in Lonehill, 
Gauteng.

Italtile celebrates 
45 years of 
excellence.

Acquired a minority 
stake in Ezee Tile 
– a national 
manufacturer of grout, 
adhesive and related 
products.
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TopT

Italtile

CTM

The Group is represented by a total network of 
162 stores. This footprint comprises 87 CTM stores 
(18 of which are located in the rest of Africa), 
11 Italtile Retail stores and 64 TopT stores. There are 
81 franchised stores and the balance are corporate 
and joint venture stores.

Northern Cape

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province

0 2 3

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 0

Limpopo

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province

0 7 8

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 0

Western Cape

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province

2 11 5

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 5

Where we operate

Northern Cape

Free State KwaZulu-Natal

Western Cape

Eastern Cape

MpumalangaNorth West

Limpopo

Gauteng
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North West

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province 0 6 7

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 0

Eastern Cape

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province

0 6 6

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 2

Free State

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province 0 4 6

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 3

South Africa   Namibia         Botswana      Swaziland    Lesotho     Tanzania          Kenya

Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T Italtile CTM Top T

No. of stores 11* 69* 64 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 4* 0 0 4* 0

New stores 
opened in 
country

0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Gauteng

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province 6 18 12

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 2

KwaZulu-Natal

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province 1 8 7

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 1

Mpumalanga

Italtile CTM Top T
No. of stores 
in province 1 6 10

New stores 
opened in 
province

0 0 1

Tanzania

South Africa

Namibia Botswana

Lesotho

Swaziland

Kenya

* Includes webstore



Key stakeholders

Key interests and concerns 
Sustainable earnings growth
Acceptable return on investment and dividends
Competent and ethical leadership
Good corporate governance

How we engage with our shareholders and financial 
community

JSE SENS announcements
Integrated Annual Reports
Annual general meetings
Group website
Results presentations
One-on-one interactions with investors

Further information
Pg 51 – Key material risks, controls and strategic 
imperatives report
Pg 55 – Corporate governance report
Pg 78 – 133 – Financial statements

SHAREHOLDERS AND FINANCIAL COMMUNITY

Key interests and concerns 
Strong brands
Product quality
Efficient and effective supply chain
Marketing spend
Good store location
Franchise and business management support

How we engage with our franchisees
Annual brand conferences
Franchisee forums
Personal contact
Call-in and online support

Further information
Pg 26 – CEO’s report and review of operations
Pg 51 – Key material risks, controls and strategic 
imperatives report

FRANCHISEES

SHAREHOLDERS
 AND FINANCIAL 

COMMUNITY

Key stakeholdersKey sta
keholders

EMPLOYEES

FRANCHISEES
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Key interests and concerns 
Job security
Career development
Remuneration and recognition
Equal opportunities
Training and skills advancement
Conducive working environment

How we engage with our employees
Employee surveys
Performance reviews
Training and skills development opportunities
Newsletters
Roadshows

Further information
Pg 51 – Key material risks, controls and strategic 
imperatives report
Pg 55 – Corporate governance report

EMPLOYEES



CUSTOMERS

SUPPLIERS AND 
BUSINESS PARTNERS

Key interests and concerns 
Economic and social support

How we engage with our communities
Local job creation opportunities
Corporate social investment programmes

Further information
Pg 42 – Environment and sustainability report
Pg 55 – Corporate governance report

COMMUNITIES

Key interests and concerns 
Strong brands
Value and quality offering
Location accessibility
Positive customer shopping experience

How we engage with our customers
Call-in and online support
Print, digital and social media
Integrated Annual Reports
Surveys and mystery shopping

Further information
Pg 26 – CEO’s report and review of operations
Pg 51 – Key material risks, controls and strategic 
imperatives report

CUSTOMERS

Key interests and concerns 
Compliance with legislation and regulatory 
frameworks
Tax revenues
Transformation initiatives
Support for communities
Responsible consumption of natural resources

How we engage with government
Regular interactions with relevant government 
institutions and regulatory bodies

Further information
Pg 55 – Corporate governance report
Pg 61 – Value added statement

GOVERNMENT AND REGULATORS

Key stakeholdersKey sta
keholders

Key interests and concerns 
Continuity of support
Timely payment
Fair treatment
BBBEE compliance

How we engage with our suppliers and business 
partners

Regular and fair procurement interactions

Further information
Pg 51 – Key material risks, controls and strategic 
imperatives report
Pg 55 – Corporate governance report

SUPPLIERS AND BUSINESS PARTNERS

COMMUNITIES

GOVERNMENT AND 
REGULATORS

15
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“I believe that progress was achieved in 
certain areas of the business. However, 
we have extensive work to do to attain 
our dream of becoming the best retailer 
in the world of tiles, sanitaryware and 
ancillary products.” G A M Ravazzotti (Chairman)
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Chairman’s 
statement

OVERVIEW
In the prospects commentary of our previous annual report I noted that 
our strategy for the year ahead would be to build on the momentum 
gained in the review period and to continue to strive to be our 
customers’ first choice retailer. I specified that we would endeavour to 
achieve this through:
◆◆ Further entrenchment of the Business Optimisation Programme 
(“BOP”) across the organisation;
◆◆ Investing in our people; and
◆◆ Improving the shopping experience across our three brands, CTM, 
Italtile Retail and TopT.

I also stated that growing the Group’s store footprint would be a key 
objective, with the goal of expanding the TopT network to all nine 
provinces by the end of the 2017 financial year.

At the outset we noted that BOP would be a three-year phased process, 
and I can report that we are on track with our schedule. BOP has been 
implemented in all segments of the business and in some instances 
has already delivered good results, but significant work needs to be 
done in CTM and the supply chain specifically to realise the potential 
of this initiative. We are now at the point where every growth lever 
needs to be capitalised on to achieve the powerful benefits BOP is 
designed to deliver. 

While we continued to invest in our personnel through skills 
development and intensified training, I believe that we should have 
been more proficient in our efforts to structure our staff requirements 
better and retain and reward our staff complement more effectively. 
Building a deep resource of professional, retail-orientated individuals 
is one of our major thrusts and we will continue to commit significant 
means to this goal.

As value-conscious consumers become more discerning in their 
choice of retailers and more demanding in their desire for an 
aspirational, memorable shopping experience, we are mindful of our 

challenge to exceed their expectations. Across our brands we strive to 
deliver a “delight” factor for our customers, and this is manifested in 
the following activities:
◆◆ In Italtile Retail every salesperson completed a bespoke 
internationally accredited interior design course, enabling them to 
complement their extensive product knowledge with authoritative 
insight into fashion and design;
◆◆ In CTM we began piloting a value-add installation and delivery 
service to all Gauteng stores. We also launched the CTM Customer 
Service campaign and enhanced the Retail Academy and Operator 
Training Programmes; and 
◆◆ In the TopT stores training and development was prioritised across 
the personnel complement, namely the franchise partners, store 
operators and sales assistants, aimed at providing individuals with 
the tools to improve performance management and enhance the 
shopping experience through better store layout, merchandising 
and selling skills.

In terms of the goal to expand the TopT network, we successfully 
opened 14 stores and the brand now has national representation in all 
nine provinces.

I believe that progress was achieved in certain areas of the business, 
however we have extensive work to do to attain our dream of becoming 
the best retailer in the world of tiles, sanitaryware and ancillary 
products.

TRADING CONDITIONS
While the operating environment proved challenging in light of 
constrained discretionary disposable income and low levels of 
consumer confidence, we remain firm in our belief that we cannot 
allow the external environment to determine the success of our Group. 
We are confident that growth opportunities exist within the business, 
and we are committed to optimising on those to attain our targets and 
ensure continued consistent returns for all stakeholders.
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RESULTS
The Group’s sales and profitability for the period were below 
management’s expectations due to a combination of external and 
internal factors. The former relate to the general decline in discretionary 
spend and subdued consumer confidence which led to homeowners 
deferring investment in their properties, while the latter refers to the 
Group’s over-stock position, inadequate control of costs in the business 
and inefficient structuring of the manpower complement.

System-wide turnover for the period increased by 4% to R6,21 billion 
(2016: R5,96 billion). Trading profit grew 2% to R1 063 million (2016: 
R1 047 million). 

The Group’s basic earnings per share rose by 3% to 90,3 cents 
(2016: 87,8 cents), while headline earnings per share decreased 1% 
to 85,7 cents (2016: 86,9 cents).

I am pleased to report a 47% increase in cash reserves at the end of 
the period to R511 million (2016: R347 million), while inventory levels 
reduced 21% to R548 million (2016: R693 million) and simultaneously 
reflected enhanced composition.

These results are discussed in greater detail in the review of operations 
on page 47 of this report.

ORDINARY DIVIDEND
Maintaining the dividend cover at three times, the Board approved a 
final gross cash dividend of 14,0 cents per share (2016: 15,0 cents 
per share), which together with the interim gross cash dividend of 
16,0  cents per share (2016: 14 cents per share), produces a total 
gross cash dividend declared for the year of 30,0 cents per share 
(2016: 29,0 cents per share), an increase of 3%. The dividend was 
paid on 11 September 2017.

COMMITMENT TO CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND 
SUSTAINABILITY
The Board and management of Italtile are committed to ensuring the 
sustainability of the business and entrenching an ethical corporate 
culture. The material issues and key risks which have an impact on our 
business are discussed on page 51 of this document, together with 
the actions identified to mitigate such risks. Our stakeholders are of 
vital importance to us and their interests, concerns and how we 
engage with them are outlined on page 14 of this document. Improving 
our responsiveness and accountability to our stakeholders is pivotal in 
ensuring responsible growth and sustainable profitability.

The Group supports continued transformation of the composition of 
the Board to enhance the experience and expertise available to the 
business, and better reflect the demographics of this country. This 
commitment includes support for gender diversity. In this regard, the 
Board currently comprises three female directors (including the lead 
independent director), constituting 37,5% of the Board.

In terms of the King IV report, the Group will address compliance with 
the principles, and where appropriate, the recommended practices 
outlined in the report.

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY
The Board is responsible for setting clear strategic direction, while 
management is held to account for delivering measurable results. The 
Group’s decision-making framework and structures are constituted to 
ensure an effective process within which key strategies are developed 
and implemented.

STAFF SHARE INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Group’s profit sharing practices, first introduced over two decades 
ago, are central to promoting ownership and partnership in the 
business with our employees. In 2014, we added another component, 
being an equity-settled Staff Share Scheme, aimed at incentivising 
employees to participate in the growth and profitability of the business. 
This scheme is extended to every member of staff who has achieved 
three or more uninterrupted years of service with the Group.

In August 2016 the first allotment of shares in the scheme vested. 
A total of 334 employees qualified for the vesting. Cash payments after 
tax averaged R204 000 per individual. During the period a further 
allotment of 2,8 million shares (2016: 3,1 million shares) was 
allocated to 155 eligible employees of the Group and franchisees 
(2016: 161 employees). As at 30 June 2017, qualifying staff members 
held 7 million shares (2016: 15 million shares) of the Group’s shares 
net of forfeitures.

EVENTS AFTER REPORTING PERIOD: ACQUISITION OF 
SHARES IN CERAMIC INDUSTRIES (“CERAMIC”)
I am delighted to report that after an 18-month process, the 
Competition Tribunal has approved the Group’s offer to acquire a 
further 74,5% of Ceramic’s issued share capital, bringing Italtile’s 
ownership of the company to 95,5%, and thereby simultaneously 
increasing its stake in Ezee Tile to 71,54% from 46% prior to the 
acquisition. As key strategic suppliers to the Group, this merger with 
Ceramic and Ezee Tile will ensure that the Group continues to attain its 
growth targets. 

I would like to thank the Board members and management teams of 
both Italtile and Ceramic for their perseverance and commitment to 
ensuring this deal reached fruition. I am confident that the integration 
of the businesses will be managed with the same enthusiasm and 
diligence with which the negotiation process was conducted.

The acquisition is discussed in greater detail on pages 129 and 130 of 
this report.

DIRECTORATE
As announced on SENS during the course of the year, the following 
changes were made to the Board:
◆◆ Alessia Zannoni retired as a non-executive director on 25 November 
2016; 
◆◆ Gugu Mtetwa was appointed as a non-executive director with effect 
from 28 January 2017; and
◆◆ Nick Booth, formerly Chief Executive Officer, announced his 
decision to take early retirement with effect from 28 February 2017. 
He stepped down from executive duties on 1 December 2016, and 
was succeeded by Jan Potgieter, formerly the Group’s Chief 
Operating Officer.
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Chairman’s
statement continued

I am pleased to report that the management transition from Nick to 
Jan was effected seamlessly. I would like to thank Nick for his 
contribution during his tenure at Italtile, and previously Ceramic, and 
wish him well in his future endeavours. In Jan’s time since joining the 
Group in 2014 he has engendered a high level of commitment to 
retail excellence in the business and we look forward to his contribution 
as the Group continues on its growth trajectory.

PROSPECTS
Management anticipates a difficult first half of the new financial year 
as the business continues to correct its stock levels and inventory mix 
and intensifies focus on containing costs across the operation. 
However, notwithstanding macro-economic challenges and continued 
pressure on consumers’ disposable income, the Board is satisfied that 
the range of remedial measures that have been implemented and the 
potential to leverage BOP which exists, will result in an enhanced 
performance in the second half. The Group will also continue to invest 
in the retail store network and supply chain to capitalise on expansion 
opportunities. 

Underpinning our strategy to achieve long-term business success are 
the dual principles which drive an ascendant organisation: a 
combination of the commitment of our people and control of the 
business processes. I am confident that if we continue to leverage this 
commitment and control we will attain our goal of becoming the best 
retailer in the world in our specific market segment. 

Together with my fellow Board members, I am satisfied that our 
dedicated staff, capable management team, clearly defined strategies 
and resilient business model, position the business to optimise the 
potential for growth in the business and the market, and deliver 
sustainable returns for all stakeholders in the year ahead.

APPRECIATION
Our people are key to the success and growth of our business. Their 
enthusiasm and constant desire to attain the demanding targets we 
set is commendable and I congratulate them on their contribution. 
While the results for the review period under-performed our 
expectations, I have no doubt that our team will demonstrate their 
customary resilience and meet the challenges of the year ahead with 
renewed vigour.

I would like to thank my colleagues on the Board for their guidance 
and counsel.

We appreciate the continued support of our long-standing 
shareholders and welcome our new shareholders. Your recognition of 
our strong investment case is valued.

I would like to extend my gratitude to our suppliers, business partners 
and advisers – your contribution is appreciated.

We strive continuously to provide our customers with an unrivalled 
shopping experience. Over the period we honed our brand strategies 
to increase the “delight” and “disrupt-the-norm” factors, and the gain in 
market share which we have enjoyed is a pleasing endorsement. We 
will continue to uplift our offering for existing and new customers to 
ensure their loyalty is rewarded.

  
G A M Ravazzotti
Chairman
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“I love this company 
because it has allowed me 
to do work that I love.”

Joanna Morapedi, or “Mama Jo”, as she is affectionately 
known, began working for Italtile Limited in January 1983. 
She was initially employed as a messenger, and subsequently 
joined the kitchen operations at Italtile’s Bryanston Head 
Office, where she feels she is able to do what she loves. 
Joanna was a recipient of the Italtile Long Service Award, 
which enabled her to finance building her house and educate 
her children. Joanna believes the culture of learning and 
Ubuntu are the main reasons she has remained with the 
Group for the past 34 years. 

STORY OF MAMA JO (JOANNA MORAPEDI)
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Financial 
highlights

 
% change
from 2016 2017 2016

Group and franchise results
Turnover (Rm’s)
– by Group-owned stores and entities 4 3 670 3 539
– by franchise-owned stores (unaudited) 5 2 540 2 416

System-wide turnover (Rm’s) 4 6 210 5 955

Number of stores* 162 146

Group results
Turnover (Rm’s) 4 3 670 3 539
Trading profit (Rm’s) 2 1 063 1 047
Total assets (Rm’s) 10 4 163 3 790
Cash and cash equivalents (Rm’s) 47 511 347
Number of shares in issue (000’s) — 1 033 332 1 033 332
Headline earnings per share (cents) (1) 85,7 86,9
Ordinary dividends declared per share (cents) 3 30,0 29,0
Net asset value per share (cents) 11 403 362
Number of employees 8 1 344 1 248

*Includes webstores.
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“While a range of initiatives contributed 
to enhancing the business, numerous 

additional opportunities exist to 
leverage further growth and efficiencies. 

Management acknowledges that 
substantial progress needs to continue 

to be made to attain the Group’s 
ambitious growth targets.”

J N Potgieter (Chief Executive Officer)
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OVERVIEW
Operating environment
Trading conditions and consumer sentiment continued to deteriorate 
over the year as a result of heightened economic pressure and 
sociopolitical uncertainty. Furthermore, the paucity of ethical standards 
and leadership accountability, reflected by the unrelenting evidence of 
corruption across both public and private sectors, demoralised the 
citizens of this country and weighed heavily on the national psyche.

The FNB/BER consumer confidence index (July 2017) reports on the 
longest period during which consumer confidence has been at or 
below zero on the index since the survey started in 1982 – 12 
consecutive quarters. Further findings in the report confirm that most 
consumers continue to regard the present time as “unsuitable to buy 
durable goods”. The Momentum Unisa Wealth report (July 2017) 
reveals that the real value of South African households’ net wealth is 
lower than a year ago (Q1 2017 vs Q1 2016), and at the same level 
as three years ago (Q1 2014).

In this adverse environment, homeowners curtailed or deferred 
discretionary spend on residential improvements and renovations, 
while the new-build segment declined further, reflected by a marked 
decrease in building plans passed. 

In general, large segments of the market remained overstocked due to 
the downturn in consumer demand and the high level of imported 
product in the country, culminating from opportunistic traders 
capitalising on currency strength. With the industry-wide fall in sales, 
price competition and margin pressure intensified.

In this context, the Group’s robust business model served it well. The 
strategic retail brand portfolio ranging across the income continuum, 
integrated supply chain, strong partnerships with entrepreneurial 
franchisees, property portfolio and long-standing solid reputation, 
together with sustained investment in revitalising the offering 
continued to appeal to traditional customers as well as new, emerging 
homeowners.

SCORECARD
Priorities
At the end of the previous financial year, management identified a 
range of priorities aimed at driving further growth in the business and 
improving returns for stakeholders. The Group’s attainment of those 
priorities is discussed below:

◆◆ Instil the principles of retail excellence as a standard operating 
procedure to achieve the Group’s goal of being the first-choice 
retailer in its segment through offering an unrivalled shopping 
experience. 

 During the review period, the roll-out of the Business Optimisation 
Programme (“BOP”) across the Group was concluded; the 
organisational structure was enhanced through improved training 
and performance management of personnel; better measurement 
and management of trading intelligence was achieved; and 
customer service, epitomised by the Group’s ethos “Right product at 
the right time, place and price”, was prioritised. While all of these 
initiatives contributed to entrenching key retail excellence principles, 
numerous additional opportunities still exist to leverage further 
growth and improvements in the business.

◆◆ Continue to expand the Group’s store network, including opening 
15 TopT stores in the year ahead.

 Narrowly missing our target, TopT opened 14 stores – 10 corporate 
– nine of which are in new territories. The Group also opened two 
CTM stores. Notwithstanding persistent country-specific risks, 
management has confidence in the Group’s business model and 
brands, and expansion of the retail footprint across the portfolio 
remains a key strategy.   Accordingly, the Group will continue to 
invest in new stores and new territories in the period ahead.

◆◆ Leverage opportunities in the supply chain, specifically in the 
logistics and distribution operations.

 Management’s rationale is that a direct correlation exists between 
successful retailers and their greater extent of control of the 
supply  chain from the factory gate to the customer’s home. 

Chief Executive 
Officer’s report and 
review of operations
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Accordingly, during the review period, the business continued to 
identify and resolve inefficiencies in the areas of logistics and 
distribution and explore opportunities to optimise service to stores. 
The TopT network, which comprises numerous small stores in 
outlying and rural areas, provides a unique challenge in this regard 
and remains the subject of further analysis.

◆◆ Continue to invest in information technology (“IT”) and 
e-commerce to keep abreast of opportunities in that rapidly 
changing environment.

 Further material investment was made in both e-commerce and IT. 
In the local e-commerce sphere, TopT’s website was upgraded and 
the functionality improved on CTM and Italtile Retail’s online stores, 
while further afield, new webstores were launched for the CTM 
operations in Kenya and Tanzania. These CTM webstores will play an 
important role in building the brand’s profile and expanding the 
retail footprint in markets where the Group has limited brick and 
mortar stores.

 Additional investment was also made to improve fibre connectivity 
for the Group’s stores and e-learning training platform, and leverage 
further BOP benefits via enhanced data compilation and analysis 
software. In the forthcoming financial year, new handheld scanners 
with improved functionality designed to enhance convenience of 
the customer shopping experience will be rolled out to CTM stores.

◆◆ Capitalise on opportunities to gain market share from imported 
product through Ceramic Industries’ new Gryphon factory.

 During the period, Gryphon entrenched its position as a first-choice 
manufacturer of import-quality products. Strong and sustained 
demand for Gryphon’s range accelerated the installation of the 
operation’s second production line, which was commissioned in 
July 2017. The offering should continue to gain market share as the 
preferred import substitute as the currency weakens.

◆◆ Prioritise improved inventory management and working capital.
 At the half-year, management noted that investment in inventory 

(and consequently stock provisions) were at a higher than optimal 
level due to a number of factors, including overly conservative safety 
stock levels in the stores with the roll-out of BOP; additional stock in 
the system required to supply new stores; stock landed at higher 
than anticipated rates due to the decline of the Rand; and an 
underperforming range matrix. This overstock situation was 
exacerbated by the marked slowdown in sales in most segments of 
the market during the year. In this context, management undertook 
to intensify its focus on improving the Group’s working capital 
position and investment in inventory through the following remedial 
actions:

 – Improve warehouse disciplines;
 – Reduce stock control costs;
 – Leverage BOP across the business to optimise stock holding;
 – Improve efficiencies in the overall supply chain; and
 – Deliver better productivity and customer service to enable the 

business to retain and gain market share.

Management is pleased to report that the business has made progress 
in building cash reserves and rectifying its overstock position. Resulting 
from a range of judicious de-stocking initiatives, cash reserves have 
increased by 47% from the prior year, growth in stock control costs has 
been arrested, and the quality of the inventory (including the ratio of 
business critical items) has improved. 

While all of the abovementioned initiatives contributed to enhancing 
the business, numerous additional opportunities exist to leverage 
further growth and efficiencies. Management acknowledges that 
substantial progress needs to continue to be made to attain the 
Group’s ambitious growth targets.

INDUSTRY TRENDS
Historically, traditionally house-proud South Africans have invested 
relatively freely in upgrading or replacing their homes. However, with 
intensified pressure on disposable incomes, homeowners increasingly 
view property spend as a luxury indulgence and are significantly more 
discerning in their purchases, (which are now less frequent than in 
prior years), and more selective in their choice of retailers.

During the year, a range of trends emerged in the industry which 
illustrates this:
◆◆ While price and service remained key sales drivers, consumers are 
also gravitating to “convenience” offerings – convenient both in 
terms of accessibility of brick and mortar stores as well as to 
innovative online and digital technology offerings aimed at 
expediting and enhancing the ease of the shopping experience. The 
Group’s continued investment in its national store network and 
digital and in-store technology are designed to cater to this trend.
◆◆ Rapidly evolving technology and its omnipresence in most areas of 
modern lifestyles has had a significant influence on driving quicker 
changes in fashion trends and a growing demand for instant 
gratification from consumers seeking latest fashion products with 
limited lead times. Associate, Ceramic Industries’ state of the art 
inkjet printing technology has been a game changer for the 
business, enabling its factories to respond timeously to up to the 
minute design trends.
◆◆ The widespread availability of technology to consumers and their 
unlimited access to online research information has served to 
educate them and influence their expectations of the in-store 
experience. This development has necessitated that retailers 
improve their offering to meet customers’ increasingly demanding 
aspirations. Up-weighting the “delight” and “disruptive” factors in the 
shopping experience has become a major strategy for the Group’s 
brands. 
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GROUP PERFORMANCE
Retail brands
Despite the competitive landscape, CTM maintained its share of 
market, while Italtile Retail and TopT continued to grow their respective 
customer bases in both existing and new markets. 

All three brands grew their sales and total value of the average basket, 
however Italtile Retail and CTM recorded lower profitability, while TopT 
improved profits. Each of the brands experienced a degree of margin 
pressure, reporting a slight decline in margins.

The strongest performing regions across the brand portfolio were 
Limpopo and the Western Cape (the latter a function of increased 
property investment resulting from homeowners semi-grating from 
other regions), while Gauteng, the region which historically delivers 
the Group’s highest value in sales, reported flat results.

While CTM’s results underperformed management’s targets, under 
new operational leadership the business made progress on improving 
basic disciplines. Enhanced efficiencies were achieved in warehouse 
management, and the brand’s performance rating programmes, Voice 
of the Customer and Mystery Shopper, recorded better levels of 
customer service and sentiment in the stores. Management recognises 
that further substantial improvements need to be made across the 
business to bring it in line with the Group’s expectations. 

Italtile Retail’s premium-end market niche continued to contract as 
wary consumers postponed their investment decisions in the current 
climate. Furthermore, the Commercial Projects division which had 
reported an upturn in recent months experienced another setback, as 
a number of projects were put on hold following the sovereign credit 
downgrade by investment rating agencies. During the period, the 
brand upgraded its bespoke sales consultant training programmes, 
aimed at raising service benchmarks even higher, and is well 
positioned for growth when trading conditions improve.

In the period under review, TopT achieved national brand status 
with the expansion of its store footprint to all nine provinces. The good 
local geographical distribution of sites was complemented by the 
opening of a store in Botswana in July 2017. TopT’s solid results for the 
period illustrate the optimal use of BOP across the store network, with 
a strong correlation between availability of business critical stock and 
higher sales.

Supply chain
The Group’s strategically integrated supply chain comprises 
International Tap Distributors (“ITD”), Cedar Point and Distribution 
Centre.

During the review period, ITD reported a decrease in sales and stock 
turn primarily due to the overstock position of many of the Group’s 
stores; despite this, however, profits and margins improved due to 
better cost control. ITD’s founder (and former Managing Director) 
retired at the end of the financial year, selling his 14% shareholding in 
the business to the Group, which now owns 98% of the company. 
A  new, well-qualified and experienced management team has 
subsequently been appointed, and in keeping with Italtile’s ethos of 
profit sharing and empowerment, the Group intends selling a 10% 
minority stake to a suitable partner from this team during the second 
half of the new financial year.

Cedar Point recorded higher sales, but profits, margins and stock turn 
declined, primarily due to a sub-standard range/price matrix and 
historically poor inventory management. Re-engineering of the 
operation is a key priority in the period ahead and will include range 
rationalisation, a change in warehouse management systems, 
restructuring of the staff complement and reconfiguration of logistics 
solutions to the stores. Remedial action to improve investment in 
stockholding will include exploring opportunities to supply the open 
market.

In the Distribution Centre business, sales, profits and margins 
deteriorated as a function of the general downturn in demand from 
the  Group’s stores. However, inventory was reduced due to prudent 
buying decisions made in the volatile Rand environment experienced 
during the period.

For additional information, the detailed individual business unit reports 
are published on pages 30 to 45 of this document.

RESULTS
At the end of the first six months of this period, management 
cautioned that due to the subdued economic climate and constrained 
consumer demand, results in the second six months would be weaker 
than the first six (being typical of the Group’s cyclical long-term retail 
sales trend), but also weaker than the comparable second six months 
of 2016.
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Disappointingly, this forecast proved to be accurate, with sales and 
profitability failing to meet management’s targets. Key factors 
contributing to the inadequate performance include the slowdown in 
discretionary spending; the volatility of the currency; the Group’s 
overstock position, which while substantially improved over the past 
six months, remains a key focus area; and the general country-specific 
risks which continue to cause both private and public sectors to 
suspend investment in property.

System-wide turnover for the period increased by 4% to R6,21 billion 
(2016: R5,96 billion). System-wide turnover is defined as the aggregate 
of the Group’s consolidated turnover as reported (total sales by Group-
owned entities and corporate stores, excluding sales from owned 
supply chain businesses to corporate stores) and the turnover of 
franchisees of the Group.

Like-on-like retail store turnover for the period increased by 2,7%. 
Retail store turnover is defined as the aggregate of turnover of all 
stores, either corporate or franchised, in the Group’s network. 

Trading profit increased 2% to R1 063 million (2016: R1 047 million). 
While turnover for the period includes the partial or full contribution of 
the 10 corporate TopT stores opened during the period, profitability 
was offset by high pre-opening expenses. Average price inflation of 
4,3% was lower than the prior comparative period (2016: 6,5%). 

Retail margins were only marginally lower despite both de-stocking 
activities and the retail brands continuing to offer competitive value to 
price-conscious consumers. This was achieved through improved 
containment of costs in the second half of the period (specifically in 
distribution, manpower costs and stock control); prudent marketing 
activities; improved use of trading intelligence and an enhanced mix 
of higher margin products in the average basket.

The Group’s basic earnings per share rose by 3% to 90,3 cents (2016: 
87,8 cents), while headline earnings per share decreased 1% to 
85,7 cents (2016: 86,9 cents).

Basic earnings include the impact of a R37 million once-off gain 
realised on the sale in December 2016 of the Group’s Australian 
property holding company, which is excluded from headline earnings.

Good progress was achieved in terms of the Group’s stated goals 
for  the second half of the period, namely to reduce operating costs 
and to  improve its working capital position. In this regard cash and 
cash equivalent reserves at the end of the period grew to R511 million 
(2016: R347 million), representing an increase of 47%. Inventory 
levels reduced to R548 million (2016: R693 million), a decline of 21%, 
but simultaneously reflected enhanced quality. Stock management 
is a core discipline across the business and improved stock turn and 
reduced stock losses are closely monitored key performance 
indicators. 

During the period capital expenditure of R334 million (2016: 
R375  million) was incurred, primarily on property acquisitions and 
upgrades in the Property Investment portfolio to underpin the Group’s 
growth programme.

Total dividends of R305 million (2016: R279 million) were paid in the 
period.

The Group’s net asset value was 403 cents (2016: 362 cents).

The individual business unit reports follow.



In line with the strategy to continually 
delight our customers, every Italtile 

Retail salesperson completed a 
bespoke internationally accredited 

interior design course, enabling them 
to complement their extensive product 

knowledge with authoritative insight 
into fashion and design.
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ITALTILE RETAIL

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Leading fashion retailer of exclusive ranges of tiles, bathware and 
related products.

Strategic positioning LIVE BEAUTIFULLY.
Target market LSM 8 – 10 

Discerning consumers in the upper, middle and premium end segment 
and Commercial Projects market.

Footprint 11 including webstore (2016: 11 including webstore)
Stores revamped: 2 (Menlyn and Bryanston, Gauteng)

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average basket growth

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Average store inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Trend-setter and leading buyer of exclusive high quality 
fashionable international and local products.
◆◆ Widely recognised as the industry front-runner in environmentally 
sensitive products.
◆◆ Well-established specialist expertise and nationwide network.

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Gain market share
◆◆ Reduce stock levels
◆◆ Reduce operating costs

✓
✓
✓

2016/17 major achievements ◆◆ Total revamp of the Menlyn store.
◆◆ Bespoke six-month interior design course completed by all sales consultants, thereby enhancing service 
and sales skills significantly. 
◆◆ Cost containment across the business with greatest improvement in transport cost reduction, particularly 
in the second half of the financial year.

2017/18 priorities ◆◆ Gain market share across the merchandise categories with a specific focus on large format tiles and 
sanitaryware. 
◆◆ Reduce stockholding by improving inventory management. 
◆◆ Reduce general operating costs across the business, with transport costs remaining a key focus.
◆◆ Roll-out new look new-generation store format across the network.
◆◆ Continue to develop and upskill the personnel complement.

2017/18 prospects ◆◆ New store to open in Polokwane in November 2017. This is a new market for the business.
◆◆ Capitalise on growth opportunities for the Commercial Projects division.
◆◆ In continued challenging trading conditions, expansion of the new-generation store format across the 
network and enhanced specialist sales skills should serve to sharpen the business’s competitive edge.



While CTM’s performance rating 
programmes, Voice of the Customer 

and Mystery Shopper, recorded better 
levels of customer service and 
sentiment in the stores, further 

improvements need to be made across 
the business to bring it in line with 

management’s expectations. 
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CTM

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Leading specialist retailer of tiles, laminate boards, taps, sanitaryware, 
shower enclosures, bathroom furniture and accessories.

Strategic positioning BIG SAVINGS. MORE STYLE. 
Target market LSM 5 – 8

Middle income DIY customers and small builders.

Footprint 69* in South Africa and 18* in the Rest of Africa (2016: 69* and 16*)
Corporate: 49* (2016: 48*) Franchised: 38 (2016: 37)
*includes webstores
2 stores opened (Eldoret, Kenya and Vhembe, Limpopo)
1 store relocated and revamped to new-generation Millennial format 
(Somerset West, Western Cape)
2 stores revamped to new-generation Millennial format (Centurion 
and Menlyn, Gauteng)
1 webstore opened (Tanzania)

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average basket growth

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Average store inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Local and international buying power.
◆◆ Year-round value offering with strong fashion component.
◆◆ Integrated supply chain ensuring consistent availability of stock.

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Develop human capital 
structure to assist in attaining 
the brand’s growth goals.
◆◆ Roll-out of the value-add 
installation and delivery 
service to all Gauteng stores. 
◆◆ Drive customer service 
excellence.

✘

✓

✓

2016/17 major achievements ◆◆ Launched CTM Customer Service campaign.
◆◆ Rolled out Millennial store format (Somerset West, Menlyn and Centurion).
◆◆ Enhanced the Retail Academy and Operator Training Programmes.

2017/18 priorities ◆◆ Continue to drive customer service excellence.
◆◆ Continue to enhance human capital structure and skills development.
◆◆ Optimise use of integrated supply chain and BOP methodology to gain market share.
◆◆ Build stronger relationships with suppliers.

2017/18 prospects ◆◆ Open three new stores (Hendrik Potgieter in Gauteng, Capricorn in Limpopo and one store in Kenya).
◆◆ Trading conditions will remain difficult but wide-ranging constructive initiatives implemented across the 
business should result in improved profitability.
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In the period under review, TopT 
achieved national brand status with 

the expansion of its store footprint to 
64 stores – situated across all nine 

provinces. The good local 
geographical distribution of sites was 

complemented by the opening of a 
store in Botswana in July 2017.
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TopT

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX
Nature of business Retailer of home-finishing products including tiles, paint, ceiling 

décor, taps, sanitaryware, hardware and accessories.

Strategic positioning EVERY PRICE A LOW PRICE.
Target market LSM 4 – (lower) 7. Entry-level value offering strategically situated in 

under-serviced rural areas and outlying markets in close proximity to 
urban townships.

Footprint 64 (2016: 50); Corporate: 23 (2016: 13); Franchised: 41 (2016: 37)
14 stores opened (10 Corporate and 4 franchised)
New stores:
– Gauteng: Silverton and Gezina
–  Western Cape: Bellville, Maitland, Mitchells Plain, Nyanga and 

Somerset West
– Free State: Botshabelo, Kroonstad and Welkom
– Mpumalanga: Numbi Gate
– Natal: Isipingo
– Eastern Cape: Motherwell and Butterworth

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average basket growth

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Average store inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Flexible, opportunistic home-finishing product range.
◆◆ Affordability and availability of stock and accessibility to market.
◆◆ Strong community relationships and local marketing. 

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Build on TopT’s unique offering incorporating 
convenience, responsiveness to evolving 
customer demands and personalised service.
◆◆ Attain sales budget.

✓

✓

2016/17 major achievements ◆◆ Conducted a roadshow to stores nationwide, focusing on the brand’s culture.
◆◆ Commissioned TopT’s first-ever TV advertising campaign – achieving good success.
◆◆ Reported double digit sales and profit growth.
◆◆ Introduction of BBBEE partners in franchised regions.

2017/18 priorities ◆◆ Enhance franchise partner- and operator training programmes.
◆◆ Build on collaboration with suppliers to ensure demand continues to be met.
◆◆ Continue to build brand profile, internally and externally.
◆◆ Enhance logistics and distribution to the stores.

2017/18 prospects ◆◆ Open 15 new stores.
◆◆ Following the opening of the brand’s first store outside of South Africa (in Botswana) in July 2017, 
continue to explore further expansion opportunities.
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International Tap Distributors (“ITD”) 

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Importer and distributor of brassware and accessories.

Strategic positioning EXPERIENCE WATER’S INSPIRATION.

Target market Italtile Retail, CTM and TopT store network.

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Closing inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Integral component of the Group’s supply chain.
◆◆ Long-standing relationships with international suppliers and extensive import experience.
◆◆ State-of-the-art robotic warehouse facility.
◆◆ ITD’s Tivoli range is the only major Italian brassware brand available in South Africa.

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Entrenchment of BOP and improved stock efficiencies.
◆◆ Support growth of TopT stores.
◆◆ Gain market share.

✘

✓

✘

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ Improvement in net profit despite slowdown in sales, facilitated by cost control and gross margin improvement.
◆◆ Introduction of competitively priced entry level product for TopT and CTM.
◆◆ Improved efficiencies of the robotic warehouse which achieved a record for single-day pickings and reduced downtime during the year.

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Leverage BOP to improve in-stock positions and stock turn while simultaneously reducing overall stock holding.
◆◆ Rationalise ranges and drive product innovation to create differentiation for retail brands.
◆◆ Find an alternative certification for products given the dysfunctionality of the SABS.
◆◆ Explore opportunities to supply product to the open market.

2017/18 prospects
◆◆ Sales are expected to remain under pressure for the next six months as stores continue to reduce stock holdings.
◆◆ Margins, gross and operating, will simultaneously be squeezed, given reduced sales volumes and price sensitivity of end consumers. 
◆◆ Despite the above, management is satisfied that performance can be enhanced by improving business efficiencies.
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Cedar Point

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Importer and distributor of tile cutters, laminated and vinyl floor boards, bathroom furniture, 
shower enclosures, accessories, décor and other home finishing products.

Target market Italtile Retail, CTM and TopT store network.

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Closing inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Integral component of supply chain across merchandise categories.
◆◆ Strong relationships with international suppliers.
◆◆ Leading buyer and supplier of high quality European laminated and vinyl floor board 
range in South Africa.

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Reduce stockholding
◆◆ Reduce operating costs
◆◆ Improve warehousing efficiencies

✓

✘

✓

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ Reduced stockholding in difficult trading environment.
◆◆ Rationalised the range offering to improve ratio of business critical items and terminated non-core categories.
◆◆ Established a warehouse in Crossroads, Western Cape, which improved distribution efficiencies and reduced lead times to stores in the region.

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Implement a full warehouse management system across all warehouses.
◆◆ Streamline and upskill staff complement.
◆◆ Reduce costs across all warehouses.
◆◆ Establish a warehouse in Durban to reduce costs and improve efficiencies in the KwaZulu-Natal region.

2017/18 prospects
◆◆ Capitalise on opportunities to expand the offering and service to TopT and Italtile Retail stores.
◆◆ Explore opportunities to supply product to the open market.
◆◆ Sales are expected to remain under pressure for the first half of the financial year as stores continue to reduce stock holdings.
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Distribution Centre

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Procures stock for the Group, and is the single largest importer of polished and glazed 
porcelain tiles in South Africa.
Provides warehousing, distribution and logistics services to the Group.

Target market The Group’s retail store network and integrated suppliers.

Footprint Durban and Cape Town

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

Sales

Average selling price

Margins

Net profit

Stock turn

Closing inventory

Key differentiators ◆◆ Long-standing relationships with international suppliers and transport agents.
◆◆ Extensive (+30 years) import experience.
◆◆ Strong financial position facilitates optimal investment in inventory.

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Ensure right stock at the right time, place and price.
◆◆ Achieve turnover and trading profit targets.
◆◆ Reduce stock holding.

✘

✘

✓

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ Built people pipeline to facilitate succession strategy.
◆◆ Streamlined warehousing and operating costs. 

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Improve product range matrix to facilitate goal of right stock at the right time, place and price.
◆◆ Re-evaluate entire logistics system to ensure improved service and reduction of costs.
◆◆ Achieve all targets set for new financial year.

2017/18 prospects
◆◆ Intensified focus on key priorities will bring the division closer to achieving its demanding goals.
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e-Commerce

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business To provide our customers with a seamless, omni-channel shopping experience, enabling 
them to easily view and purchase our products and services online and smoothly transition 
between online shopping and our brick and mortar stores.

Target market The Group’s retail operations and its customers.

Footprint The Group’s online shopping stores are:
CTM South Africa – www.ctm.co.za; Italtile Retail South Africa – www.italtile.co.za;
CTM Kenya – www.ctm.co.ke; 
CTM Tanzania – www.ctm.co.tz

Key performance indicators Scorecard % increase

Online sales 

CTM SA 23

Italtile Retail 61

CTM Kenya #

Quotes generated for all stores (Rands)

CTM SA 18

Italtile Retail 26

CTM Kenya #

Visitor sessions

CTM SA 23

Italtile Retail 28

CTM Kenya #
# webstore opened in 2017, hence no prior year comparative.

2016/17 priorities and major achievements Scorecard
◆◆ Launch CTM Tanzania online store in April 2017.
◆◆ Improve interactivity of retail websites.

✓
✓

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Launch 3D visualiser technology.
◆◆ Launch new user interface for CTM and Italtile Retail webstores.

2017/18 prospects
Despite the general downturn in traditional consumer spend, the rapid growth of internet users and online shoppers presents significant opportunity 
for the online stores.
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Information technology

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business

◆◆ To provide relevant, effective IT solutions to enable a secure and optimal shopping experience in the Group’s retail stores, online and in the 
supply chain. This is achieved by ensuring simplicity and functionality for the end-user, combined with a personalised customer service which 
gives the Group a unique edge in the marketplace.
◆◆ Maintenance of data integrity and minimising downtime and risk.

Target market

The Group’s retail operations, their customers, and the Support Services businesses.

Key performance indicators Scorecard

◆◆ Continual enhancement of the SAP ERP environment to achieve its full potential, thereby enabling sustainable 
growth and functionality relevant to the business’s needs.
◆◆ Management of potential downtime and system failure risk through the use of technology and process 
management.
◆◆ Consistent adaptation and preparation for events in the changing marketplace/landscape that could threaten or 
enhance the current state of IT globally.
◆◆ Roll-out of innovative value-added new technology in a cost effective manner.

✓

✓

✓

✓

2016/17 priorities and major achievements Scorecard

◆◆ Cybersecurity. Cybercrime is increasingly more sophisticated and harmful and remains a constant core focus. 
Significant resources have been and will continue to be committed to security of the Group’s computer networks 
to provide the business and its customers with peace of mind.
◆◆ Fibre roll-out. Investment was incurred on rolling out fibre connectivity to Group sites where practicable; this 
resulted in improved network stability and will reduce costs over the long term as bandwidth becomes more 
affordable.
◆◆ SAP archiving project.  A programme is under way to archive the Group’s extensive database more effectively 
and cost efficiently. Although in its early stages the initiatives implemented have already achieved a reduction in 
database size and improved performance. 

✓

✓

✓

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Consistent, proactive cybersecurity.
◆◆ Roll-out of a new Microsoft operating platform as an intermediate step prior to moving to the cloud. This will optimise the existing operating 
environment and assets, and provide a seamless transition when the migration to the cloud takes place.
◆◆ Roll-out of new Smart scanner solution. The stores’ mobile handsets which currently offer SAP and web functionality will be upgraded with a 
secure integrated payment option, resulting in a more robust application that provides an improved customer shopping experience, enhances 
the in-store process from door to despatch, is locally manufactured and more cost effective.

2017/18 prospects
◆◆ Benefits will be derived from current projects under way including the roll-out of fibre connectivity, the SAP archive project, the roll-out of the 
new Microsoft operating platform and the introduction of mobile devices with integrated payment functionality.
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Property investment

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

The Group’s property portfolio affords strategic advantage to the retail brand operations by ensuring stores are easily accessible, well-presented 
and maintained, and contribute to an aspirational shopping experience. The portfolio is continuously evaluated and enhanced to ensure optimal 
returns.

Environmental sustainability
The Group’s sustainability agenda is promoted through the use of cost-effective, energy efficient practices in the construction of new buildings 
and the renovation of older buildings. Optimal use of natural light, solar technology, new-generation lighting, water-saving taps and sanitaryware 
and environmentally sensitive building materials is prioritised.

Nature of business Underpins the Group’s retail operations by ensuring that stores are optimally 
located on high visibility destination sites or within easy access of previously 
under-serviced rural and outlying areas.

Target market Italtile Retail, CTM and TopT store network.

Key statistics 2017 2016

Portfolio market value R2,6 billion R2,4 billion 
Total number of stores 158* 143*
Italtile 10* 10*
CTM 84* 83*
TopT 64* 50*
Capex incurred (new and refurbishments) R232 million R284 million 
Portfolio changes
Properties acquired 8 7
Properties sold 3 3
New stores opened
Italtile 0 2
CTM 2 3
TopT 14 15
* Excluding webstores

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ Fourteen new stores opened and continued upgrade of store network progressed.
◆◆ Concluded sale of Australian property holding company.
◆◆ Continued to support the Group’s Green targets and enhance environmental sustainability of stores.

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Conversion of land to trading stores.
◆◆ Build capacity and capability in the division to support store roll-out programme.
◆◆ Continue to source suitable new sites to facilitate network expansion programme.

2017/18 prospects
While the Group has a clearly defined strategy in terms of its robust store roll-out programme, progress will be determined by availability of 
suitable sites and bureaucratic and legislative delays which continue to hamper approval of building plans.
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Environment and sustainability 

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business Measures, manages and reduces the Group’s impact on the environment and promotes its long-term 
sustainability.

Agenda Targets a reduction in the Group’s carbon footprint and participation in environmental initiatives designed to 
contribute to the betterment of communities in which the business operates.

Target audience The Group’s retail operations, Support Services businesses and local communities.

Key performance indicators 2017 2016 Trends

◆◆ Generation of renewable energy 1 057 676 kWh 1 269 915 kWh

◆◆ Reduction of carbon footprint* A 22% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 
tonnes of CO2 emissions per Rand 
of revenue.

A 1.2% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 
tonnes of CO2 emissions per Rand 
of revenue.

◆◆ Quality of sustainability reporting

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
Management and reduction in 
consumption of:

Energy

Water

Waste

◆◆ Energy management 
 A 98,8 kWp grid tied solar plant was connected in the review period. The 

estimated saving per annum from this new solar plant was 158 080 kWh 
of energy production per annum which is in line with the annual target of 
generating 150 kWp of renewable energy per annum. The Group continues 
to explore energy efficient technologies in an effort to reduce electricity 
consumption in its stores. 

 The theft of solar panels at three stores resulted in reduced generation of 
renewable energy compared to the previous year despite the installation of 
new panels in other stores.
◆◆ Water management 

 The Group remains a relatively low consumer of water. All three retail 
brands continue to source, supply and promote their water efficient 
products. 
◆◆ Waste management 

 A waste management programme is in place at the Support Centre in 
Bryanston. Activities include:

 –  reducing the amount of waste sent to landfills by using recycling bins to 
facilitate the separation of waste.

 – reducing the amount of paper used and recycle/re-use where possible.

✓

✓

✓
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Environment and sustainability continued 

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ The Group marketing department achieved a significant reduction (33 tonnes) in the amount of paper consumed for marketing purposes by 
reducing the length of its retail promotion tabloids. 
◆◆ Further contributions were made to conservation in the country: CTM has pledged a portion of the proceeds made on the Kilimanjaro Umgazi 
Grey and Lebombo Black Slate tiles to the StopRhinoPoaching Foundation. R1 million was donated in 2015 and a further R1 million in 2016.
◆◆ *The methodology of the carbon footprint study was revised to enable a more detailed analysis of the sources of emissions. Additional 
Scope 3 emission sources were considered for this report, improving our overall understanding of our largest sources of emissions.

2017/18 priorities and prospects
◆◆ In order to promote sustainability, the Group is aiming to create increased awareness among consumers of the environmentally friendly 
products stocked by all our retail stores. 
◆◆ In line with goals stipulated in the National Waste Management Strategy developed by the Department of Environmental Affairs, the Group plans 
to roll-out its waste management programme to selected Group stores, with the goal of promoting waste minimisation, re-use, recycling and 
recovery of waste produced by the Group, with a longer-term vision of developing a comprehensive waste management strategy for the Group. 
◆◆ The Group will continue to explore opportunities to reduce energy consumption. 
◆◆ Work in line with national climate change strategies to reduce the Group’s carbon footprint. Expand the existing carbon reduction programme 
to increase the number of carbon offset initiatives by exploring projects that go beyond generating renewable energy.
◆◆ Commission the Group’s eighth carbon footprint study.

In addition to community-linked environmental projects, the Group’s broader corporate social investment programmes focus on education, 
entrepreneurship, welfare and conservation. The corporate social responsibility narrative on page 60 of the Corporate Governance report outlines in 
detail the charitable activities of the Group during the year.
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Human resources and training

OVERVIEW AND PERFORMANCE MATRIX

Nature of business ◆◆ Add value through recruiting and retaining fit-for-purpose 
personnel.
◆◆ Develop and empower the Group’s human capital resource 
through relevant training and support.
◆◆ Provide an efficient payroll and administration function.

Target audience Support Centre, franchisees and employees.

Key performance indicators Trends 2017 Trends 2016

◆◆ Recruitment and retention of fit-for-purpose personnel.

◆◆ Engagement with employees across the Group.

◆◆ Development of appropriate skills training, learnerships and competencies. 

◆◆ Support the Group’s growth objectives and overriding strategy to deliver an 
incomparable customer experience.
◆◆ Improve productivity and performance to achieve retail best practice benchmarks. 

◆◆ Develop leadership capability and capacity.

◆◆ Training programmes

2016/17 priorities Scorecard
◆◆ Upgrade existing retail-specific knowledge base. 
◆◆ Implement the Learning Management System. 
◆◆ Professionalise and upskill sales consultants.
◆◆ Improve BBBEE Skills Development scorecard.

✘
✓
✓
✓

2016/17 major achievements
◆◆ CTM sales consultants’ training programme was rolled out.
◆◆ Successfully launched the Learning Management System designed to provide unlimited access to learning and promote the learning culture 
within the organisation.
◆◆ Sourced, launched and conducted an internationally accredited interior design course for Italtile Retail sales consultants. 
◆◆ A pilot programme designed for persons with disabilities was rolled out in selected TopT and CTM stores. Eleven learners have been placed in 
the programme which offers learners an opportunity to obtain a NQF level 2 qualification in Retail and Operations while gaining work experience.

2017/18 priorities
◆◆ Partner with SAQA-aligned training providers to offer NQF level accredited courses.
◆◆ Obtain accreditation for the Training Academy with the Department of Higher Education and Training.
◆◆ Migrate to a new learning management system.
◆◆ Further improve BBBEE skills development scorecard. 

2017/18 prospects
◆◆ Pursue the goal of transformation through creating more training and employment opportunities for persons with disabilities.
◆◆ Establish partnerships with higher education institutions to improve opportunities to attract, recruit and retain new talent.
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INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES
Ceramic Industries 
The Group holds a 21% strategic stake in manufacturer Ceramic, its 
primary supplier of tiles, sanitaryware and bathware. This tactical 
investment is key to advancing Italtile’s growth agenda. The business 
comprises five tile factories, a sanitaryware factory and a bath factory 
in South Africa, and one tile factory in Australia.

Ceramic’s results in the first half of the period were substantially 
stronger than the second half. Locally, in the latter six months the 
business experienced a fall in sales in light of the general economic 
slowdown and overstocked position of most of its customers, 
exacerbated by the high level of imported product in the market. The 
weaker sales resulted in poor capacity utilisation in the factories, 
causing a decline in profits and margins during the second half of the 
period. In the Australian operation, sales decreased slightly in subdued 
trading conditions, while the deliberate strategy to gain market share 
through keen pricing resulted in a nominal decline in margins.

Ceramic’s after tax profits for the period declined from the prior period 
as a result of an increase in its effective tax rate, having benefited from 
tax incentives related to the Gryphon factory in the prior period. 
Accordingly, Ceramic’s contribution to Group profit for the period 
decreased 2% to R81 million (2016: R83 million).

Despite prevailing difficult trading conditions, Ceramic remains 
optimistic about growth opportunities in South Africa and Australia and 
will continue to invest in upgrading its factories and facilities to ensure 
it is optimally positioned to capitalise on any increase in market 
demand.

Ezee Tile
The Group holds an effective 46% stake in Ezee Tile, a national 
manufacturer of grout, adhesive and related products. In the context of 
subdued consumer demand across the industry, Ezee Tile’s sales, 
profits, margins and stock turn for the period, although improved, were 
less buoyant than the previous period. The business contributed 
R13,5  million (2016: R12,0 million) to Group profit, an increase 
of 13%.

EVENTS AFTER REPORTING PERIOD
Conditional approval of acquisition of shares in Ceramic
The Group’s binding offer to Ceramic to acquire up to a further 74,5% 
of the company’s issued share capital for a consideration of 
R3,5 billion was conditionally approved by the Competition Tribunal on 
21 August 2017. The condition imposed by the Tribunal relates to 
concerns regarding information exchange; the Boards of both 
companies are satisfied that this condition will not have a material 
impact on the successful merger of the two businesses. Following the 
conclusion of the acquisition, the Group will own 95,5% of Ceramic 
and 71,54% of Ezee Tile.

Management believes that the long-term success and sustainability of 
both businesses are inextricably intertwined and is confident that the 
merger will have far-ranging benefits for Italtile and Ceramic. Among 
the benefits will be an improvement in the depth of management, 
experience and skill; enhancement of succession planning; improved 
efficiencies and reduced costs; enhanced allocation of capital and an 
alignment of long-term growth strategies.

The acquisition is discussed in greater detail on pages 129 and 130 of 
this report.

GROUP OUTLOOK
All indications are that current sociopolitical and economic conditions 
will prevail for at least the next six months.

Real disposable income is likely to decline further in the context of 
poor economic growth, limited job creation and significant increases 
in personal income taxes for middle- and high-income earners. 
Country-specific risk will also remain a factor for the forthcoming 
period and management anticipates a weakening trend of the local 
currency.

Sustained high levels of stock in the market and lower consumer 
demand will drive intensified competition as operators vie for a share 
of wallet. Further rationalisation of marginal industry participants is 
also probable.
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Despite this contextual outlook, the Group remains confident that its 
strong brands and robust, resilient business model can capitalise on 
growth opportunities in this market, particularly given the relatively low 
per capita consumption of tiles in this country compared to peer 
economies.

Furthermore, management is satisfied that its competent leadership 
team, clearly defined strategies and clarity of purpose positions the 
business well for continued growth. The Group’s competitive advantage 
will continue to be furthered by its tactical brand portfolio, integrated 
supply chain, strong entrepreneurial partnerships and long-standing 
reputation.

While advancement of the store roll-out programme will be determined 
by market demand and availability of suitable sites and operators, the 
Group’s goal is to open a total of 20 new stores over the next financial 
year, including at least one Italtile Retail store and three CTM stores. 
Furthermore, capacity in the supply chain will also continue to be 
developed to support anticipated growth over the long term.

In addition to expanding the capacity of the business, opportunities for 
growth also exist within the business itself, through improved 
competencies, efficiencies, and conceptualisation of retail innovations 
and market-disruptive strategies.

Management’s key focus areas in the forthcoming period will include:
◆◆ further improvement of the working capital position through 
intensified control of inventory and all overhead costs;
◆◆ better productivity through enhanced performance management 
and training initiatives (specifically e-learning programmes);
◆◆ attracting, retaining and developing an appropriately skilled 
personnel complement, capable of enabling the Group’s growth 
strategy;
◆◆ continued development of sector leading technology (including 
rolling out a digital strategy); and
◆◆ driving the strategy to offer a customer-centric shopping experience 
which constantly delights our customers through improved service, 
value, convenience, product range and in-store merchandising and 
display.

MORAL LEADERSHIP
It is our view that leaders across all sectors of our society have a 
responsibility to conduct themselves with integrity, transparency and 
accountability and to inculcate those values in their companies, 
organisations and institutions. With the decline in moral standards in 
this country over recent years, it is very heartening to see the positive 
response from South African citizens to recent punitive action taken 
against corrupt individuals in private and public enterprises. As a 
Group, we will continue to support and encourage ethical behaviour 
and practices that restore the country’s pride and uplift the sentiment 
of its people.

APPRECIATION
I would like to thank the people of Italtile for their enthusiasm and 
contribution during the year. Continuing to deliver strong results in 
testing conditions is challenging for even the most successful 
organisation, and while the results of some of the divisions did not 
meet our high standards, I am confident that our commitment and 
continued efforts as a team will remedy this. I look forward to working 
with the business to accomplish our shared vision to fight for the right 
of all Africans to have a beautiful home.

I would also like to extend my gratitude to the Board for their 
constructive counsel and support as we strive to implement and 
achieve our growth strategies and goals.

J N Potgieter
Chief Executive Officer
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(All amounts in Rm’s)

Seven-year
compound

growth % 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Operations
Turnover 15 3 670 3 539 3 115 2 745 2 141 1 845 1 521
Trading profit 15 1 063 1 047 905 740 612 523 448
Profit before taxation 17 1 190 1 166 978 760 632 550 469
Profit attributable to equity holders of the parent 18 845 813 700 509 444 378 321
Headline earnings 17 803 804 661 530 436 377 319
Ordinary dividends paid 19 292 252 204 157 141 119 101

Financial position
Non-current assets 2 775 2 309 2 023 1 856 1 858 1 223 1 070
Current assets 1 388 1 365 1 079 857 793 1 400 1 226
Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 3 713 3 292 2 672 2 179 2 247 1 931 1 637
Non-current liabilities 24 18 44 12 53 323 327
Current liabilities 366 384 324 471 293 292 262

Cash flow
Cash flows from/(utilised by) operating activities 609 306 443 (127) 376 226 254
Cash flows utilised in investing activities (379) (358) (175) (50) (694) (148) (107)
Cash flows (utilised by)/from financing activities (66) 7 (125) 123 (296) — (19)
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 511 347 392 249 303 917 839

Group review 
for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Seven-year
compound

growth % 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Financial ratios
Returns
Trading profit to turnover (%) 29,0 29,6 29,1 27,0 28,6 28,3 29,5
Return on shareholders’ interest (%)1 24,1 27,3 28,9 23,4 21,2 21,2 21,0
Average consumer price index (%)† 6,1 5,6 5,1 6,0 5,5 5,5 5,0
Earnings per share (cents) 15 90,3 87,8 75,9 55,3 48,3 41,1 34,9
Headline earnings per share (cents) 15 85,7 86,9 71,6 57,6 47,4 41,0 34,7
Ordinary dividends declared per share (cents) 15 30,0 29,0 25,0 19,0 16,0 14,0 12,0
Special dividend declared per share (cents) — — — — 50,0 — —
Productivity
Turnover per employee (R000’s) 2 731 2 836 3 258 2 977 2 799 2 701 2 498
Total assets per employee (R000’s) 3 097 3 037 3 245 2 943 3 465 3 840 3 770
Trading profit per employee (R000’s) 791 839 947 803 800 766 736
Turnover growth (%) 3,7 13,6 13,8 28,2 16,0 21,3 12,3
Number of employees 1 344 1 248 956 922 765 683 609
Number of stores 162 146 126 115 116 112 108
– Owned#  81 72 55 55 54 50 47
– Franchised# 81 74 71 60 62 62 61
Solvency and liquidity
Interest cover (times)2 1 063 523,5 150,8 37,0 36,0 21,8 18,7
Dividend cover (times)3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Gearing ratio (%)4 0,0 0,1 1,1 7,6 2,0 17,7 20,2
Current ratio (times)5 3,8 3,6 3,3 1,8 2,7 4,8 4,7
Acid test ratio (times)6 2,3 1,8 1,9 1,0 1,6 3,6 3,8

1 Return on shareholders’ interest: Profit attributable to equity holders of the parent as a percentage of average equity attributable to equity holders of the parent.
† As per Statistics South Africa.
# Includes webstores.
2 Interest cover: Trading profit divided by finance cost.
3 Dividend cover: Headline earnings per share divided by dividends declared per share (excluding special dividends).
4 Gearing ratio: Interest-bearing loans and borrowings as a percentage of equity attributable to equity holders of the parent.
5 Current ratio: Current assets divided by current liabilities.
6 Acid test ratio: Current assets, less inventory, divided by current liabilities.

Group review continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Seven-year
compound

growth % 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Financial ratios (continued)
Stock exchange performance
Market capitalisation+ (Rm’s) 20 11 700 12 673 10 707 7 875 5 514 5 147 4 094
Closing share price at year end (cents) 19 1 250  1 370 1 160 855 600 560 445
Market value per share
– High (cents) 1 500 1 370 1 325 860 665 570 465
– Low (cents) 1 243 1 035 835 590 550 410 340
Closing share price to net asset value per share 3,10 3,78 3,92 3,53 2,40 2,57 2,39
Price-earnings ratio (times) 13,85 15,62 15,28 15,46 12,42 13,63 12,75
Dividend yield (%) 2,4 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,7 2,5 2,7
Earnings yield (%) 7,2 6,4 6,5 6,5 8,1 7,3 7,8
Number of shares in issue (millions)+ 940 926 924 921 921 919 920
Volume of shares traded (millions)  84 70 70 20 50 25 34
Value of shares traded (R000’s) 1 154 746 843 529 763 680 147 964 304 481 115 085 128 853
Volume of shares traded as a % of total issued 
shares+ 8,9 7,6 7,6 2,2 5,4 2,4 3,2

+ Excluding treasury shares.
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Methodology and 
approach to 
enterprise risk 
management

FRAMEWORK AND MODEL
The Group has in place an Enterprise Risk Management framework 
which is based on a combined assurance model comprising: 
management, external auditors and Support Centre oversight 
(including the internal audit function). This model and its related 
activities are structured to ensure that the Group’s risks are adequately 
addressed by formulating the Group’s strategic imperatives on such.

IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS
Identification of risks is based on:
◆◆ The Group’s risk bearing capacity (the capacity to absorb losses 
arising from risks without an immediate threat to the Group’s 
continued existence based on its current business model);
◆◆ Risk appetite (the amount and type of risk the Group is willing to 
accept in pursuit of its business objectives); and
◆◆ Risk tolerance (the acceptable levels of variation relative to the 
achievement of the Group’s objectives). 

QUANTIFICATION OF RISKS
Certain financial measures form the basis on which these risks are 
quantified.

CATEGORISATION OF RISKS
Identified risks are categorised according to:
◆◆ Inherent risk (a function of their potential impact and probability); 
and
◆◆ Residual risk (based on the effectiveness of mitigating controls or 
responses to address the inherent risk). 

The identified risks are encompassed in the following risk categories:
◆◆ IT infrastructure and network vulnerability;
◆◆ Supply Chain disruptions;
◆◆ Loss of quality earnings/revenue/profitability/future growth;
◆◆ Talent attraction/development/retention;
◆◆ Brand identity and corporate image; and
◆◆ Regulatory compliance.

On page 51 to page 53 is a summary of the Group’s top risks and/or 
material issues based on their residual risk ratings. A summary of the 
strategic imperatives related to each risk is provided.
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41 32

RESIDUAL RISK HEATMAP – COMBINED

15 to 20

8 to 12

1 to 6
3 2 1
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Key material risks, 
controls and 
strategic imperatives

RISK 
CATEGORY RISK RISK DESCRIPTION MITIGATING CONTROLS STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
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1.  Network 
penetration

◆◆ External penetration of our 
networks (including hacking, 
phishing, etc). Probability 
intensified due to increased 
web traffic to webstores 
which are integrated into 
SAP, occurrence of recent 
high profile hacking 
incidents internationally 
(related to malware), and 
roll-out of wifi solution for 
customers in stores.
◆◆ Website cloning and 
rerouting of online 
payments gateway via 
webstores. 
◆◆ External penetration of 
Android-based handheld 
scanners used in the stores 
(including hacking, phishing, 
etc).
◆◆ Increased usage and access 
points with roll-out of new 
local stores; East Africa 
stores and webstores.

◆◆ Prevented with use of 
firewalls, network data 
security keys and antivirus 
software which is 
continually updated. 
◆◆ User passwords regularly 
updated. 
◆◆ Penetration testing 
performed by external 
service providers.
◆◆ Segregation of wireless 
network; integration into 
Active directory no longer 
requires a pre-shared key.
◆◆ Handheld scanners moved 
to hidden network.
◆◆ Cyber insurance in place 
through reputable provider.

◆◆ A payment card industry 
compliance project is 
currently underway to 
evaluate all network policies 
and procedures and network 
and router configurations to 
assess risks in order to 
mitigate them.
◆◆ A Protection of Personal 
Information (“POPI”) gap 
analysis and compliance 
project has commenced to 
assess areas of risk in order 
to mitigate them and ensure 
compliance when the POPI 
Act comes into effect.
◆◆ Improved encryption on 
Point of Sale (“POS”) 
computers is being explored 
with the integrated POS 
provider.

2.  Pace of 
innovation and 
agility 
inadequate

◆◆ Pace of innovation with 
smart scanners and 
functionality in stores and 
online is not sufficient or 
fast enough to keep pace 
with the market and 
competitors.

◆◆ The Group’s Digital Forum 
meets regularly to discuss 
and analyse trends and 
disruptive technologies to 
ensure that the business is 
positioned to respond to or 
introduce innovation into its 
operations.

◆◆ Ongoing research and 
development ensuring 
involvement of key 
stakeholders will promote 
relevance of technology/
application to the needs of 
the business.
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Key material risks, controls 
and strategic imperatives continued

RISK 
CATEGORY RISK RISK DESCRIPTION MITIGATING CONTROLS STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
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3.  Loss of 
profitability  
and/or market 
share if products 
do not remain 
fashionable

◆◆ Not remaining fashionable 
is the Group’s single biggest 
risk, and has significant 
influence on the market 
share enjoyed by the 
business. 
◆◆ Customer expectations not 
satisfied with product 
offering.

◆◆ Regular regional meetings 
and strategy sessions held 
to source insight into 
markets, receive product 
feedback and communicate 
fashion trends, product 
innovation, merchandise 
and store improvements, 
market analysis and 
opportunities for growth. 
◆◆ There are experienced 
brand/divisional/supply 
chain managers in the 
business, who focus on key 
products and areas.
◆◆ Attendance at international 
trade fairs.
◆◆ Ongoing cost/pricing 
adjustments and 
expansion of distribution 
channels implemented 
(eg e-commerce).
◆◆ Store displays and trading 
space are continually 
refreshed, and ideas shared 
across the Group via various 
mediums (eg operations 
newsletter). 
◆◆ Ongoing “competitor 
shopping” undertaken. 
◆◆ New inventory provisioning 
process implemented in 
stores to ensure improved 
product life cycles.
◆◆ BOP utilised to improve 
in-stock levels of business 
critical items, and 
management/exit of slow 
moving inventory.

◆◆ Work with suppliers and 
leading experts to ensure 
‘wow’ factor of products and 
merchandising.
◆◆ Use business information 
tools to train and motivate 
operators to innovate and 
pioneer.
◆◆ BOP will improve product 
lifecycles, thereby ensuring 
constant responsiveness to 
evolving fashion.
◆◆ Optimal range/pricing 
structures will remain a 
priority.
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RISK 
CATEGORY RISK RISK DESCRIPTION MITIGATING CONTROLS STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
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4.  Staff 
inadequately 
trained

◆◆  Individuals are not 
adequately trained/
developed, and succession 
planning may be 
inadequate.

◆◆  The Group conducts various 
training courses and 
operates an established 
Tiling and Plumbing 
Academy. Training spend is 
significant.
◆◆ Divisional management and 
the executive directors of 
the Group are closely 
involved in the operations of 
the business and regular 
regional meetings are held, 
as well as other regular 
interactions.
◆◆ The business implements 
Career Advancement 
Training which comprises its 
Leadership Development 
Programme, Operator 
Training Programme (“OTP”) 
and other university-
affiliated courses.
◆◆ The Group has a culture of 
developing and promoting 
from within, and various 
initiatives and programmes 
are in place to foster this 
(eg Management and 
Leadership Development 
Programmes, CTM Academy, 
etc).
◆◆ Employee engagement 
surveys are conducted and 
reviewed by Group 
management. 

◆◆ Instil greater retail-specific 
focus in training and 
development programmes; 
attract and retain key talent 
through promoting business 
partnerships; and 
encourage commitment to 
business success through 
development programmes 
and remuneration and 
reward strategies.
◆◆ OTP will continue to serve as 
an important mechanism to 
build leadership capacity in 
the Group.
◆◆ Enhanced e-learning 
initiatives will improve 
training in outlying and rural 
areas.



The Board and management of 
Italtile are committed to ensuring 
the sustainability of the business 

and entrenching an ethical 
corporate culture. Improving our 

responsiveness and accountability 
to our stakeholders is pivotal in 

ensuring responsible growth and 
sustainable profitability.
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OVERVIEW 
Italtile is committed to applying, in all material respects, the principles 
contained in the King Report on Governance for South Africa, 2009 
(“King III”), which became effective on 1 March 2010, as well as the 
additional requirements for good corporate governance stipulated in 
the JSE SRI index.

KING III
The JSE Listings Requirements require all JSE-listed companies to 
provide a narrative of how they have applied the recommendations 
contained in King III, in respect of financial years commencing on or 
after the effective date. 

Ongoing measurements and reviews are conducted to ensure 
continued compliance with the implications of King III by the Group. 

OVERALL APPLICATION AND COMPLIANCE WITH 
KING III
Italtile accepts the obligation to apply the practices prescribed by 
King III and has resolved as a business philosophy to adopt and pursue 
the same. It therefore strives to meet those objectives in accordance 
with the content of the table below.

The Group subscribes to the Institute of Directors’ Governance 
Assessment Instrument (“IoDSA GAI”). The following report on the 
application of King III is extracted from that tool, and the full report 
on  all 75 principles of King III is included on the Italtile website, 
www.italtile.com.

KING III GOVERNANCE REGISTER AT 30 JUNE 2017

AAA Highest 
application AA High 

application BB Notable 
application B Moderate

application C Application to 
be improved L Low

application

Corporate
governance

ITALTILE LIMITED – 1955/000558/06 IoDSA GAI
APPLIED/PARTIALLY

APPLIED/NOT APPLIED

+ Chapter 1: Ethical leadership and corporate citizenship AAA Applied

+ Chapter 2: Boards and directors AAA Applied

+ Chapter 3: Audit committees AAA Applied

+ Chapter 4: The governance of risk AAA Applied

+ Chapter 5: The governance of information technology AAA Applied

+ Chapter 6: Compliance with laws, rules, codes and standards AAA Applied

+ Chapter 7: Internal audit AAA Applied

+ Chapter 8: Governing stakeholder relationships AAA Applied

+ Chapter 9: Integrated reporting and disclosure AAA Applied

OVERALL SCORE AAA
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A formal Board charter, as recommended by King III, has been adopted. 
The charter includes a code of ethics to which all directors subscribe. 
Procedures exist in terms of which unethical business practices can 
be brought to the attention of the Board by directors.

COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD
The Board comprises two executive directors, a non-executive 
Chairman and five non-executive directors of which four are 
independent.

The directors are individuals of a high calibre with diverse backgrounds 
and expertise, facilitating independent judgement and broad 
deliberations in the decision-making process.

CLASSIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
The basis on which directors have been classified in terms of their 
independence in this report, is as follows:
◆◆ Executive directors are involved in the management of Italtile and/or 
its subsidiaries and are employed in a full-time capacity by Italtile.
◆◆ Non-executive directors are those who have been nominated by a 
shareholder owning more than 20% of the Group, or who were in 
the employ of the Group in the preceding financial year. 
Non-executive directors are not involved in day-to-day management 
and are not in full-time salaried employment of Italtile and/or 
its subsidiaries.
◆◆ Independent non-executive directors are all other directors 
irrespective of the period during which they have been members 
of  the Board and as defined in the King Code and JSE Listings 
Requirements.

No director has an automatic right to a position on the Board. All 
directors are required to be elected by the shareholders at an annual 
general meeting on a rotational basis.

BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES
The Board is responsible to shareholders for the conduct of the 
business of the Italtile Group, which includes providing Italtile with 
clear strategic direction. The schedule of matters reviewed by the 
Board includes:
◆◆ Approval of the Group’s strategy and annual budget;
◆◆ Overseeing Group operational performance and management;
◆◆ Ensuring that there is adequate succession planning at senior 
levels;
◆◆ Overseeing director selection, orientation and evaluation;
◆◆ Approval of major capital expenditure or disposals, material 
contracts, material acquisitions and developments;
◆◆ Reviewing the terms of reference of Board Committees;

◆◆ Determining policies and processes which seek to ensure the 
integrity of the Group’s risk management and internal controls;
◆◆ Maintaining and monitoring the Group’s systems of internal control 
and risk management;
◆◆ Communication with shareholders, including approval of all 
circulars, prospectuses and major public announcements;
◆◆ Approval of the interim statement and Integrated Annual Report and 
accounts (including the review of critical accounting policies and 
accounting judgements and an assessment of the Company’s 
position and prospects); and
◆◆ Approval of dividends.

The Board retains full and effective control over the business of Italtile. 
The Board has defined levels of materiality through a written delegation 
of authority, which sets out decisions the Board wishes to reserve for 
itself. The delegation is regularly reviewed and monitored.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY
The Company conducts an annual evaluation of its Board, Board 
Committees and individual directors, and is confident that there is an 
appropriate balance of power and authority on the Board to ensure 
that no one director has unfettered powers of decision making.

The division of responsibilities maintains a balance of power and 
authority on the Board.

TERM OF OFFICE
The two executive directors have a fixed term of employment. In 
accordance with the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, all 
non-executive directors are subject to retirement by rotation and 
re-election by shareholders at least every three years. 

If requested to serve a further term, those retiring directors may offer 
themselves for re-election by shareholders. Any director appointed 
during the year must retire at the annual general meeting held 
immediately after his or her appointment.

BOARD MEETINGS
The Board meets at least every quarter or more frequently if 
circumstances require. At the meetings, the Board considers both 
financial and non-financial qualitative information that might have an 
impact on the Group’s stakeholders. Prior to every Board meeting, each 
director receives an information pack that provides background 
information on the performance of the Group for the year to date and 
any other matters for discussion at the meeting.

Board members have full and unrestricted access to relevant 
information, management, and the Company Secretary, and may, at 
the cost of the Group, seek independent professional advice in the 
fulfilment of their duties.

Remuneration Committee

Social and Ethics Committee

Nominations Committee

Audit and Risk Committee

Appoints

Appoints

General 
meeting of 

shareholders
Board of 
directors

Appoints  
and/or confirms
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Details of attendance at Board meetings are set out below:

Board member Attendance at meetings

G A M Ravazzotti 5/6*
N Booth#1 3/3
J N Potgieter# 6/6
S M du Toit 6/6
S I Gama 5/6
A Zannoni2 2/3*
S G Pretorius 6/6
N Medupe 5/6
B G Wood# 6/6
N V Mtetwa3 3/3

# Executive.
* There was one extraordinary Board meeting in regard to the proposed 

acquisition of Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd, from which Mr Ravazzotti and 
Ms Zannoni recused themselves due to a conflict of interest.

1 Mr Booth retired as CEO with effect from 28 February 2017.
2 Ms Zannoni retired as a non-executive director on 25 November 2016.
3 Ms Mtetwa was appointed as a non-executive director with effect from 

28 January 2017.

BOARD APPOINTMENT POLICY
The Board evaluates its composition each year to ensure an 
appropriate mix of skills, experience, professional and industry 
knowledge to meet the Company’s strategic objectives. Demographic 
representation is also a consideration. New directors are subject to a 
“fit and proper” test. An induction programme is available to incoming 
directors, providing guidance on their responsibilities. The appointment 
of the directors is approved at the annual general meeting of 
shareholders.

None of the non-executive directors have entered into service contracts 
or standard letters of appointment with Italtile.

LEAD INDEPENDENT DIRECTOR
While the Board is led by a non-executive Chairman, Ms S M du Toit 
continues to serve as lead independent non-executive director to the 
Company’s Board.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board has established four committees to which it has delegated 
specific responsibilities in meeting its corporate governance and 
fiduciary duties. 

These committees operate within written terms of reference approved 
by the Board. These are:
◆◆ Audit and Risk Committee;
◆◆ Remuneration Committee;
◆◆ Nominations Committee; and
◆◆ Social and Ethics Committee.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
Accounting and internal controls
The Board has established controls and procedures to ensure the 
accuracy and integrity of the accounting records and to provide 
reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded from loss or 
unauthorised use and that the financial statements may be relied 
upon for maintaining accountability for assets and liabilities and 
preparing the financial statements.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE

Members and invitees Attendance at meetings

S M du Toit 2/2
G A M Ravazzotti 2/2
S G Pretorius 2/2

For the full Remuneration report refer to page 62.

Management monitors the operation of the internal control systems in 
order to determine if there are deficiencies. Corrective action is taken 
to address control deficiencies as they are identified. The Board, 
operating through the Audit and Risk Committee, oversees the 
financial  reporting process and internal controls systems. The Group 
applies the principles of integrated reporting.

The Italtile Limited Group Company Secretary, E J Willis, attends all 
meetings of the Committee as secretary. The Chief Executive Officer 
and Chief Financial Officer attend all meetings by invitation.

The report of the Audit and Risk Committee is on page 76 of this 
document. The current members of the Committee are: 

Ms S M du Toit (Chairman), Ms N Medupe, Ms N V Mtetwa and 
Mr S G Pretorius.

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
The Nominations Committee is a sub-committee of the Board and 
meets on an ad hoc basis as required, but at least once a year. The 
Committee is chaired by the non-executive Chairman and comprises a 
majority of independent non-executive directors. The current members 
of the Committee are: Mr G A M Ravazzotti (Chairman), Mr S G Pretorius 
and Ms S M du Toit.

The Nominations Committee’s key roles include the identification and 
evaluation of suitable candidates for appointment to the Board, as well 
as succession planning. 

The Committee met once in the period under review. Attendance at the 
meetings was as follows:

Members and invitees Attendance at meetings

G A M Ravazzotti 1/1
S G Pretorius 1/1
S M du Toit 1/1

The Board considers the composition of the Nominations Committee 
to be appropriate for the needs of the Group at this time, and believes 
that the members are suitably equipped with the necessary knowledge, 
skills and experience.

SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE
Composition
The Social and Ethics Committee is a sub-committee of the Board as 
required by the Companies Act. The Committee has adopted a formal 
charter that was approved by the Board. The Committee conducts its 
affairs in compliance with its charter. The Committee meets at least 
twice per annum and is chaired by an independent non-executive 
director. The Committee is comprised of two directors.
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The Board considers the Committee’s composition appropriate in 
terms of the necessary knowledge, skills and experience of the 
members. 

The Italtile Group Company Secretary, Ms E J Willis, attends all 
meetings of the Committee as secretary. A representative from Human 
Resources attends all meetings by invitation in order to provide input 
and guidance to the Committee on employment and ethics-related 
matters. Mr G A M Ravazzotti attends all meetings by invitation.

The Committee met twice during the year. Attendance at the meetings 
was as follows:

Members and invitees Attendance at meetings

N Medupe 2/2
N Booth* 1/1
B G Wood 2/2
J N Potgieter 1/1

*Retired with effect from 28 February 2017.

Role and responsibilities
The Committee’s role and responsibilities include its statutory duties 
as per the Companies Act, and the principles of the King III Code, which 
includes:
◆◆ Monitoring the Group’s activities with regard to matters relating to:

 – social and economic development;
 – good corporate citizenship, including the Group’s promotion 

of  equality, prevention of unfair discrimination, reduction of 
corruption, contribution to development of the communities in 
which its activities are predominantly conducted or within which 
its products or services are predominantly marketed, and record 
of sponsorship, donations and charitable giving;

 – the environment and health and public safety;
 – consumer relationships, including the Group’s advertising, public 

relations and compliance with consumer protection laws; and
 – labour and employment.

◆◆ Monitoring the Group’s performance and interaction with its 
stakeholders and ensuring that this interaction is guided by the 
Constitution and Bill of Rights;
◆◆ Determining clearly articulated ethical standards and ensuring that 
the Group takes measures to achieve adherence to these in all 
aspects of the business, thus achieving a sustainable ethical 
corporate culture within the Group; and
◆◆ Providing effective leadership based on an ethical foundation and 
ensure that the Company is and is seen to be a responsible 
corporate citizen. 

Social and ethics policy
This policy sets out Italtile’s commitment to undertake its business 
activities in a socially and environmentally responsible and ethical 
manner, and sets out the standards by which all employees, 
representatives and franchisees will be guided in their actions and 
dealings with colleagues, customers, suppliers and business partners. 
The policy was approved by the Board and is communicated to all 
directors and employees.

Italtile is committed to a policy of fairness and integrity in its business 
dealings. Italtile recognises that maintaining high ethical standards is 
essential to the long-term economic success of the Group. The Group 
believes in integrity and transparency, hands-on involvement, 
partnerships to promote entrepreneurial spirit and passion for 
customer service.

1. Italtile’s relationship with employees
 Italtile strives to treat all employees equally and believes in providing 

a workplace that is free from unfair discrimination. In this pursuit 
Italtile subscribes to the following principles and supports the 
following programmes and initiatives:
◆◆ All employees have the right to work in an environment that is 
free from any form of discrimination on the basis of race, age, 
place of origin, religion, creed, gender, sexual orientation, political 
persuasion, marital or family status, disability, nationality or 
HIV/Aids. 
◆◆ Italtile promotes the health, safety and welfare of all employees.
◆◆ Italtile provides appropriate training and the opportunity for 
development to all employees, management and leadership.
◆◆ Italtile gives fair remuneration to employees that reflect an 
individual’s worth to the Group and abides by both the terms of 
contracts of employment and its human resources policies. An 
important element of the Group’s remuneration philosophy is the 
profit share, shared by all employees. Depending on individual 
contribution and Group performance, the profit share can have a 
significant impact on an individual’s earnings.
◆◆ Italtile does not exploit labour and upholds the principle of fair 
labour practices.
◆◆ Italtile respects an individual’s right to freedom of association.
◆◆ Italtile is committed to employment equity. The Employment 
Equity Committee meets regularly to monitor and implement the 
requirements of the Employment Equity Act, 1998.

2. Employees, leaders, franchisees and business partners’ 
relationship with Italtile

 All employees and leaders will demonstrate high levels of integrity, 
professionalism and performance in their work.
◆◆ Integrity – We are open, honest and fair in all our relationships. 
We make and keep commitments and accept accountability for 
our actions.
◆◆ Professionalism – We try to achieve our full potential as leaders 
and employees. We commit to winning by learning as much as 
we can, improving and working as an effective team every day.
◆◆ Performance – We strive for continuous improvement, set clear 
goals and reward excellence.

3. Italtile’s relationship with its franchisees and business partners
 Italtile’s association with its business partners and franchisees is 

conducted in a spirit of partnership. We will:
◆◆ Honour all commitments;
◆◆ Strive to achieve Italtile’s business objectives; and
◆◆ Preserve the entrepreneurial nature of the business.

4. Dealings with colleagues
 In dealing with Italtile colleagues we are open, honest, fair and 

respectful.

5. Dealings with customers
 Italtile exists because of its customers. Customer service is thus our 

top priority. We will provide:
◆◆ Friendly, courteous, knowledgeable and professional service and 
advice at all times; and
◆◆ Quality, fashionable products that provide good value for money.

6. Dealings with suppliers
 Relationships with suppliers are conducted in a professional 

manner in order to support Italtile’s reputation and business 
objectives. In doing business, we will:
◆◆ Honour Italtile’s commitments;
◆◆ Not knowingly associate with suppliers who exploit labour or 
discriminate on any basis; 
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◆◆ Not deal with suppliers who conduct unethical or improper 
business practices; and
◆◆ Encourage dealings with suppliers committed to the process of 
transformation. 

7. Dealings with competitors
 Italtile recognises that competition is essential to continuous 

improvement. Every action that Italtile takes will comply with both 
the spirit and the letter of the law.

 We will compete fairly in the marketplace.

8. Compliance with laws and regulations
 Employees and leaders must comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations relating to their activities for and on behalf of Italtile.

9. Conflict of interest
 Employees and leaders must be independent from any organisation 

providing goods or services to Italtile. In maintaining independence:
◆◆ Employees and leaders must not take a direct or indirect financial 
interest in such organisations, nor accept gifts or favours that 
create an actual or perceived obligation to such organisations; and
◆◆ Employees and leaders must not use their position at Italtile for 
their own personal benefit.

COMPANY SECRETARY
The Company Secretary is Ms E J Willis and she is neither a director 
nor a shareholder of Italtile or any of its subsidiaries. On that basis, the 
Board believes that E J Willis maintains an arm’s length relationship 
with the executives, the Board and the individual directors.

The Company Secretary is responsible for administering the 
proceedings and affairs of the directorate, the Company and, where 
appropriate, owners of securities in the Company, in accordance with 
the relevant laws. The Company Secretary is available to assist all 
directors with advice on their responsibilities, their professional 
development and any other relevant assistance they may require.

The Nominations Committee has considered the skills and experience 
of the Company Secretary and the level of competence she has 
demonstrated as Italtile’s Group Company Secretary since 2009, and 
in her role as a company secretarial consultant since 2001. The Board, 
on the recommendation of the Nominations Committee, is satisfied 
with the level of competence of the Company Secretary. It requires a 
decision of the Board as a whole to remove the Company Secretary, 
should this become necessary.

CODE OF BUSINESS AND ETHICS
The Group has adopted a formal Code of Business Ethics and Conduct 
(“the Code”) which requires all directors and employees to act with 
honesty and integrity and to maintain the highest ethical standards. 
The Code deals with compliance with laws and regulations through a 
system of values and standards.

The Board oversees and ensures that management throughout the 
Group assumes responsibility for training and mentoring staff on the 
Group’s values and standards and ensuring compliance.

The Code will be evaluated on a regular basis to ensure it aligns with 
the Corporate Compliance policy, King III and relevant new legislation.

STAKEHOLDER COMMUNICATION
Italtile is committed to open, honest and regular communication with 
key stakeholders on financial and non-financial matters. A working 
partnership between the Group, its suppliers, franchisees, employees 

and members of the community forms the basis of a mutually 
beneficial association.

The annual general meeting provides an opportunity to communicate 
directly with shareholders. The Chairman has the opportunity to 
present to the shareholders a report on current operations and 
developments. The meeting also provides a forum for shareholders to 
question and express their views about the Company’s business. The 
Chairmen of the Audit and Risk and Remuneration Committees are 
available at the meetings to answer questions from shareholders.

Notice of the annual general meeting and related documents are 
mailed to shareholders at least 15 business days before the meeting. 
Separate resolutions are proposed on each substantially different 
issue. The notice is contained in the Integrated Annual Report.

The Group’s executive management team meets with investors after 
the publication of interim and annual results to present an update on 
the industry, current operations of the business and its prospects.

SHARE DEALINGS
All directors of the Company are required to comply with the 
requirements of the JSE regarding inside information, transactions 
and disclosure of transactions.

In line with the Financial Markets Act, No 19 of 2012, the Board 
enforces a restricted period for dealing in Italtile shares, in terms of 
which any dealings in shares by all directors and senior personnel is 
disallowed from the time that the reporting period has elapsed to the 
time that results are released and at any time that such individuals are 
aware of unpublished price-sensitive information, whether the 
Company is trading under cautionary announcement as a result of 
such information or not.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROLS
Italtile recognises that managing risk and compliance is an integral 
part of generating sustainable shareholder value and enhancing 
stakeholder interests.

The Group has in place an Enterprise Risk Management framework 
which is based on a combined assurance model comprising: 
management (divisional and executive directors); external auditors 
(Ernst & Young Inc.); and Support Centre oversight (including the 
internal audit function). The structure of this model and its activities 
are designed to ensure that the Group’s risks are adequately addressed.

The Board, assisted by the Audit and Risk Committee, is responsible for 
risk, risk tolerance determination, risk management within the Group, 
performance of risk assessments, the use of acceptable risk 
methodologies and the monitoring of risk on a continual basis.

The Board ensures there is regular assessment of financial and non-
financial risks in the context of the Group’s business environment, with 
a view to mitigating and/or eliminating risk through the Group’s 
strategies and processes.

Internal controls are designed to manage rather than eliminate risks of 
failure to achieve business objectives, and provide reasonable rather 
than absolute assurance against material misstatement or loss. The 
internal audit function is a structured review of internal controls based 
on risk assessment. 

The key material risks, controls and strategic imperatives report on 
page 51 of this report discusses the Group’s top risks and issues and 
the management thereof in detail.
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Corporate
governance continued

SUSTAINABILITY
Italtile is committed to good corporate citizenship practices and 
organisational integrity in the direction, control and stewardship of the 
Group’s affairs.

The Group recognises the imperative to balance returns for 
shareholders with the long-term needs of the business, its employees, 
the broader society and the environment.

The Company is aware of its responsibility to safeguard the interests of 
all stakeholders and believes that good governance is essential to the 
Group’s long-term sustainability and functioning. The Group’s objective 
is to conform stringently to transparency, while operating profitably 
and remaining accountable to the broader community which it serves.

Shareholders, customers, employees, suppliers, regulators and the 
communities in which the Group operates are regarded as key 
stakeholders.

King III places emphasis on the principles of strategy, sustainability 
and governance and provides for greater integration of those elements.
Accordingly, Italtile continues to strive to align the Group’s practices 
with the recommendations of King III.

TRANSFORMATION
Italtile is committed to empowerment in its business and is supportive 
of transformation in the country. The Group endorses the principles in 
the Employment Equity Act and aligns its human resources policies 
accordingly.

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
Employee composition statistics
As at 30 June 2017

Male Female
African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White

Skilled to top management 99 4 5 56 28 8 4 27
Semi-skilled and unskilled 503 58 5 75 211 29 5 38

Total 602 62 10 131 239 37 9 65

The above statistics apply to South African operations only and do not 
include the franchised stores. The Group submits its employment 
equity reports to the Department of Labour on an annual basis and 
has consistently met relevant targets in recent prior years.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Group is committed to uplifting the societies in which it operates 
through following sound employment practices and meeting the real 
needs of those communities. Refer to pages 65 to 67 in this regard.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Italtile complies with the Occupational Health and Safety Act, No 85 of 
1993 and other relevant legislation, regulations and codes of practice 
for South Africa. The aim of the Group’s Health and Safety policy is to 
prevent and minimise work-related injuries and health impairments by 
ensuring that all employees are provided with adequate training and 
supervision to undertake their roles.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The Group’s Environmental department is instrumental in implementing 
Italtile’s long-standing environmental consciousness values across the 
business. Programmes are aimed at measuring, managing and 
reducing the Group’s impact on the environment and promoting its 
long-term sustainability. This department operates in conjunction with 
executive management, with a view to better aligning and integrating 
the Green agenda into the day-to-day processes and functioning of 
the business.

The Group’s Green agenda is discussed in greater detail on page 42 
of this report.

HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
Italtile strives to be the employer of choice in its industry. The Group’s 
strategy is to recruit and retain the best people from South Africa’s 
diverse population base, and to ensure they are empowered, 
accountable for their actions and rewarded accordingly. Refer to 
page 44 in this regard.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Training and development initiatives are formulated and conducted 
in-house, ensuring relevance to the Group’s culture, values and 
strategy.

Training courses are designed for students ranging from beginners to 
intermediate and advanced levels. Training courses include an 
induction course for all new employees, as well as focused business, 
technical, management and corporate governance programmes. 
Minimum training competencies have been mapped for all job titles to 
support consistent standards across the Group.

Over the past year, training spend and operating costs amounted to 
R7,8 million (2016: R10 million). 1 525 (2016: 3 413) staff members 
completed courses in the review period.

In addition to Group-wide training interventions, Italtile’s Tiling, 
Plumbing and Laminate Academy continues to raise the benchmark in 
product knowledge training.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Italtile is committed to satisfying the needs of its customers while 
delivering acceptable profit growth. The Group endeavours to create 
wealth for the benefit of all stakeholders.

The value added statement on page 61 is a measurement of the 
wealth the Group created in its operations by adding value to the cost 
of raw materials, products and services purchased. The statement 
shows the total wealth created and how that was distributed.

The statement also takes into account the amounts retained and 
reinvested in the Group for the replacement of assets and development 
of future operations.
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VALUE ADDED STATEMENT

Group

2017
Rm’s %

2016 
Rm’s %

Turnover 3 670 3 539

Cost of goods and services (1 816)  (1 821) 

1 854  1 718 

Income from investments and interest received 32  25 

Value added 1 886  1 743 

Value distributed and retained
Employees

– Salaries, incentives and benefits 307 16 248 14

Providers of capital 327 17 290 17

– Outside equity holders 35 2 38 2

– Ordinary dividend 292 15 252 15

Taxation 322 18 313 18

Reinvested in Group activities 930 49 892 51

– Depreciation 85 4 79 4

– Retained income 845 45 813 47

1 886 100 1 743 100

49%
18%

17%

16%

51%
18%

17%

14%

Value distributed and retained 

■ Employees
■ Providers of capital
■ Taxation
■ Reinvested in Group activities

Value distributed and retained 

2017 2016

INDIRECT IMPACTS
The total economic impact of an organisation includes indirect impacts. These are usually benefits arising in the course of its business to which a 
monetary amount is not directly attributable. Italtile does not assess and quantify its indirect economic impacts although the Group does provide 
indirect economic benefits:
◆◆ The Group spent R1 816 million during the year purchasing tiles and sanitaryware as well as other products and services from suppliers. This in 
turn creates opportunities for suppliers to employ more staff to keep pace with the Group’s demands.
◆◆ During the year the Group paid R322 million in taxation, for the ultimate benefit of all citizens in the territories it operates.
◆◆ The Group paid R307 million during the year to employees in the form of salaries, incentives and benefits. These employees in turn supported their 
families, contributing to the economic activity of their communities and the overall economies.
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This report sets out Italtile’s remuneration philosophy and policy for 
non-executive directors, executive directors and executive 
management.

This report is divided into three sections:
1. Background statement
2. Remuneration philosophy, policy and framework 
3.  Remuneration disclosure – can be found on pages 82 and 83 

of this report

1. BACKGROUND STATEMENT
The members of the Remuneration Committee of the Group assist and 
advise the Board on matters relating to the remuneration of senior 
management. The Committee ensures that the remuneration 
philosophy and policy support the Group’s strategic objectives and 
allows for the recruitment, motivation and retention of senior 
executives, ultimately maximising shareholder value.

The Group sets performance targets in five categories, namely:
◆◆ employee engagement; 
◆◆ financial performance; 
◆◆ customer satisfaction;
◆◆ BBBEE; 
◆◆ cultural fit/values; and
◆◆ progress against the strategic plan milestones.

The targets and the extent to which they are achieved directly impacts 
short-term incentives payable to executives through the Executive 
Profit Share Scheme.

Key decisions took during the year under review include:
◆◆ approval of increases and adjustments for executives and senior 
management, as well as the framework for increases for all other 
employees; and
◆◆ approval of short and long-term incentives for executives and senior 
management as well as the framework for all other employees.

Resolutions:
The following resolutions will be tabled for shareholder voting at the 
annual general meeting, details of which can be found in the annual 
general meeting notice:
◆◆ binding vote on non-executive directors’ fees
◆◆ advisory vote on remuneration policy

Composition and terms of engagement
The Remuneration Committee is a sub-committee of the Board. The 
Committee meets at least twice per annum. The Committee is chaired 
by an independent non-executive director and comprises three 
directors. The majority of directors on the Committee are independent. 
The current members of the Committee are: 

Ms S M du Toit (Chairman), Mr G A M Ravazzotti and Mr S G Pretorius. 

The Board considers the Committee’s composition to be appropriate in 
terms of the necessary knowledge, skills and experience of its 
members.

Remuneration
report

The Italtile Limited Group Company Secretary, E J Willis, attends all 
meetings of the Committee as secretary. The Chief Executive Officer 
and Chief Financial Officer attend all meetings by invitation in order to 
provide input and guidance with regard to executive director and 
senior management remuneration.

No attendee may participate in any discussion or decision regarding 
his or her own remuneration.

The Committee met twice during the year. Attendance at the meetings 
was as follows:
 
Members and invitees Attendance at meetings

S M du Toit 2/2

G A M Ravazzotti 2/2

S G Pretorius 2/2

Remuneration Committee – role and responsibilities
The Committee operates within a written terms of reference confirmed 
by the Board, which includes:
◆◆ Assisting the Board in setting the Group’s remuneration policy;
◆◆ Advising on the fees for non-executive directors;
◆◆ Determining the total remuneration of the executive directors and 
executive management;
◆◆ Reviewing and recommending short and long-term incentive 
policies for directors, executive management and staff; and
◆◆ Reviewing and recommending performance management policies.

The Committee reviews and evaluates the contribution of each director 
and member of senior management and determines their salary 
adjustments on an annual basis. The Committee reviews remuneration 
and Board best practice reviews published by PwC, EY and the Institute 
of Directors.

Details of directors’ remuneration are set out on pages 82 and 
83 of this report.

2.  REMUNERATION PHILOSOPHY, POLICY AND 
FRAMEWORK

Philosophy and Policy
Italtile is committed to maintain pay levels that reflect an individual’s 
worth to the Group. The Group’s philosophy is to treat employees as 
business partners, developing a sense of ownership.

Our remuneration philosophy is governed by the principles of equity, 
fairness and affordability.

Remuneration policies are designed to attract, reward and retain the 
executives and employees needed to deliver on Italtile’s business 
strategy.

Italtile is cognisant of the ratio between the pay of the CEO and that of 
entry-level workers.
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Remuneration Framework
Italtile has an integrated remuneration and reward model which 
includes guaranteed remuneration, short-term incentives (profit share) 
and long-term incentives.

Components of remuneration for employees
The components of total remuneration for permanent employees are 
fixed remuneration and variable remuneration.

Fixed remuneration comprises a basic salary and benefits, aligned to 
roles and performance. Variable remuneration comprises short-term 
incentives and long-term incentives, aimed at retention of critical 
employees. For employees, performance is measured against set 
performance indicators. 

All employees share in Group profits, based on an individual’s 
contribution to the Group.

Executive directors’ and key management remuneration
For executives and key management, remuneration is structured to 
include guaranteed remuneration, and short-term and long-term 
incentives to drive performance. The short-term incentive component 
rewards executives and key management for achieving or exceeding 
financial performance targets, agreed on at the beginning of each 
financial year.

Executive and key management performance management
Executive and key management’s performance is measured in five 
categories, with specific performance targets/indicators per category: 
employee engagement, financial performance, customer satisfaction, 
BBBEE, cultural fit/values and progress against the strategic plan 
milestones.

Composition of executive directors’ remuneration
Composition of executive directors’ remuneration comprises:

Short-term
◆◆ Policy on short-term incentives (variable remuneration)
Executives take part in the Executive Profit Share Scheme. The 
scheme sets profit targets and drives a high performance culture.

Long-term
◆◆ Policy on long-term incentives
There are three long-term incentive schemes within the Italtile 
Group, each rewarding performance in an appropriate manner, 
designed to reward and retain key personnel. The long-term 
incentives include the Italtile Long-Term Incentive Plan, the Share 
Appreciation Scheme and the Executive Retention Plan.

 – Long-Term Incentive Plan
In accordance with the Long-Term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”), 
selected directors and employees of the Group are entitled to 
receive conditional notional Italtile Limited share awards. 25% of 
the awards vest after three years from grant date, and the balance 
(75%) after five years. There is no strike price attached to these 
awards, and the exercise price is defined as the volume weighted 
average price of Italtile Limited shares as traded on the JSE over 
the 10 trading days preceding and including the vesting date.

 – Share Appreciation Rights Scheme
In accordance with the Share Appreciation Rights Scheme 
(“SARS”), selected directors and employees of the Group are 
entitled to a conditional share award linked to the value of 
notional Italtile Limited shares (“shares”). 25% of the awards 

vest after three years from grant date, and the balance (75%) 
after five years. The value of an award is equal to the increase in 
the value of the shares between grant date and vesting date (the 
value at the latter date is defined as the volume weighted average 
price of Italtile Limited shares as traded on the JSE over the 10 
trading days preceding and including the vesting date).

 – Executive Retention Plan
The Executive Retention Plan is an additional mechanism, over 
and above the existing Italtile Limited Share Appreciation Rights 
Scheme and Italtile Limited Long-Term Incentive Plan, to retain 
and reward selected employees and directors in line with the 
Group’s values and remuneration philosophy of partnership. 
Italtile selectively enters into Retention Plan agreements with 
employees and directors in terms of which retention payments 
are made to them in conjunction with awards in terms of the 
Share Scheme. The payment of a Retention Award to an employee 
or director is subject to such employee or director remaining with 
the Group for a period of at least three years. The award made in 
the current year has a retention period of five years. The employee 
or director shall be the registered and beneficial holder of the 
shares acquired pursuant to the retention award from the date of 
transfer of such shares.

Awards from these three schemes are to be applied towards the 
obligatory subscription and/or purchase of Italtile Limited ordinary 
shares.

Details of share incentive schemes are set out on page 102 to 
page 105 of this report.

Non-executive directors’ fees
Non-executive director remuneration is fee-based and not linked to the 
share price of Italtile Limited.
 
The Remuneration Committee takes cognisance of market norms and 
practices when setting non-executive director fees.

Italtile Limited’s non-executive directors do not receive short-term 
incentives, or share options to ensure actual and perceived 
independence. However, it should be noted that Mr S I Gama 
participates in the Group’s BEE transaction.

The recommendation of the Remuneration Committee on the 
proposed fees is submitted to the Board for consideration before being 
proposed to shareholders for consideration and approval at the annual 
general meeting (“AGM”). If approved, the fees become effective in the 
month following the AGM. 

The following fixed fees were in place for the year under review:

Basic annual fee R50 000
Board meeting fee R22 300
Committee fee R19 000
Chairman of committee R23 000
Strategy session fee R24 300
Hourly rate for ad hoc work, not exceeding 
100 hours a year

R3 020
per hour

Chairman of the Board R1 113 000
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Group legal structure

Italtile Ceramics
Proprietary Limited

Allmuss Properties
(Pty) Ltd

Allmuss Properties
Botswana (Pty) Ltd

Allmuss Properties
Namibia (Pty) Ltd

Allmuss Properties
Kenya (Pty) Ltd

Allmuss Properties
Uganda (Pty) Ltd

100%

100%

100%

Allmuss
Lesotho (Pty) Ltd

100%

100%

100%

100%

Emerald Sky Trading 
736 (Pty) Ltd

Penates Logistics
(Pty) Ltd

Magnolia Ridge 
Properties 291 (Pty) Ltd

90%

100%

50%

Allmuss Properties
Tanzania Ltd

100%

100%

International Tap 
Distributors (Pty) Ltd

Italtile Foreign 
Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Cedar Point Trading 
326 (Pty) Ltd

SER-EXPORT
S.L.R.

30%

100%

90%

98%
F B Ashman 

(Pty) Ltd
Italtile Franchising 

(Pty) Ltd

100%

Italtile Retail 
(Pty) Ltd

CTM Kenya Limited
Ceramic Industries 

(Pty) Ltd

Ezee Tile

Orban Investments 
375 (Pty) Ltd

Top T Ceramics 
(Pty) Ltd

Braintree (Pty) Ltd

100% 21%

100%

90%

46%55%

South African
Foreign

Properties Supply and support services Franchising Retail Associates
SEGMENT
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Supporting our 
communities

HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
Italtile strives to be the employer of choice in its industry. The Group’s 
strategy is to recruit and retain the best people from South Africa’s 
diverse population base, and to ensure they are empowered, 
accountable for their actions and rewarded accordingly.

The Group’s goal is:
◆◆ To match the demographics of the organisation with the diverse 
markets in which it operates. To achieve this, a representative team 
is tasked with managing the employment equity plan and ensuring 
that targets are achieved;
◆◆ To employ a range of mechanisms to promote worker participation 
in the operational decision-making process;
◆◆ To continue to implement the profit incentive scheme instituted in 
1990, whereby all members of staff share in the Group’s trading 
profits;
◆◆ To cultivate entrepreneurship within the Group by ensuring trading 
operations are franchised or in partnerships with the Group; and
◆◆ To evaluate and evolve training initiatives continuously to improve 
the skills level in the organisation.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Group is committed to uplifting the societies in which it operates 
through following sound employment practices and meeting the real 
needs of those communities.

Italtile continues to invest in South Africa and neighbouring countries 
in education, training and skills transfer through the Italtile training 
academy which has provided tiling, technical and business skills to 
numerous previously unemployed individuals.

Ad hoc contributions were also made to the following deserving 
causes:
◆◆ One School at a Time;
◆◆ Little Eden; 
◆◆ World Wildlife Fund; 
◆◆ Stop Rhino Poaching; and
◆◆ National Sea Rescue Institute. 

The Italtile Foundation Trust
The Italtile Foundation Trust (“the Foundation”) is a Broad-Based Black 
Ownership Scheme, with the objective of carrying on public benefit 
activities in non-profit manner and with an altruistic and philanthropic 
intent, working towards the transformation and upliftment of previously 
disadvantaged communities. The Foundation accepts and deploys Social 
Economic Development donations in terms of the BBBEE legislation.

The Foundation’s distributions are towards public benefit activities relating 
to education, sport and conservation, and current projects include:
◆◆ A bursary programme sponsoring financially needy students with high 
potential, in collaboration with the University of Johannesburg and One 
School at a Time.
◆◆ Working with Dreamfields in setting up Dream Leagues in five-a-side 
football and mini-netball at schools in Thohoyandou and the Buffelshoek 
areas.
◆◆ Sponsorship of two Birdlife South Africa projects, namely the Bird Guide 
Training Programme and the Important Biodiversity Area Programme.
◆◆ Building sports fields at two schools in financially disadvantaged 
communities.
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CONTRIBUTION TO SOUTH AFRICA’S GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
WEALTH CREATED

EMPLOYMENT CREATED

Direct employment – Italtile  
Employees 1 344

Indirect employment – Employees of our 
franchise partners over 800

Tax revenue paid to the South African Revenue Service by Italtile Group:

Corporate tax

R322 million
Pay As You Earn

R164 million
Skills Development Levy 

R5,6 million

Supporting our  
communities continued

Nelson Mandela’s dream of building a state-of-the-art, specialised paediatric facility to serve the children of South Africa was realised 
in December 2016 with the launch of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital.

In support of this laudable initiative, Italtile Retail, in partnership with some of its key suppliers: Laufen, Idral, Atlas Concorde and 
Ceramic Industries – all leading manufacturers in their specialised areas of sanitaryware, brassware and tiles – supplied the hospital 
with R3,5 million worth of products. Throughout the project, the collaborative team emphasis was on expert service, high-quality 
sustainable products and ease of maintenance.

We are proud to be part of a great institution and a magnificent legacy.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

Other ad hoc training

Tiling and plumbing training

400
delegates

1 125 
delegates

R3,9 million sports sponsorships

Other corporate social investment initiatives 

R2,4 million

SUPPORTING SOUTH AFRICA’S TRANSFORMATION AGENDA

Permanent female employees 30%
83% permanent black employees

*   Black as defined by the Department of Trade and Industry Codes of Good Practice relating to 
BBBEE.

Tonnes of paper saved 33 tonnes
Renewable energy 
generated 1 057 676 kWh

Carbon dioxide  
emissions

22% reduction 
per Rand of 
revenue

TRAINING AND SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
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Giovanni Ravazzotti (74)
Non-executive Chairman
Founder, in 1969, of the Italtile Group and Chairman of Ceramic 
Industries (Pty) Limited.

Jan Potgieter (48)
BCompt (Hons), CA(SA)
Chief Executive Officer
Appointed to the Board in 2014.
Jan is a Chartered Accountant (SA) and has extensive senior level 
experience in the retail and supply chain sectors, having most 
recently served as Chief Executive Officer and formerly Financial 
Director of Massdiscounters (a division of Massmart). He also 
served as a business manager at Clover SA and spent eight years at 
SABMiller in senior financial roles. Jan currently serves as a non-
executive director on the boards of Fortress Income Fund and 
Novus Holdings.

Brandon Wood (35)
BAcc, CA(SA)
Chief Financial Officer
Appointed to the Board in 2013.
Brandon is a Chartered Accountant (SA) and prior to joining the 
Group, was an audit manager at EY. He joined Italtile in 2010 as 
Group Financial Manager and was appointed as Chief Financial 
Officer in 2013.

Susan du Toit (44)
CA(SA), MCom (Financial Management)
Lead independent non-executive director
Appointed to the Board in 2009.
Susan is a Chartered Accountant (SA) and has held a number of 
positions within EY culminating in the position as lead audit partner 
on a number of entities listed on the JSE. Susan also held the 
position of team leader for a group of audit partners at EY.

Siyabonga Gama (50)
BCom (Hons), AEP, CAIB(SA)
Independent non-executive director
Appointed to the Board in 2004.
Siyabonga is a past Chief Executive Officer of the National Ports 
Authority of South Africa and Transnet Freight Rail, past Chairman of 
the Port Management Association of Eastern and Southern Africa, is 
Honorary Lifetime President of the Union of African Railways and is 
the Chief Executive Officer of Transnet.

Directorate and
administration

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
S M du Toit (Chairman), S G Pretorius, N Medupe, N V Mtetwa, 
J N Potgieter*, B G Wood*. * By invitation.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
S M du Toit (Chairman), G A M Ravazzotti, S G Pretorius, J N Potgieter*, 
B G Wood*. * By invitation.

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
G A M Ravazzotti (Chairman), S M du Toit, S G Pretorius.

SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE
N Medupe (Chairman), J N Potgieter, B G Wood, G A M Ravazzotti*.
* By invitation.

DIRECTORS

Brand Pretorius (69)
MCom Business Economics
Independent non-executive director
Appointed to the Board in 2011.
Brand Pretorius is a well-known and respected businessman in 
South Africa, particularly in the motor industry where he held the 
position of Managing Director for Toyota SA Marketing for eight 
years and that of Chief Executive Officer of McCarthy Limited from 
1999 to his retirement on 1 March 2011. Brand currently serves as 
a non-executive director on the boards of Reunert, Tongaat Hulett 
and Metair Investments.

Ndumi Medupe (46)
BAcc, CA(SA)
Independent non-executive director
Appointed to the Board in 2014.
Ndumi is a Chartered Accountant (SA), and is a founder and director 
of Indyebo Consulting (Pty) Ltd, a niche company that provides 
assurance, advisory and consulting services. Ndumi currently serves 
as a non-executive director on the boards of City Lodge, Alviva 
Holdings and Foskor.

Nomagugu Mtetwa (37)
Independent non-executive director
Appointed to the Board in 2017.
Nomagugu is a Chartered Accountant (SA) and has extensive 
experience in the financial services and telecommunications 
sectors, as well as state-owned entities. Nomagugu was formerly 
managing executive: Finance of Vodacom South Africa and a 
partner of PwC. Nomagugu currently serves as a non-executive 
director on the boards of the Development Bank of South Africa, 
Aviation Co-ordination Services, and Equites Property Fund. 
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“I couldn’t stay with a 
company that doesn’t look 
after me. If the company 
looks after you, it’s easy to 
stay. That is why I am still 
here – after 21 years!”

Johannes began his illustrious career with the Group 
21 years ago, initially employed as a contract worker. Over 
the years, hard work and perseverance resulted in Johannes 
being promoted to assistant warehouse manager for Italtile 
Retail in Bryanston and later, Pretoria, a position he held 
until he was appointed warehouse manager at Italtile 
Pretoria in 2004. Johannes shares that he initially felt he 
was not equipped for this role, but thanks to the mentoring 

STORY OF JOHANNES NDLOVU 

and training received from management and colleagues, 
he was able to gain the skills needed to excel in this position. 
He believes that the exceptional training provided to staff 
enables them to deliver a consistently high standard of 
service throughout all the Italtile Retail stores. Johannes 
advises new staff joining the Group that the key to success 
in this line of business is to conduct your work honestly and 
look after the customer’s needs first.
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We remain firm in our belief that we 
cannot allow the external environment 
to determine the success of our Group. 
We are confident that growth 
opportunities exist within the business, 
and we are committed to optimising 
these to attain our targets and ensure 
continued consistent returns for all 
stakeholders. 
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Directors’
approval

The directors are responsible for both the preparation and integrity of 
the consolidated and separate financial statements and related 
financial information contained in the Integrated Annual Report. In their 
opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements fairly 
represent the Group’s financial position and results of operations. It is 
the responsibility of the independent auditors to report on the 
consolidated and separate financial statements. Their report to the 
members of the Company is set out on page 73.

In order for the directors to discharge their responsibility, the Group 
maintains adequate accounting systems, risk control procedures and 
accounting records. A system of internal control, focused on critical 
risk  areas and designed to provide reasonable assurance that 
assets  are safeguarded, and that the risk of error, fraud or loss is 
reduced in a cost-effective manner, has been implemented. All 
controls  are frequently monitored and subject to review and audit. 
There was no material breakdown in the system of internal control 
during the year under review.

The Group adopts appropriate accounting policies and the consolidated 
and separate annual financial statements are prepared in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements 
of the Companies Act of South Africa. The consolidated and separate 
financial statements incorporate full and meaningful disclosure, and 
have been prepared using reasonable and proven judgements and 
estimates.

The consolidated and separate financial statements have been 
prepared under the supervision of the Chief Financial Officer, 
Mr B G Wood CA(SA), and have been audited in terms of the Companies 
Act of South Africa.

GOING CONCERN
The directors are of the opinion that the consolidated and 
separate business will continue as a going concern in the year ahead. 

The annual financial statements have accordingly been prepared on a 
going concern basis.

CODE OF ETHICS
The directors have complied with the Group’s code of ethics.

APPROVAL OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The annual financial statements of the Company and the 
Group  set  out  in pages 78 to 131 were approved by the Board on 
20 September 2017 and signed on its behalf by:

 

J N Potgieter
Chief Executive Officer

 

B G Wood
Chief Financial Officer

COMPANY SECRETARY’S APPROVAL
In terms of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008, I certify that the 
Company has lodged, with the Registrar of Companies, all such returns 
as are required of a public company in terms of the Companies Act, 
and that all such returns are true, correct and up to date.

 

E J Willis
Company Secretary

20 September 2017
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Independent 
auditors’ report
To the shareholders of Italtile Limited

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE CONSOLIDATED AND 
SEPARATE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

OPINION 
We have audited the consolidated and separate financial statements 
of Italtile Limited and its subsidiaries (“the Group”) on pages 86 to 
131, which comprise the consolidated and separate statements of 
financial position as at 30 June 2017, and the consolidated and 
separate statements of comprehensive income, consolidated and 
separate statements of changes in equity and consolidated and 
separate statements of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes 
to the consolidated and separate financial statements, including a 
summary of significant accounting policies. 

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated and separate financial 
statements present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and 
separate financial position of the Group as at 30 June 2017, and its 
consolidated and separate financial performance and its consolidated 
and separate cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and the 
requirements of the Companies Act, 2008.

BASIS FOR OPINION 
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards 
on Auditing (“ISAs”). Our responsibilities under those standards are 
further described in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the 
consolidated financial statements section of our report. We are 
independent of the Group in accordance with the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants (“IESBA Code”) together with the ethical requirements 
that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in South 
Africa, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with these requirements and the IESBA Code. We believe 
that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate 
to provide a basis for our opinion. 

KEY AUDIT MATTERS 
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, 
were of most significance in our audit of the consolidated and separate 
financial statements of the current period. These matters were 
addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated and separate 
financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion 
thereon. We do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
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Independent auditor’s report continued

Key audit matter How this matter was addressed in our audit

The measurement and accounting of net realisable value adjustments to inventory 
in respect of inventory obsolescence
Inventory across the Group is disclosed in note 19. The adjustment to inventory for 
possible obsolescence requires a fair amount of management estimation and 
judgement.

In the current year, management has refined their policy with regards to the calculation 
of obsolescence. The refined policy may differ within the Group depending on the nature 
of  inventory held by a subsidiary company. The higher degree of specific estimation 
looking at inventory categories at a store level required us to consider new and more 
disaggregated historical data to assess whether the policy is reasonable per store and 
per Group company.

The degree of impairment on each category of inventory is based on various estimates 
which are uncertain in timing and amount and is primarily based on both historical data 
and judgements made about future trends. Identifying the product lines or ranges which 
are more susceptible to fashion and market trends is a matter of judgement. The level of 
subjectivity increases the level of difficulty in auditing the impairment provision.

Accordingly, the provisions carried against inventory are considered to be a key audit 
matter.

We challenged management’s key assumptions 
and estimates used in its determination of the 
provisions raised. This was done by assessing the 
provisions as follows:
◆◆ Inspecting underlying methodologies and 
supporting documentation;
◆◆ Inspecting and performing analytical reviews 
on historical trends/data and the utilisation of 
provisions post-year end;
◆◆ Assessing whether the provisions calculations 
consider all material inventory items;
◆◆ Evaluated and stress tested assumptions 
used by management against actual inventory 
write-offs per store incurred over the past three 
years.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF DIRECTORS FOR THE 
CONSOLIDATED AND SEPARATE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 
of the consolidated and separate annual financial statements in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and the 
requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for such 
internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the 
preparation of consolidated and separate financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the consolidated and separate annual financial 
statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s 
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Group or 
to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so. 

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT OF THE 
CONSOLIDATED AND SEPARATE FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated and separate annual financial statements as a whole are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to 

OTHER INFORMATION 
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other 
information comprises the directors’ report, the Audit Committee’s 
report and the Company Secretary’s certificate as required by the 
Companies Act of South Africa, which we obtained prior to the date of 
this report, and the other sections of the Integrated Annual Report, 
which are expected to be made available to us after that date. Other 
information does not include the consolidated and separate financial 
statements and our auditor’s opinion thereon.

Our opinion on the consolidated and separate financial statements 
does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit 
opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the consolidated and separate financial 
statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in 
doing so, consider whether the other information is materially 
inconsistent with the consolidated and separate financial statements 
or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated. If, based on our work we have performed on the 
other information obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report, we 
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, 
we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this 
regard.
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issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable 
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an 
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or 
error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, 
they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic 
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated and 
separate financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the 
audit. We also: 
◆◆ Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the 
consolidated and separate annual financial statements, whether 
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures 
responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher 
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of 
internal control. 
◆◆ Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in 
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on 
the effectiveness of the Group’s internal control.
◆◆ Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by management. 
◆◆ Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the 
going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit 
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s 
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material 
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s 
report to the related disclosures in the consolidated and separate 
annual financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, 
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit 
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, 
future events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to 
continue as a going concern. 
◆◆ Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the 
consolidated and separate annual financial statements, including 
the disclosures, and whether the consolidated and separate annual 
financial statements represent the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 
◆◆ Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial 
information of the entities or business activities within the Group to 
express an opinion on the consolidated and separate annual 
financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, 
supervision and performance of the Group audit. We remain solely 
responsible for our audit opinion. 

We communicate with the directors, among other matters, the planned 
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including 
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during 
our audit. 

We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied 
with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to 
communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may 
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where 
applicable, related safeguards. 

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine 
those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the 
consolidated and separate annual financial statements of the current 
period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these 
matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes 
public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare 
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be 
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of 
doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest 
benefits of such communication.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS 
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent 
auditor’s report is Penelope Wittstock (director and registered auditor). 

In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette Number 
39475 dated 4 December 2015, we report that Ernst & Young Inc. has 
been the auditor of Italtile Limited for 28 years.

ERNST & YOUNG INC.
Director: Penelope Wittstock
Registered Auditor
Chartered Accountant (SA)

102 Rivonia Road
Johannesburg
Gauteng
South Africa
2146

20 September 2017
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The Audit and Risk Committee (“Committee”) submits this report in 
terms of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 (“Companies Act”).

A formal Audit and Risk Committee Charter (“Charter”), approved by 
the Board, guides the Committee in terms of its objectives, authority 
and responsibilities. The Charter is reviewed annually and, if necessary, 
amended to meet market, regulatory and statutory requirements. 

The Committee consists of four independent non-executive directors, 
namely Ms S M du Toit (Chairman), Ms N V Mtetwa, Mr S G Pretorius 
and Ms N Medupe.

The Committee meets at least three times a year. The Chief Executive 
Officer, Chief Financial Officer, external audit partner, the Head of 
Internal Audit and the Head of Information Technology attend meetings 
by invitation. The Company Secretary, Ms E J Willis, attends and 
minutes all meetings of the Audit and Risk Committee.

 Name
16 Aug
2016

19 Sept
2016

20 Oct
2016

6 Feb
2017

5 May
2017

12 Jun
2017

Ms N V Mtetwa * * * * * *

Ms S M du Toit ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Mr S I Gama# ✓ ✓ ✓ A A A

Mr S G Pretorius ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ms N Medupe ✓ ✓ A ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ Present
A Apologies
* Not a member yet. Appointed on 15 August 2017
# Resigned as a member on 15 August 2017

The role of the Committee is inter alia to: 
◆◆ review the effectiveness of the Group’s systems of internal control, 
including internal financial control and risk management, and to 
ensure that effective internal control systems are maintained;
◆◆ oversee the risk management process;
◆◆ review financial statements for proper and complete disclosure of 
timely, reliable and consistent information and to confirm that the 
accounting policies used are appropriate; 
◆◆ deal with concerns and complaints relating to accounting policies, 
internal audit, the audit or content of the Integrated Annual Report 
and internal financial controls;
◆◆ nominate the appointment of the external auditors as the registered 
independent auditor after satisfying itself through enquiry that the 
auditors are independent as defined in terms of the Companies Act;
◆◆ determine the fees to be paid to the external auditors and their 
terms of engagement;
◆◆ ensure that the appointment of the external auditor complies with 
the Companies Act and any other legislation relating to the 
appointment of auditors; and
◆◆ approve the scope of non-audit services which the external auditor 
may provide to the Group and pre-approve any non-audit services to 
be provided by the external auditors. 

RISK MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION OF 
ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES
The Committee oversees the risk management process. At least 
one  Committee meeting a year is dedicated to the detailed review 
of the Group risk assessment including information technology risks. 
The Committee coordinates all assurance activities by means of the 
Group’s combined assurance model. The Committee approves 
the  internal audit plan and focus areas. Internal audit reports on 
findings of work performed to the Committee on a regular basis.

Audit and Risk
Committee report
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EXTERNAL AUDITORS
During the year under review, the Committee, in consultation with 
executive management, approved the external audit plan and fee 
proposal and considered reports from the external auditors on the 
annual and interim financial statements. The Committee satisfied itself 
that Ernst & Young Inc. and Ms P Wittstock, the designated auditor, are 
independent of the Company. The Chairman of the Committee has 
regular discussions and meetings with the external auditors, 
independently of management.

WHISTLE-BLOWING
The independent external whistle-blowing line operated effectively for 
the year under review. Instances of whistle-blowing are reported to the 
Chairman of the Committee. 

FINANCIAL FUNCTION
In accordance with the JSE Listings Requirements, the Committee 
must consider the appropriateness of the expertise and experience of 
the Chief Financial Officer of the Company on an annual basis. The 
Committee believes that Mr Wood, the Chief Financial Officer, 
possesses the appropriate expertise and experience to meet his 
responsibilities in that position.

The Committee is satisfied that the financial function of the Group 
incorporates the necessary expertise, resources and experience to 
adequately carry out its obligations.

INTERNAL FINANCIAL CONTROLS
Based on the results of work done by the internal audit function and 
external auditors on the Group’s system of internal financial controls, 
and considering feedback and information from management, the 
Committee is of the opinion that the Group’s system of internal 
financial control was effective for the year under review and that it 
formed a reliable basis for the preparation of the Group financial 
statements.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The Committee reviewed the financial statements of the Company and 
the Group, and is satisfied that they comply with International Financial 
Reporting Standards and that the accounting policies applied are 
appropriate.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING
The Committee reviewed and considered the Group’s sustainability 
information as disclosed in the Integrated Annual Report. The 
Committee discussed the sustainability information with management 
and is satisfied, based on information and explanations from 
management, that the sustainability information is reliable.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE INTEGRATED ANNUAL 
REPORT
The Committee has noted the external auditors’ opinion and findings 
on the Integrated Annual Report and has recommended the approval 
of the Integrated Annual Report to the Board.

The Committee reports that it has discharged its responsibilities and 
duties in compliance with its charter.

S M du Toit
Audit and Risk Committee Chairman
20 September 2017
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PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES OF THE COMPANY
Retail
Italtile Limited (“Italtile” or “the Company” or “the Group”), 
headquartered in Bryanston, Johannesburg, is a leading retailer of 
tiles, bathroomware and related products in South Africa.

Franchising
The Group operates as a national franchisor, featuring a streamlined 
parent operation focused on growing market share and fostering 
entrepreneurial opportunities through its franchise programme. 

The Group is represented via its high profile branded retail outlets, 
Italtile Retail, CTM and TopT, which cater to homeowners across the 
income spectrum, holding appeal for market segments ranging from 
the premium upper end to entry level consumers. These stores are 
situated on high visibility sites and/or close to previously under-
serviced markets, and their comprehensive offerings position them as 
one-stop solution destinations. The Group also has an online presence, 
with webstores operating for the Italtile Retail and CTM brands. Ranges 
include ceramic and porcelain wall and floor tiles, sanitaryware, 
bathroom furniture, brassware, fittings, accessories, laminated wooden 
flooring, vinyl flooring, shower enclosures, paint, home-finishing 
products, décor and tools.

As at 30 June 2017, the store network comprised 162 stores (including 
four webstores) (2016: 146 stores), situated in Southern and 
East Africa.

Property Investment
Underpinning the retail network is an extensive property portfolio. The 
Group derives important strategic advantage by supporting its brands 
with high profile prime sites that enhance Italtile’s positioning as a 
destination retailer.

Support Services
The Group’s vertically integrated Supply Chain comprises International 
Tap Distributors (“ITD”), an importer and distributor of brassware and 
accessories, and Cedar Point, an importer and distributor of 
sanitaryware, laminated and vinyl boards, shower enclosures, cabinets 
and décor. The Group holds a controlling interest in both of these 
businesses. ITD and Cedar Point service the Italtile Retail, CTM and 
TopT retail network.

The Group’s Distribution Centre, which has facilities in KwaZulu-Natal 
and the Western Cape, sources imported products and provides 
warehousing and distribution facilities to CTM, Italtile Retail and TopT. 
It is also responsible for arranging logistics and foreign exchange for 
the Group’s retail brands as well as ITD and Cedar Point.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES
Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd (“Ceramic”)
The 21% strategic investment in its largest supplier of tiles, 
sanitaryware and baths once again delivered tactical advantages in 
supporting the Group’s growth programme serving to enable 
consistent supply of local high quality, affordable products. This 
business contributed R81 million (2016: R83 million) to Group profit 
for the full year.

Offer to acquire shares in Ceramic 
Italtile submitted a binding offer on 16 July 2016 to Ceramic, to 
acquire up to a further 74,5% of the company’s issued share capital 
(“the Acquisition”). The balance of Ceramic shares comprises treasury 
shares held by National Ceramic Industries South Africa and a 
subsidiary of Italtile.

Directors’
report
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On 6 September 2017, the Group announced that all conditions for 
the Acquisition had been met and the effective date of the Acquisition 
will be Monday, 2 October 2017 (“the effective date”), being the first 
business day of the month following the month in which all conditions 
were approved, as stipulated by the Implementation Agreement 
between the Group and Ceramic.

Italtile’s rationale for acquiring Ceramic is based on management’s 
positive view of opportunities for growth in Southern Africa, and 
the benefits of this transaction for both Italtile and Ceramic, which are 
far-ranging:
◆◆ The long-term success and sustainability of both businesses are 
inextricably intertwined and have been for the past two decades.
◆◆ The combination and integration of the two management teams 
will add depth in terms of experience and skill in the business, and 
enhance the management structure to facilitate improved 
succession planning at the combined group level.
◆◆ Both businesses will benefit from improved efficiencies and reduced 
costs, enhanced allocation of capital, and alignment of long-term 
growth strategies, thereby fostering sustainable returns for 
shareholders. 

Based on Ceramic’s shareholding on the effective date, Italtile will 
acquire 14 464 769 ordinary shares of Ceramic for a total consideration 
of R241,46 per share, totalling R3 492 663 123, payable by way of 
total cash payments of R1 746 331 636 over a 17-month period and 
the issue of 150 936 170 Italtile shares at R11,57 per Italtile share on 
the effective date. As a result of the Acquisition, Italtile will hold 95,47% 
of the issued share capital of Ceramic and an effective 71,54% of the 
issued share capital of Ezee Tile.

Further detail pertaining to the Acquisition is included in note 37 on 
page 129.

Ezee Tile
The Group holds an effective 46% strategic stake in this business 
(prior to the Acquisition noted above), a national manufacturer of 
grout, adhesive and related products. Wide-ranging enhanced 
business processes and systems were implemented in the operation 
over the past year, delivering improved results. The business reported 
growth for the period, contributing R13,5 million (2016: R12 million) 
to Group profit for the full year.

STATEMENTS OF RESPONSIBILITY
The responsibilities of the Group’s directors are detailed on page 74 of 
this report.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
The Audit and Risk Committee report is on page 76. Page 57 of the 
Corporate Governance report also discusses the responsibilities of this 
committee and how these were discharged during the year. 

FINANCIAL REVIEW
System-wide turnover
System-wide turnover across the Group from continuing operations 
increased 4% to R6,21 billion (2016: R5,96 billion). Growth was 
recorded by all three retail brands. 

Trading profit
Reported trading profit grew 2% to R1 063 million (2016:   R1 047 million). 
Retail gross margins were marginally lower despite both destocking 
activities and the retail brands continuing to offer competitive value to 
price-conscious customers.

Property, plant and equipment
The estimated current market value of the property portfolio increased 
to R2,6 billion (2016: R2,4 billion). Capital expenditure of R232 million 
(2016: R284 million) was incurred on new and refurbished properties. 

Cash and cash equivalents
Capital expenditure of R334 million (2016: R375 million) was incurred 
primarily to enhance the Group’s Property Investment portfolio through 
the acquisition of new properties and an ongoing store upgrade 
programme across the network. This investment, together with the net 
dividend of R305 million (2016: R279 million) paid during the period, 
coupled with the reduction in stock holdings, resulted in net cash 
reserves of R511 million (2016: R347 million) at the end of the period.

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings
As at 30 June 2017, the Group had no interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings (2016: R34 million loan finance utilised in the acquisition 
of fixed property in Australia in prior periods).

Prospects
All indications are that current sociopolitical and economic conditions 
will prevail for at least the next six months.

Real disposable income is likely to decline further in the context of 
poor economic growth, limited job creation and significant increases 
in personal income taxes for middle and high-income earners. 
Country-specific risk will also remain a factor for the forthcoming 
period and management anticipates a weakening trend of the local 
currency.

Sustained high levels of stock in the market and lower consumer 
demand will drive intensified competition as operators vie for a share 
of wallet. Further rationalisation of marginal industry participants is 
also probable.

Despite this contextual outlook, the Group remains confident that its 
strong brands as well as robust and resilient business model can 
capitalise on growth opportunities in this market, particularly given the 
relatively low per capita consumption of tiles in this country compared 
to peer economies.
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Furthermore, management is satisfied that its competent leadership 
team, clearly defined strategies and clarity of purpose positions the 
business well for continued growth. The Group’s competitive advantage 
will continue to be furthered by its tactical brand portfolio, integrated 
supply chain, strong entrepreneurial partnerships and long-standing 
reputation.

While advancement of the store roll-out programme will be determined 
by market demand and availability of suitable sites and operators, the 
Group’s goal is to open a total of 20 new stores over the next financial 
year, including at least one Italtile Retail store and three CTM stores. 
Furthermore, capacity in the Supply Chain will also continue to be 
developed to support anticipated growth over the long term.

In addition to expanding the capacity of the business, opportunities for 
growth also exist within the business itself, through improved 
competencies, efficiencies, and conceptualisation of retail innovations 
and market-disruptive strategies.

Management’s key focus areas in the forthcoming period will include:
◆◆ further improvement of the working capital position through 
intensified control of inventory and all overhead costs;
◆◆ better productivity through enhanced performance management 
and training initiatives;
◆◆ attracting, retaining and developing an appropriately skilled 
personnel complement, capable of enabling the Group’s growth 
strategy;
◆◆ continued development of sector leading technology; and
◆◆ driving the strategy to offer a customer-centric shopping experience 
which constantly delights our customers.

STAFF SHARE SCHEME
The Group implemented a Share Incentive Scheme in August 2013 
for all employees of the Group and its franchisees that had been in 
the  employ of the Group and/or franchise network for a period of 
three uninterrupted years at each allotment date in August every year 
from the implementation date. As a result, seven million of the Group’s 
shares net of forfeitures were held by qualifying staff members at 
30 June 2017 (2016: 15 million). Until vesting, the shares will continue 
to be accounted for as treasury shares and have an impact on the 
diluted weighted average number of shares.

The scheme is classified as an equity-settled scheme in terms 
of  IFRS  2 – Share-based Payment, and has resulted in a charge of 
R17 million (2016: R13 million) to the Group’s income; R10 million 
(2016: R9 million) of this charge is an accelerated expense for 
franchise staff.

CEDAR POINT TRADING 326 (PTY) LTD
The Group acquired the remaining 10% non-controlling stake in 
Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd at the beginning of the period under 
review, held by the previous business partner at a cost of R14 million. 
At the same time the Group sold a 10% stake in Cedar Point Trading 
326 (Pty) Ltd at the beginning of the period under review to a new 
business partner. This stake was sold at a cost of R16 million, and kept 
the Group’s interest in this entity at 90%.

DISPOSAL OF AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS
Management elected to sell the operations of Italtile Australia (Pty) Ltd, 
a subsidiary of Italtile Limited. The business of Italtile Australia (Pty) Ltd 
represented the Group’s Australian property portfolio. A buyer was 
identified before the 2016 year end, the assets of the operations were 
therefore treated as a disposal group at 30 June 2016. The sale was 
concluded on 13 December 2016, at a total profit of R37 million which 
included a release of foreign currency in the foreign currency 
translation reserve.

Further detail pertaining to this disposal is included in note 36 on 
page 128.

INTERNATIONAL TAP DISTRIBUTORS (PTY) LTD
The Group acquired a 19% non-controlling stake in International Tap 
Distributors (Pty) Ltd at the end of March 2017, held by the previous 
business partners at a cost of R76 million, increasing the Group’s 
interest in this entity to 98%.

STATED CAPITAL
The authorised share capital remains unchanged at 3 300 000 000 
shares of no par value. Issued share capital is 1 033 332 822 (2016: 
1 033 332 822) shares of no par value.

As noted above, 150 936 170 Italtile shares will be issued as part 
consideration for the Ceramic acquisition. Further, the Group 
intends  to  undertake a rights offer in order to ensure equitable 
treatment of all shareholders and afford minority shareholders the 
opportunity to avoid dilution of their shareholding as a result of the 
acquisition. In terms of the rights offer, which Italtile intends to 
undertake subsequent to the effective date, a total of 22 shares will be 
offered for every 100 shares held in Italtile at R11,57 per rights offer 
share. Management anticipates that the rights offer will be completed 
by mid-November 2017.

DIVIDEND ANNOUNCEMENT
The Board declared a final gross cash dividend (number 102) for the 
year ended 30 June 2017 of 14,0 cents per ordinary share to all 
shareholders recorded in the books of Italtile as at the record date of 
Friday, 8 September 2017. The Group has maintained its dividend 
cover of three times.

Directors’
report continued
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DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS
The details of the directors of the Company are set out on page 68.

As announced on SENS during the course of the year, the following 
changes were made to the Board:
◆◆ Ms Alessia Zannoni retired as a non-executive director on 
25 November 2016; 
◆◆ Mr Nick Booth, formerly Chief Executive Officer, announced his 
decision to take early retirement with effect from 28 February 2017. 
He stepped down from executive duties on 1 December 2016, and 
was succeeded by Mr Jan Potgieter, formerly the Group’s Chief 
Operating Officer; and 
◆◆ Ms Gugu Mtetwa was appointed as a non-executive director with 
effect from 28 January 2017.

In accordance with the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, 
Mr G A M Ravazzotti, Mr S G Pretorius and Mr S I Gama retire by rotation, 
and being eligible, offer themselves for re-election at the forthcoming 
annual general meeting (“AGM”). Further, in accordance with 
the  Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, the appointment of 
Ms N V Mtetwa as a director of the Company is to be confirmed at the 
forthcoming AGM.

DIRECTORS’ SHAREHOLDING AND OTHER INTERESTS
Except for the long-term incentive schemes detailed below, the 
Company was not party to any arrangement during the year or at year 
end, which would enable the directors or officers, or their families, to 
acquire benefits by means of acquisition of shares in the Company.

Other than disclosed in note 33, none of the directors or officers of the 
Company had any interest in any contracts which significantly affected 
the affairs or business of the Company or its subsidiaries during the 
year.

It is Company policy that all directors and employees who have access 
to price-sensitive information may not deal directly or indirectly in the 
shares of the Company from the end of a reporting period until 
publication of the interim results or annual profit announcement.

The directors’ beneficial and non-beneficial interest in the stated share 
capital of the Company at the reporting date is set out in the table 
below. Refer to the SENS announcement on 6 September 2017 for 
details of change of interests between 30 June 2017 and the date of 
this Integrated Annual Report.

Beneficial
direct

Beneficial 
indirect Total % held

Non-
beneficial

direct

Non-
beneficial

indirect  Total % held

At 30 June 2017
Director
G A M Ravazzotti 3 637 088 345 980 215 349 617 303 33,83 — — — —
S I Gama# 200 000 — 200 000 0,02 — — — —
S du Toit — 23 873 23 873 0,00 — — — —
J N Potgieter 4 000 000 — 4 000 000 0,39 — — — —
B G Wood 1 804 197 — 1 804 197 0,17 — — — —

At 30 June 2016
Director
G A M Ravazzotti 3 637 088 345 980 215 349 617 303 33,83  —  —  —  — 
S I Gama# 200 000 — 200 000 0,02  —  —  —  — 
S du Toit — 23 873 23 873 0,00  —  —  —  — 
N Booth* 1 000 000 — 1 000 000 0,10  —  —  —  — 
J N Potgieter 1 000 000 — 1 000 000 0,10  —  —  —  — 
B G Wood 500 000 — 500 000 0,05  —  —  —  — 
# Beneficial interest in BEE Special Purpose Entity.
* Retired on 28 February 2017.
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DIRECTORS’ PARTICIPATION IN SHARE INCENTIVE SCHEMES
Directors’ holdings under the Long-Term Incentive Plan and Share Appreciation Rights Scheme are set out in the table below:

Director
Awards held at 

1 July 2016
Awarded 

during the year

Vested and 
exercised during 

the year
Forfeited during 

the year
Awards held at
30 June 2017

N Booth* 3 000 000 1 200 000 (750 000) (3 450 000) —
J N Potgieter 3 000 000 1 000 000 — — 4 000 000
B G Wood 2 712 500 800 000 (925 000) — 2 587 500

Directors’ holdings under the Executive Retention Plan are set out in the table below:

Director
Awards held at 

1 July 2016
Awarded 

during the year
Vested 

during the year
Forfeited/cancelled

 during the year
Awards held at
30 June 2017

N Booth* 1 000 000 3 000 000 (1 300 000) (2 700 000) —
J N Potgieter 1 000 000 3 000 000 — — 4 000 000
B G Wood 500 000 1 000 000 — — 1 500 000

Refer to note 6◆for further details pertaining to these schemes.
* Retired on 28 February 2017.

DIRECTORS’ EMOLUMENTS
The emoluments paid to each director during the year ended 30 June 2017 by a subsidiary company are set out in the table below.

All emoluments paid to directors are short term in nature, other than gains on exercise of share options, and contributions to medical aid and provident fund.

The remuneration of both executive and non-executive directors is determined by the Remuneration Committee. Other benefits include once-off 
benefits paid and the fringe benefit value of Company cars for executive directors, and fees for services rendered by non-executive directors or as 
otherwise noted.

All figures in R000’s Salary
Short-term
 incentives

Provident 
fund and 
medical 

contributions

Gain on 
share

scheme 
awards

Other 
benefits

Total 
2017

Total
2016

Executive directors
N Booth* 1 718 910 282 6 944 1 192 11 046 3 200
J N Potgieter 2 477 772 409 11 573 260 15 491 3 091
B G Wood 2 113 647 337 7 366 163 10 626 13 644

2017 6 308 2 329 1 028 25 883 1 615 37 163

2016 6 662 372 1 090 11 133 678 19 935 

* Retired on 28 February 2017. Unvested Executive Retention Plan shares transferred back to Share Incentive Trust after year end.

Directors’
report continued
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  All figures in R000’s
Board 

fees Other 
Total 
2017

Total
2016

Non-executive directors
G A M Ravazzotti 1 359 — 1 359 1 215
S I Gama 236 — 236 145
S M du Toit 752 — 752 492
A Zannoni* 69 — 69 110
S G Pretorius 479 — 479 316
N Medupe 320 — 320 284
M V Mtetwa# 94 — 94 —

2017 3 309 — 3 309 —

2016 2 562 — 2 562

Aggregate emoluments of directors who served during the year 40 472 22 497

* Retired on 25 November 2016.
# Appointed 28 January 2017.

SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
Details of the Company’s interest in its subsidiaries are set out in 
note 38.

The Company’s interest in the profits and losses after taxation and the 
non-controlling shareholders’ interest of its subsidiaries (direct and 
indirect) is:

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Profits 839 818

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
The Corporate Governance report is set out on pages 55 to 61.

SHAREHOLDERS
An analysis of the shareholdings of the Company appears on 
page 132 of this report.

EMPLOYEES
The Group employs 1 344 employees (2016: 1 248).
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SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
At the annual general meeting of shareholders held on Friday, 
25 November 2016, three special resolutions were approved by the 
requisite majority of votes, namely: authorising the Company to 
repurchase its own shares; authorising the Company to provide 
financial assistance to related and inter-related entities and approving 
the Company’s non-executive directors’ fees.

Full details of the special resolutions passed will be made available to 
shareholders on request.

THE ITALTILE SHARE INCENTIVE TRUST
In terms of the resolution passed at the shareholders’ meeting on 
12  January 1993 as amended and approved at the shareholders’ 
meeting on 15 April 2013, the directors are authorised to make 
available for the purposes of the scheme a maximum aggregate 
number of 136 470 068 ordinary shares, representing 13% of the 
issued share capital.

The scheme exists for the directors and senior management of the 
Company with a limit of 15 400 000 shares which any one participant 
may acquire.

The Trust holds sufficient shares to meet its commitments. Shares will 
be bought in the open market by the scheme to meet any future 
allocations.

SHARE INCENTIVE SCHEMES
Long-Term Incentive Plan and Share Appreciation Rights Scheme
The Company adopted a Long-Term Incentive Plan (“LTIP”) and a 
Share Appreciation Rights Scheme (“SARS”) in the 2008 financial year 
(amended in the 2013 financial year), in accordance with which 
selected directors and employees of the Group will receive a 
conditional right to receive a share award as determined by the rules 
of the plan and scheme. This award is to be applied towards the 
obligatory subscription and/or purchase of Company ordinary shares.

Directors and employees of the Company, as well as directors and 
employees of any subsidiary within the Group which is designated by 
directors of the Company as being a participating company, are 
eligible to participate in the LTIP and SARS. In addition, the directors of 
the Company may select certain franchisees of the Group to participate 
in the LTIP and SARS, in which event directors and employees of such 
franchisees will also be eligible.

The movement in the number of notional shares available to eligible 
participants is as follows:

 Number of awards*

2017 2016

At 1 July 22 687 500 17 687 500
Awarded during the year 5 600 000 6 100 000
Vested and exercised during 
the year (8 175 000) (1 100 000)
Forfeited/cancelled during 
the year (4 825 000) —

At 30 June 15 287 500 22 687 500

* LTIP and SARS combined.

Executive Retention Plan
The Executive Retention Plan is an additional mechanism, over and 
above the Long-Term Incentive Plan and Share Appreciation Rights 
Scheme, to retain and reward selected employees and directors. In 
terms of this scheme, retention payments are made to selected 
directors and employees to facilitate the purchase of Italtile Limited 
shares. The payment of the retention award is subject to the director or 
employee remaining with the Group for a period of at least three years. 
The director or employee shall be the registered and beneficial holder 
of the shares acquired pursuant to the retention award from the date 
of transfer of such shares.

The movement in the number of retention awards to eligible 
participants is as follows:

 Number of awards

2017 2016

At 1 July 3 000 000 3 200 000
Awarded during the year# 7 000 000 1 000 000
Vested and exercised during 
the year (1 300 000) (1 200 000)
Forfeited/cancelled during 
the year (3 200 000) —

At 30 June 5 500 000 3 000 000
# Five-year retention period.

Refer to note 6 for further disclosure related to these schemes.

BORROWING POWERS
In terms of the Memorandum of Incorporation, the Company has 
unlimited borrowing powers. 

AUDITORS
Ernst & Young Inc. continued in office as auditors of Italtile Limited. At 
the annual general meeting of 17 November 2017, shareholders will 
be requested to appoint Ernst & Young Inc. as auditors for the 2018 
financial year and it will be noted that Ms P Wittstock will be the 
individual registered auditor who will undertake the audit.

SECRETARY
The Company Secretary is Ms E J Willis, whose business and postal 
address is:
Registered office: The Italtile Building
 Cnr William Nicol Drive and 
 Peter Place
 Bryanston 2021
Postal address: PO Box 1689
 Randburg 2125
Telephone number: +27 (0) 11 510 9050

Fax number: +27 (0) 11 510 9060

Directors’
report continued
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“My passion here in our 
business is customers; 
the people and the 
products – that is what 
drives me every day.”
Richard Dube started his career at CTM in November 1997, 
having previously worked in the hotel and fast food 
industries. He has since worked at a number of CTM stores 
around the country where he held numerous positions, 
ranging from packer to assistant store manager. Richard is 
currently a regional leader, store manager and co-owner 
of CTM Boksburg through a joint venture partnership. 
Coming from humble beginnings, Richard recalls the 
hardship in the early days of his career of using several 
modes of public transport from as early as 04:00 in order 
to get to work on time. It was his aspiration to own his own 
home one day that motivated him to persevere through 
these tough circumstances. Richard considers himself an 

entrepreneur at heart, but attributes a great deal of his 
personal and professional growth to CTM. He is passionate 
about sharing his knowledge and training others and 
notes that a manager is only as strong as his team. 
Richard  believes he has been able to reach his full 
potential thanks to the extensive development and 
mentoring opportunities that CTM has made available to 
him. These opportunities have taught him not only how to 
manage a business, but they have also equipped him with 
the skills needed to become a business owner. Most 
importantly, Richard is grateful to CTM for enabling him to 
fulfil his personal goal of owning his own home and being 
able to take care of his family.

STORY OF RICHARD DUBE

Italtile Limited | INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2017
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s Note

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

336 297 Revenue 3 4 047 3 888
Turnover 3 3 670 3 539
Cost of sales 4 (2 182) (2 117)

Gross profit 1 488 1 422
Other operating income 392 342

4 4 Management fees
(5) (5) Operating expenses (832) (728)

Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment 15 11

(1) (1) Trading profit/(loss) 5 1 063 1 047
332 293 Finance income 7 32 25

(#) — Finance cost 8 (1) (2)
Profit from associates – after tax 15.2 96 96

331 292 Profit before taxation 1 190 1 166
(#) (#) Taxation 9 (310) (315)

331 292 Profit for the period 880 851 

Other comprehensive income, net of taxation:
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to 
profit or loss (net of taxation):
 Foreign currency translation difference (24) 25
 Items that have been reclassified subsequently to 
profit and loss:
  Recycling of foreign currency translation 

difference on the Australian disposal (75)
  Other comprehensive (loss)/income from 

associates (7) 8

331 292
Total comprehensive income for the year, net of 
taxation 774 884

Profit attributable to:
 Equity holders of the parent 845 813
 Non-controlling interests 35 38

331 292 880 851

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
 Equity holders of the parent 739 846
 Non-controlling interests 35 38

331 292 774 884

Earnings per share (all figures in cents):
Earnings per share 10 90,3 87,8
Headline earnings per share 11 85,7 86,9
Diluted earnings per share 10 89,8 86,4
Diluted headline earnings per share 11 85,2 85,5

# Less than R1 million.

Statements of comprehensive income
for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s Note

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

 ASSETS
407 340 Non-current assets 2 775 2 309

Property, plant and equipment 13 1 807 1 594
218 207 Investments 15.1

Investment in associates 15.2 732 674
189 133 Long-term financial assets 16 176 15

Goodwill 17 6 6
Deferred taxation 18 54 20

548 593 Current assets 1 388 1 365
Inventories 19 548 693

545 591 Trade and other receivables 20 313 306
3 2 Cash and cash equivalents 21 511 347
# # Taxation receivable 28 16 19

Assets held in disposal group 36 — 116

955 933 Total assets 4 163 3 790

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

954 931
Equity attributable to equity holders of 
the parent 3 713 3 292

818 818 Stated capital 22 818 818
Non-distributable reserve 23 13 122
Treasury shares 22 (436) (454)

89 96 Share schemes reserve 6 88 95
47 17 Retained earnings 3 230 2 711

Non-controlling interest 60 61

954  931 Total equity 3 773 3 353
1 2 Total liabilities 390 402

Non-current liabilities 24 18
Deferred taxation 18 24 18

1 2 Current liabilities 366 384
1 2 Trade and other payables 25 304 329

Provisions 26 46 53
Interest-bearing loans and borrowings 24 — #
Taxation payable 28 16 2

Liabilities directly associated with assets held in 
disposal group 36 — 35

955 933 Total equity and liabilities 4 163 3 790

# Less than R1 million.

Statements of financial position
at 30 June 2017
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  Rm’s
Stated
capital 

Non-
distri-

butable
reserve

Treasury
shares

Share
 schemes

reserve
Retained
earnings Total

Non-
controlling

interests
Total

equity

Group
Balance at 30 June 2015 818 89 (461) 72 2 154 2 672 62 2 734

Profit for the year 813 813 38 851
Other comprehensive income for the year 33 33 33

Total comprehensive income  
for the year, net of taxation — 33 — — 813 846 38 884
Dividends paid (252) (252) (27) (279)
Transactions with non-controlling interests 
(note 35) (7) (7) (12) (19)
Share incentive costs (including vesting 
settlement) 7 23 3 33 33

Balance at 30 June 2016 818 122 (454) 95 2 711 3 292 61 3 353

Profit for the period 845 845 35 880
Other comprehensive income for the period (106) (106) (106)

Total comprehensive income  
for the period, net of taxation — (106) — — 845 739 35 774
Dividends paid (292) (292) (13) (305)
Subsidiary transactions (3) (3) (3)
Transactions with non-controlling interests 
(note 35) (38) (38) (23) (61)
Share incentive costs (including vesting 
settlement) 18 (7) 4 15 15

Balance at 30 June 2017 818 13 (436) 88 3 230 3 713 60 3 773

Note 22 23 22 6

  Rm’s
Stated
capital

Share
 schemes

reserve
Retained 
earnings

Total
equity

Company
Balance at 1 July 2015 818 73 4 895
Profit for the year/comprehensive income 292 292
Dividends paid (279) (279)
Share incentive transactions (including vesting settlement) 23 # 23

Balance at 30 June 2016 818 96 17 931
Profit for the year/comprehensive income 331 331
Dividends paid (320) (320)
Share incentive transactions (including vesting settlement) (7) 19 12

Balance at 30 June 2017 818 89 47 954

Note 22 6
# Less than R1 million.

Statements of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s Note

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

(1) (1) Cash generated by operations 27 1 205 892
11 10 Interest received 7 25 16

321 283 Dividends received 7 7 9
(#) (#) Taxation paid 28 (322) (330)

Finance cost 8 (1) (2)
(320) (279) Dividends paid 29 (305) (279)

11 13 Net cash flows from operating activities 609 306

Cash flows from investing activities
Additions to property, plant and equipment 13 (334) (375)
Proceeds on disposal of plant and equipment 41 15
Dividends from associates 15.2 32 21
Proceeds from disposal of subsidiary 36 33 —
Decrease in cash from sale of controlling interest 
in subsidiary 36 (39) —
Purchase of interest in subsidiary º 35 — (19)
Increase in long-term financial assets (112) —

(56) 1 Repayments of share trust loan 16
46 (12) Increase in amounts owing by subsidiaries 15.1

(10) (11) Net cash flows utilised by investing activities (379) (358)

Cash flows from financing activities
Acquisition of non-controlling interest º (84) — 
Treasury share movements from share scheme vestings 22 18 7

— — Net cash flows from/(utilised by) financing activities (66) 7

1 2
Movement in cash and cash equivalents  
for the year 164 (45)

2 #
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning  
of year 347 392

3 2
Cash and cash equivalents at  
end of year 21 511 347

# Less than R1 million.
 º  Transaction with non-controlling interest of International Tap 

Distributors (Pty) Ltd and Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd.  
 

Statements of cash flows
for the year ended 30 June 2017
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
  1.1 Statement of compliance
   The consolidated and separate financial statements have been prepared in accordance with and comply with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) its interpretations issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”), International 
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”), the Listings Requirements of JSE Limited (“the JSE Listings Requirements”), the 
requirements of the Companies Act, No 71 of 2008 of South Africa, as amended (“the Companies Act”), SAICA Financial Reporting 
Guides as issued by the Accounting Practices Committee and Financial Pronouncements as issued by Financial Reporting Standards 
Council.

 1.2 Basis of preparation
   The consolidated and separate financial statements are prepared on the historical cost basis, except for certain assets and liabilities that 

have been measured at fair value. The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these 
consolidated and separate financial statements.

  
   The following standard amendments are effective for the current financial year and resulted in additional disclosures for the Group (which 

includes the consolidated and separate financial statements) for the year ended 30 June 2017:
◆◆  IAS 1 – Amendment to IAS 1 – Presentation of Financial Statements.
◆◆ IAS 16 and IAS 38 – Amendment to IAS 16 and IAS 38 – Property, Plant and Equipment and Intangible Assets.
◆◆ IFRS 5 – Amendment to IFRS 5 – Non-current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations.
◆◆ IFRS 7 – Amendment to IFRS 7 – Financial Instruments: Disclosures.
◆◆ IFRS 10, IFRS 12 and IAS 28 – Amendment to IFRS 10, IFRS 12 and IAS 28 – Consolidated Financial Statements, Disclosure of Interest 
in Other Entities and Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures.

   The financial statements are presented in South African Rand and all values are rounded to the nearest million (Rm’s), except where 
otherwise indicated, and have been prepared on a going concern basis.

 1.3 Judgements and estimates
   The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions 

that affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income and expenses. The estimates and associated 
assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, 
the results of which form the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent 
from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

   The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the 
period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period, or in the period of the revision and future periods, if the 
revision affects both current and future periods.

   The key assumptions concerning the future and key sources of estimation uncertainty at the reporting date, that have a significant risk of 
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets and liabilities within the next financial year, relates to the following:

  Inventory obsolescence provision
   The Group determines whether there is obsolete inventory on an annual basis. This requires an estimation of the expected future saleability 

of inventory items based on historical experience, an analysis of market and fashion trends and a review of the ageing of the inventory 
items. Details pertaining to carrying values and write-offs are provided in note 19.

  Classification of leased land and buildings
   The Group leases certain properties it owns to its franchisees. The leased properties do not generate cash flows largely independently of 

other assets of the Group, as rental income is directly linked to the franchise agreement and does not account for the significant portion 
of income generated from the franchise agreement. The leased property has thus been classified as owner occupied, and not investment 
property.

Notes to the
financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 1.3 Judgements and estimates (continued)
  Residual values and useful lives of buildings
   The Group depreciates its buildings to estimated residual values over an estimated useful life. These estimates are reviewed annually by 

the Group at each reporting period with reference to expected usage of the buildings, expected physical wear and tear, and current market 
values. Details of residual values and useful lives are disclosed in note 1.9.

  Impairment of tangible assets
   The Group determines whether any of the tangible assets are impaired at each reporting date. This requires consideration of the current 

and future economic and trading environment; available valuation information and the physical state of the tangible assets, to ascertain 
if there are indications of impairment to those owned by the Group. Details of impairments recorded during the current financial year, and 
carrying values, are disclosed in notes 13 and 14.

  Share-based payments
   The Group measures the cost of equity-settled transactions by reference to the fair value of the equity instruments at the date at which 

they are granted. Estimating fair value requires determining the most appropriate valuation model for a grant of equity instruments, which 
is dependent on the terms and conditions of the grant. This also requires determining the most appropriate inputs to the valuation model 
including the expected life of the option, volatility and dividend yield and making assumptions about them. The assumptions and models 
used are disclosed in note 6. 

 1.4 Basis of consolidation
   The consolidated financial statements incorporate the results and financial position of the Company, its subsidiaries, its associates, the 

Share Incentive Trust, the BEE Trust and the Foundation Trust.

   Subsidiaries are those companies in which the Group has the power to exercise control over. Control is achieved when the Group is 
exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through its 
power of the investee. The results of subsidiaries are included from the effective dates of acquisition, being the dates on which the Group 
obtains control, until the dates that control ceases. The identifiable assets and liabilities of companies acquired are assessed and 
included in the statement of financial position at their fair values as at the effective dates of acquisition.

   The Group reassesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and circumstances indicate that there are changes to one or more 
of the three elements of control. Consolidation of a subsidiary begins when the Group obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases 
when the Group loses control of the subsidiary. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses of a subsidiary acquired or disposed of during 
the year are included in the statement of comprehensive income from the date the Group gains control until the date the Group ceases 
to control the subsidiary.

   All intragroup balances, transactions, unrealised gains and losses resulting from intragroup transactions and dividends are eliminated 
in full.

  
  All companies in the Group maintain consistent accounting policies and have the same year ends.

   Non-controlling interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets not held by the Group and are presented separately in the 
statement of comprehensive income and within equity in the consolidated statement of financial position, separately from equity 
attributable to equity holders of the parent. Non-controlling interests are not fair valued post acquisition.

  Losses within a subsidiary are attributed to the non-controlling interest even if that results in a deficit balance. 

   A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction. If the Group loses 
control over a subsidiary, it:
◆◆    derecognises the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary;
◆◆    derecognises the carrying amount of any non-controlling interest;
◆◆  derecognises the cumulative translation differences, recorded in equity;
◆◆  recognises the fair value of the consideration received;
◆◆  recognises the fair value of any investment retained;
◆◆  recognises any surplus or deficit in profit or loss; and
◆◆   reclassifies the parent’s share of components previously recognised in other comprehensive income to profit or loss or retained 
earnings, as appropriate.

 
 1.5 Business combinations and goodwill
   New acquisitions are included in the Group’s financial statements using the acquisition method whereby the assets, liabilities and 

contingent liabilities are measured at their fair value. The purchase consideration is allocated on the basis of fair values at the date of 
acquisition.

   Goodwill is initially measured at cost and represents the excess of the purchase consideration over the Group’s share of the net fair value 
of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquired entity at the date of acquisition.
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)  
 1.5 Business combinations and goodwill (continued)
   Following initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost, less any accumulated impairment losses. Goodwill carried in the statement of 

financial position is not amortised. Goodwill is reviewed for impairment annually or more frequently, if events or changes in circumstances 
indicate that the carrying value may be impaired.

   As at the acquisition date, any goodwill acquired is allocated to each of the cash-generating units expected to benefit from the acquisition. 
Impairment is determined by assessing the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit, to which the goodwill relates.

   Where the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit is less than the carrying amount, an impairment loss is recognised. Where 
goodwill forms part of the cash-generating unit and part of the operation within that unit is disposed of, the goodwill associated with the 
operation disposed of, is included in the carrying amount of the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal of that 
operation. Goodwill disposed of in this circumstance is measured on the basis of the relative values of the operation disposed of and the 
portion of the cash-generating unit which is retained.

 1.6 Investment in subsidiaries (as accounted for on an entity level within the Group)
   Investment in subsidiaries are initially recorded at cost, being the fair value of the consideration given and including acquisition charges 

associated with the investment. Investments are carried at cost, less impairment.

   The carrying value of the subsidiaries is reviewed for impairment at every reporting date. Where necessary, the value of the investment is 
impaired to the greater of the fair value less costs of disposal or the value in use.

   The difference between the net proceeds on disposal and the carrying amount of investments is charged to profit or loss in the statement 
of comprehensive income.

 1.7 Treasury shares
   Shares in Italtile Limited held by the Group are classified in equity attributable to equity holders of the parent as treasury shares. These 

shares are treated as a deduction from the issued and weighted average number of shares. Dividends received on treasury shares are 
eliminated on consolidation. No gain or loss on the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of the Group’s listed shares is recognised in profit 
and loss. Consideration received or paid with regards to treasury shares is recognised in equity.

 1.8 Foreign currencies
   The consolidated and separate financial statements are presented in Rand, which is the Group’s functional and presentation currency. 

Each entity in the Group determines its own functional currency and items included in the financial statements of each entity are 
measured using that functional currency.

   Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded by the Group entities at their respective functional currency rates prevailing at the 
date of the transaction.

   Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are retranslated at the functional currency spot rate of exchange ruling 
at the reporting date.

  All differences, including tax effects, are taken to profit or loss. 

   Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the 
dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates 
at the date when the fair value is determined.

   The Group has investments in foreign subsidiary companies which are classified as foreign operations with functional currencies that are 
different to that of the Group. The financial statements of these subsidiaries are translated for incorporation into the Group financial 
statements as follows:
◆◆ Assets and liabilities at the rates ruling at the reporting date.
◆◆  Statement of comprehensive income items at a weighted average rate for the period.
◆◆  Cash flow items at a weighted average rate for the period.
◆◆  Equity items at the appropriate historical rate. 

   Exchange differences are taken directly to a foreign currency translation reserve which is disclosed in other comprehensive income in the 
statement of comprehensive income. On disposal of a foreign entity, the deferred cumulative amount recognised in other comprehensive 
income, relating to that particular foreign entity, is recognised in profit or loss.
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 1.8 Foreign currencies (continued)
   Where the transaction has been accounted for as a common control transaction, foreign currency translation reserves related to foreign 

investments distributed by the entity but retained by the Group are still recognised in foreign currency translation reserve (see note 23).

 1.9 Property, plant and equipment
  All buildings are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment, if any.

  A valuation to open market value for existing use is done every three years for impairment assessment purposes.

  All plant and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment, if any.

   Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line basis estimated to write each asset down to estimated residual value over the term of its 
useful life at the following annual rates:

    Useful life Residual value
◆◆   Buildings 5%  80%
◆◆     Plant and machinery 20% to 25% zero
◆◆   Vehicles 20% to 25% zero
◆◆      Computer equipment 20% to 33,3% zero
◆◆     Furniture and fittings 16,6% to 33,3% zero

   Depreciation commences when the asset is available and in condition for use as intended by management. The useful lives, methods of 
depreciation and residual values are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each financial year end. Land is not depreciated.

   The Group assesses at each reporting date whether there is an indication that an asset may be impaired. If any such indication exists, or 
when annual impairment testing for an asset is required, the Group estimates the asset’s recoverable amount. An asset’s recoverable 
amount is the higher of an asset’s or cash-generating unit’s fair value less costs of disposal and its value in use and is determined for an 
individual asset, unless the asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely independent of those from other assets or groups of 
assets. Where the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to 
its recoverable amount. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax 
discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In determining fair 
value less costs of disposal, an appropriate valuation model is used. All repairs and maintenance are recognised in the statement of 
comprehensive income as incurred.

   Impairment losses of continuing operations are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income in those expense categories 
consistent with the function of the impaired asset. In addition, an assessment is made at each reporting date as to whether there is any 
indication that previously recognised impairment losses may no longer exist or may have decreased. If such indication exists, the Group 
makes an estimate of the recoverable amount. A previously recognised impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the 
estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognised. If that is the case the carrying 
amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable amount. That increased amount cannot exceed the carrying amount that would have 
been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognised in 
the statement of comprehensive income.

  
   An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its use 

or disposal. Gains and losses on derecognition of assets are determined by reference to their carrying amount and the net disposal 
proceeds and are taken to the statement of comprehensive income in the year the asset is derecognised. 

 
 1.10 Inventory
   Inventory is valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of 

business less the estimated cost of completion and costs necessary to make the sale. Cost is determined on a weighted average cost 
method and excludes cash discounts, rebates and relevant indirect taxes.
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 1.11 Taxes
  Current income tax
   Current income tax assets and liabilities are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authorities. 

The tax rates and tax laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.

   Current income tax relating to items recognised outside profit or loss is recognised outside profit or loss. Current tax items relating to other 
comprehensive income are recognised in other comprehensive income or directly in equity.

  Deferred income tax
   Deferred income tax is provided on the liability method, on recognised temporary differences at tax rates that are expected to apply to the 

period when the asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on the tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively 
enacted at the reporting date.

   Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences, other than in the circumstances described below. Deferred tax 
assets are recognised for all deductible temporary differences, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against 
which the deductible temporary differences, carry-forward or unused tax assets and unused tax losses can be utilised, other than in the 
circumstances described below. Furthermore, deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date. 

   The carrying amount is reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow the benefit 
of part or all of that deferred tax asset to be utilised. Any such reduction shall be reversed to the extent that it becomes probable that 
sufficient taxable profit will be available.

   Deferred tax assets and liabilities are not recognised where they arise from goodwill arising on acquisition or from the initial recognition 
of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting 
profit nor taxable profit or loss.

   Deferred income tax relating to items recognised outside profit or loss is recognised outside profit or loss. Deferred tax items are recognised 
in correlation to the underlying transaction either in other comprehensive income or directly in equity.

  Offset of tax assets and liabilities 
   The Group offsets tax assets and liabilities if and only if it has a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets and current tax 

liabilities and the deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities relate to income taxes levied on the same entity by the same tax authority.

  Value added tax (“VAT”)
  Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of VAT except:

◆◆  Where the VAT incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation authority, in which case the VAT is 
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense items, as applicable; and
◆◆ Receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of VAT included.

   The net amount of VAT recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of other receivables or other payables in 
the statement of financial position.

  Dividend withholding tax
   Dividend withholding tax is imposed on shareholders at a rate of 15% on the receipt of dividends, and is withheld and paid to taxation 

authorities by the company paying the dividend. By election, the Group is exempt from dividend withholding tax on its dividend receipts, 
except for certain consolidated entities which hold treasury shares. The dividend withholding tax for such entities is included in the 
Group’s taxation expense.

 1.12 Revenue recognition
   Revenue from the sale of goods is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and is recognised when the 

significant risks and rewards of ownership are transferred to the buyer. It excludes cash discounts, rebates and relevant indirect taxes.

  Revenue from fixed property rental is turnover-related and recognised when the underlying sale of goods takes place.

   Interest is recognised on a time proportion basis which takes into account the effective yield on the asset over the period it is expected 
to be held.

  Dividends are recognised when the right to receive payment is established.

  Revenue from franchise income and royalties is recognised on the accrual basis in accordance with the substance of the agreement.
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 1.13 Employee benefits
  Retirement benefits
  Defined-contribution plan
  Current contributions to the retirement benefit plan are charged against profit and loss as services are rendered by the employee.

  Short-term benefits
   The cost of all short-term employee benefits is recognised as an expense during the period in which the employee renders the related 

service. Liabilities for employee entitlements to wages, salaries and leave represent the amount that the Group has a present obligation, 
as a result of employee services provided to the reporting date, to the extent that such obligation can be reliably estimated. The accruals 
have been calculated at discounted amounts based on current wage and salary rates.

   Full-time employees of the Group are entitled to a profit incentive payment based on the performance of the Group. The Group thus has 
a present obligation as a result of the employee services provided to the reporting period, to the extent that such obligation can be reliably 
estimated. The accruals have been calculated at undiscounted amounts based on current wage and salary rates.

 1.14 Equity participation plans
   Selected employees, including directors, of the Group receive remuneration in the form of share options and share awards, whereby they 

render services in exchange for rights over shares. The cost of share options and share awards is measured by reference to the fair value 
at the date at which they are granted. The fair value is determined by using a Black-Schöles option-pricing model, further details of which 
are given in note 6. In valuing the share options and share awards, no account is taken of any performance conditions, other than 
conditions linked to the price of the shares of Italtile Limited.

   The cost of the share options is recognised, together with a corresponding increase in shareholders’ equity, over the vesting period ending 
on the date on which the service conditions are fulfilled and the employees become fully entitled to take up the share options. The 
cumulative expense recognised for share options granted at each reporting date until the vesting date reflects the extent to which the 
vesting period has expired and the number of share option grants that will ultimately vest in the opinion of the directors of the Group, at 
that date. This is based on the best available estimate of the number of share options that will ultimately vest. No expense is recognised 
for share options that do not ultimately vest.

   The cost of the share awards is recognised over the vesting period ending on the date on which the service conditions are fulfilled. In 
terms of the scheme, retention payments are made to facilitate the purchase of Company shares based on the share price at grant date. 
The payment of the retention award is subject to at least three-years’ service. The recipient of the award shall be the registered and 
beneficial holder from the date of transfer of such shares. Where a share award is forfeited due to vesting conditions not being satisfied, 
the unvested portion of the awards will be transferred back to the Group.

   Where the terms of the share options are modified, as a minimum, an expense is recognised as if the terms had not been modified. In 
addition, an expense is recognised for any increase in the value of the transactions, as a result of the modification, as measured at the 
date of modification.

  
   Where a share option is forfeited prior to vesting, any expense previously recognised for the award is reversed immediately. Where an 

award is cancelled, other than an award cancelled by forfeiture when the vesting conditions are not satisfied, it is treated as if it vested 
on the date of cancellation, and any expense not yet recognised, is recognised immediately. If a new share option is substituted for the 
cancelled share option, and designated as a replacement share option on the date that it is granted, the cancelled and new share option 
grant are treated as if they were a modification of the original grant, as described above.

   The dilutive effect of outstanding options and awards is reflected as a share dilution in the computation of diluted earnings per share (refer 
to note 10).

 1.15 Financial instruments
   Financial instruments carried on the statement of financial position comprise cash and cash equivalents, trade and other receivables, 

trade and other payables, and interest-bearing loans and borrowings.

  Classification
  The Group’s financial assets and financial liabilities are classified as follows:
  Description of asset/liability Classification
  Investments At amortised cost
  Investment in associates Equity accounted
  Loan to BEE Trust Loans and receivables
  Trade and other receivables Loans and receivables
  Cash and cash equivalents Loans and receivables
  Interest-bearing loans and borrowings Financial liability carried at amortised cost
  Trade and other payables Financial liability carried at amortised cost
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 1.15 Financial instruments (continued)
  Measurement
   All financial instruments are recognised at the time the Group becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instruments. Financial 

instruments are initially measured at fair value. Directly attributable transaction costs are included in the fair value, unless it is classified 
as fair value through profit or loss. The Group assesses whether embedded derivatives are required to be separated from host contracts 
when the Group first becomes party to the contract. Reassessment only occurs if there is a change in the terms of the contract that 
significantly modifies the cash flows that would otherwise be required under the contract.

   Cash and cash equivalents that have a fixed maturity date are subsequently measured at amortised cost using effective interest rates. 
Generally, cash and cash equivalents have a maturity of three months or less.

   Trade and other receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active 
market. After initial measurement, trade and other receivables are subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective interest rate 
method less any allowance for impairment. Amortised cost is calculated taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and 
includes fees that are an integral part of the effective interest rate and transaction costs. Gains and losses are recognised in profit and 
loss when trade and other receivables are derecognised or impaired, as well as through the amortisation process. In relation to trade 
receivables, a provision for impairment is made where there is objective evidence (such as probability of insolvency or significant financial 
difficulties of the debtor) that the Group will not be able to collect all of the amounts due under the original terms of the invoice. The 
carrying amount of the receivable is reduced through the use of an allowance account. Impaired debts are derecognised when they are 
assessed as uncollectible. If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on other receivables carried at amortised cost has been 
incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the 
estimated future cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s 
original effective interest rate. The carrying amount of the receivable is reduced through the use of an allowance account. 

   Trade and other payables are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Gains and losses are 
recognised in profit or loss when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the amortisation process.

   Interest-bearing loans and borrowings are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Gains and 
losses are recognised in profit or loss when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the amortisation process.

  Fair value
   The Group measures the fair value of financial instruments at each statement of financial position date. Fair value is the price that would 

be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
The fair value measurement is based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either:
◆◆ in the principal market for the asset or liability, or
◆◆  in the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.

  
   The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or 

liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic best interest.

   The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are available to measure fair 
value, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of unobservable inputs.

   All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorised within the fair value 
hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:
◆◆   Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
◆◆   Level 2 –  Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is directly or indirectly 

observable; and
◆◆  Level 3 –  Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is unobservable.

   For assets and liabilities that are recognised in the financial statements on a recurring basis, the Group determines whether transfers have 
occurred between Levels in the hierarchy by reassessing categorisation (based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value 
measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period.
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 1.15 Financial instruments (continued)
  Derivative financial instruments
   The Group uses foreign exchange contracts to manage its risks associated with foreign currency fluctuations. Details of the Group’s 

financial risk management objectives and policies are set out in note 32.

   All derivative financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and are 
subsequently remeasured at fair value. Any gain or loss from remeasuring the derivative financial instrument to fair value is recognised 
immediately in profit or loss.

   The fair value of forward exchange contracts is calculated by reference to current forward exchange rates for contracts with similar 
maturity profiles.

  Derecognition of financial instruments
  Financial assets
  A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar financial assets) is derecognised when:

◆◆  The rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired;
◆◆      The Group retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an obligation to pay them in full without material 
delay to a third party under a “pass through” arrangement; or
◆◆     The Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a) has transferred substantially all the risks and 
rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred 
control of the asset.

   When the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flow from an asset and has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the 
risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control of the asset, the asset is recognised to the extent of the Group’s continuing 
involvement in the asset. Continuing involvement that takes the form of a guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at the lower 
of the original carrying amount of the asset and the maximum amount of consideration that the Group could be required to repay.

   When continuing involvement takes the form of a written and/or purchased option (including a cash-settled option or similar provision) 
on the transferred asset, the extent of the Group’s continuing involvement is the amount of the transferred asset that the Group may 
repurchase, except that in the case of a written put option (including a cash-settled option or similar provision) on an asset measured at 
fair value, the extent of the Group’s continuing involvement is limited to the lower of the fair value of the transferred asset and the option 
exercise price.

  Financial liabilities
  A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged, cancelled or expires.

   When an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing 
liability are substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and the 
recognition of a new liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognised in profit and loss.

  Offset of financial instruments
   Financial assets and liabilities are set off against each other where there is an intention to settle the amounts simultaneously, and a 

currently enforceable legal right of set-off exists.

 1.16 Leases
   The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the substance of the arrangement at inception date, of 

whether the fulfilment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets, or the arrangement conveys a right to 
use the asset.

  Group as a lessee
  All leases are operating leases and the relevant rentals are charged to profit or loss on a straight-line basis.

  Group as a lessor
   Leases where the Group does not transfer substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset are classified as operating 

leases. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognised 
over the lease term on the same basis as rental income. Rental income from the leases are based on a percentage of turnover and is 
recognised when the underlying sale of goods by the lessee takes place. Contingent rents are recognised as revenue in the period in 
which they are earned.
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1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 1.17 Dividends paid
  Dividends paid are recognised as appropriations of reserves in the statement of changes in equity at the dates of declaration.

 1.18 Investment in associate
   The Group’s investment in its associate is accounted for using the equity method. An associate is an entity in which the Group has 

significant influence.

   Under the equity method, the investment in the associate is carried in the statement of financial position at cost plus post acquisition 
changes in the Group’s share of net assets of the associate. Goodwill relating to the associate is included in the carrying amount of the 
investment and is neither amortised nor individually tested for impairment.

   Profit and loss in the statement of comprehensive income reflects the share of the results of operations of the associate in profit or loss. 
Any change in other comprehensive income of the associate is presented as part of the Group’s other comprehensive income. Where 
there has been a change recognised directly in the equity of the associate, the Group recognises its share of any changes and discloses 
this, when applicable, in the statement of changes in equity. Unrealised gains and losses resulting from transactions between the Group 
and the associate are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate.

   The share of profit of an associate is included in profit or loss. This is the profit attributable to equity holders of the associate and therefore 
is profit after tax and non-controlling interests in the subsidiaries of the associate.

   The financial statements of the associate are prepared for the same reporting period as the Group. Where necessary, adjustments are 
made to bring the accounting policies in line with those of the Group.

   After application of the equity method, the Group determines whether it is necessary to recognise an additional impairment loss on the 
Group’s investment in its associate. The Group determines at each reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that the 
investment in the associate is impaired. If this is the case, the Group calculates the amount of impairment as the difference between the 
recoverable amount of the associate and its carrying value and recognises the amount in profit or loss.

   Upon loss of significant influence over the associate, the Group measures and recognises any retaining investment at its fair value. Any 
difference between the carrying amount of the associate upon loss of significant influence and the fair value of the retaining investment 
and proceeds from disposal is recognised in profit or loss.

 1.19 Provisions
   Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, it is probable that 

an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the 
amount of the obligation. When the Group expects some or all of a provision to be reimbursed, for example, under an insurance contract, 
the reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset, but only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to a 
provision is presented in the statement of profit or loss net of any reimbursement.

 1.20 Standards issued but not yet effective
   Standards issued but not yet effective up to the date of issuance of the Group’s financial statements are listed below. This listing is of 

standards and interpretations issued, which the Group reasonably expects to be applicable at a future date. The Group intend to adopt 
those standards when they become effective. The Group expects that adoption of these standards, amendments and interpretations in 
most cases not to have any significant impact on the Group’s financial position or performance in the period of initial application but 
additional disclosures will be required. In cases where it will have an impact the Group is still assessing the possible impact.

  IAS 7 – Statement of Cash Flows (Amendment)
   The amendments are part of the IASB’s disclosure initiative and require an entity to provide disclosures that enable users of financial 

statements to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing activities, including both changes arising from cash flows and non-
cash changes. The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017 and will have a minimal impact on 
the Group.

   IAS 12 – Income Taxes (Amendment) 
   The amendment clarifies the accounting for deferred tax assets for unrealised losses on debt instruments measured at fair value. The 

amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017 and will have no impact on the Group.
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 1.20 Standards issued but not yet effective (continued)
   IFRS 2 – Share-based Payment (Amendment)
   The IASB issued amendments to IFRS 2 Share-based Payment in relation to the classification and measurement of share-based payment 

transactions. The amendments address three main areas: The effects of vesting conditions on the measurement of a cash-settled share-
based payment transaction; the classification of a share-based payment transaction with net settlement features for withholding tax 
obligations; the accounting where a modification to the terms and conditions of a share-based payment transaction changes its 
classification from cash-settled to equity settled. The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018 and 
will have no impact on the Group.

  IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments: Classification and Measurement 
   The IASB issued the final version of IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments which reflects all phases of the financial instruments project and 

replaces IAS 39 – Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement and all previous versions of IFRS 9. 

   The standard introduces new requirements for classification and measurement, impairment, and hedge accounting. IFRS 9 is effective for 
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018, with early application permitted. Retrospective application is required, but 
comparative information is not compulsory. The adoption of IFRS 9 may have an impact on the impairment provisions for receivables as 
IFRS 9 applies the expected credit loss model rather than the incurred loss model. The Group is currently assessing the impact and will 
adopt the new standard at the required effective date.

  
  IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers
   IFRS 15 replaces IAS 11 – Construction Contracts, IAS 18 – Revenue and related interpretations.  IFRS 15 specifies the accounting 

treatment for all revenue arising from contracts with customers. It applies to all entities that enter into contracts to provide goods or 
services to their customers, unless the contracts are in the scope of other IFRS, such as IAS 17 – Leases. The standard also provides a 
model for the measurement and recognition of gains and losses on the sale of certain non-financial assets, such as property or equipment. 
Extensive disclosures will be required, including disaggregation of total revenue; information about performance obligations; changes in 
contract asset and liability account balances between periods and key judgements and estimates. The standard is effective for annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018. The Group is currently assessing the impact and will adopt the new standard at the required 
effective date.

  
  IFRS 16 – Leases
   IFRS 16 replaces IAS 17 – Leases and Related Interpretations. IFRS 16 – The scope of IFRS 16 includes leases of all assets, with certain 

exceptions. IFRS 16 requires lessees to account for all leases under a single on-balance sheet model in a similar way to finance leases 
under IAS 17. The impact of this is that lessee accounting will change extensively but lessor accounting will remain substantially 
unchanged. The standard requires lessees and lessors to make more extensive disclosures than under IAS 17. This standard is effective 
for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019. The adoption of IFRS 16 will have an impact on how the Group accounts for its 
operating leases both as a lessee and a lessor and will result in more extensive disclosures in the Integrated Annual Report.
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2. DEFINITIONS
 2.1 Cost of sales
   Cost of sales is calculated as the weighted average cost of inventory, including distribution costs incurred in bringing the inventory to the 

retail locations, net of rebate income and settlement discounts.

 2.2 Cash and cash equivalents
   The cash and cash equivalent amounts comprise cash in hand, deposits held on call with banks and highly liquid investments that are 

readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are subject to insignificant changes in value.

 2.3 Treasury shares
  Shares in Italtile Limited held by the entities in the Group.

 2.4 Cash-generating unit
   A cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets that generates cash inflows that are largely independent of the cash 

inflows from other assets or groups of assets.
  

Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

3. REVENUE
Total revenue comprises:
Turnover 3 670 3 539
Rental income, including sub-leases 139 133
Rental income – investment property 3 4

332 293 Finance income 32 25
Royalty income from franchising 133 127
Other franchise income 70 60

4 4 Management fee

336 297 4 047 3 888

Turnover represents net sales, excluding value added tax and 
intercompany sales.

All the rental income pertains to properties that are leased to 
franchised stores. These rentals are turnover related and can 
therefore not be predetermined.

4. COST OF SALES
Cost of sales consists largely of the cost of inventories 
recognised as an expense 2 182 2 117
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

5. TRADING PROFIT
Trading profit is stated after taking into account the 
following terms:
Auditors’ remuneration

# # – Audit fee 4 4
# # – Other fees # 1
# # – Expenses # #

# # 4 5

Depreciation
Owned and leased
– Buildings 15 20
– Plant and machinery 5 6
– Vehicles 11 8
– Computer equipment 12 8
– Furniture and fittings 42 37

85 79

Operating lease expense
– Properties 50 28
All the operating leases pertain to properties that are rented 
and then sublet to Group-owned and franchised stores. There 
are no trading restrictions on any of the leases.

Total of future minimum contracted operating 
lease payments:

Within 1 year 42 31
Within 2 to 5 years 90 76
Later than 5 years 108 106

240 213
Employee remuneration
– Salaries and wages 244 198

 – Profit share 33 31
– Contributions to retirement benefits 22 19

299 248

Other
Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment 15 11
Profit on sale of subsidiary 37 –
Share-based payment expense 51 40
# Less than R1 million.
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6. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS
Black Economic Empowerment transaction
The Company issued 88 000 000 shares in terms of a Black Economic Empowerment, or BEE, transaction on 11 February 2008. The shares 
were issued at R4,57 per share, which represented a discount of 17% to the volume weighted average price of the Company’s shares over the 
month of March 2007. The transaction was funded by way of the Company subscribing to preference shares in the empowerment vehicles, Four 
Arrows Investments 256 (Pty) Ltd (Four Arrows) and Arrow Creek Investments 74 (Pty) Ltd (Arrow Creek).These preference shares attracted 
dividends at a rate of 70% of the prevailing prime interest rate. Any dividends paid on the Company’s shares to the empowerment vehicles are 
firstly used to fund the preference share dividends payable to the Company, and then to redeem a portion of the outstanding preference shares.

The initial terms of the transaction were as follows:
The BEE partners may not sell or otherwise encumber the shares for a period of seven years, after which the Company will have the pre-emptive 
right to reacquire the shares at 83% of the trade weighted average price at which the Company’s shares traded on the JSE during the 10 trading 
days immediately preceding the date of purchase. The Company may force a repurchase of the shares after eight years have elapsed, again at 
83% of the trade weighted average price at which its shares traded on the JSE during the 10 trading days immediately preceding the date of 
purchase. The cash proceeds from this sale will be used to settle any remaining obligations in terms of the preference shares.

The economic substance of this transaction is that the BEE partners have received an equity-settled call option over the Italtile Limited shares, 
which were to mature in eight years’ time. The cost of the transaction was valued accordingly by using a Monte Carlo simulation model and 
using the following inputs:
Share price R3,03
Exercise price R4,57
Volatility 28%
Time to maturity 8 years
Risk-free interest rate 9,89%
Prime interest rate 13,21%
Dividend yield 2%

The model is not particularly sensitive to the risk-free and prime interest rate assumptions, as any change in the one would generally be offset 
by a change in the other. The predicted volatility is based on an analysis of the historic Italtile Limited share price volatility, over the last seven 
years.

The total cost of the transaction was determined as R25 million, which was recognised in the 2008 financial year (no additional costs have 
subsequently been recognised).

During July 2012, the Italtile shareholders were advised of the exit of Aka Capital which held its investment in Italtile through Arrow Creek. Arrow 
Creek owned 26,4 million shares in Italtile Limited which were purchased during 2007 for a total price of R120,6 million.

As the Company required these shares to be continued to be owned by a BEE shareholder, The Italtile Foundation Trust was created and acquired 
these shares from Arrow Creek for a purchase consideration of R120,6 million which was facilitated by an interest free loan of the same amount, 
from the Company. The loan shall become due and payable in full on the 10th anniversary of the advance date.

The objective of The Italtile Foundation Trust is to carry on one or more public benefit activities as determined by its trustees from time to time 
for the benefit of the Foundation Trust beneficiaries. At least 85% of all distributions made by the Foundation Trust will be for the benefit of black 
people.

Amendments to the Four Arrows preference shares subscription agreement were also concluded. The existing variable rate, equal to 70% of 
prime, at which dividends are calculated, are now to be calculated at a fixed rate of 5% of subscription price. The redemption of the Four Arrows 
preference shares has also been extended to 15 years of the date upon which they were subscribed by Italtile.

For further details on this transaction, refer to the circulars dated 20 June 2007 and 13 July 2012.
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6. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS (continued)
Long-Term Incentive Plan
During the 2010 financial year, a long-term incentive plan was adopted by the Company, in accordance with which selected directors and 
employees of the Group are entitled to receive notional share awards. These awards vest as follows: 25% after three years, and 75% after five 
years. The exercise price is determined in accordance with the rules of the scheme.

The plan has been classified as an equity-settled share-based payment scheme and has been fair valued on each grant date using a modified 
Black-Schöles model. The following assumptions and inputs were used in valuing the notional awards on grant dates:

Grant date 1 October 2010

Notional share award 2 200 000
Share price on grant date R3,70
Interest rate – zero yield curve* 5,98% – 7,28%
Dividend R0,11 per share per annum

* Source: Standard Bank.

The movement in the number of awards during the year is as follows:

Number of awards

2017 2016

At 1 July — 600 000
Awarded during the year — —
Vested and exercised during the year — (600 000)
Forfeited during the year — —

At 30 June — —

The exercise price of awards exercised during the previous year was R11,80 per award.

The weighted average vesting period of awards outstanding at year end is 0 years (2016: 0 years) as all awards have vested.

No awards were granted in 2017 and 2016. There is no expense in the profit and loss for the year (2016: R0,1 million) relating to the 
share-based payment expense for this scheme.
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6. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS (continued)
Share Appreciation Rights Scheme
During the 2011 financial year, a share appreciation rights scheme was adopted by the Company, in accordance with which selected 
directors and employees of the Group are entitled to receive notional share awards based on the increase in share price from grant date 
price. These awards vest as follows: 25% after three years, and 75% after five years. The exercise price is determined in accordance with the 
rules of the scheme.

The plan has been classified as an equity-settled share-based payment scheme and has been fair valued on each grant date using a modified 
Black-Schöles model. The following assumptions and inputs were used in valuing the notional awards on grant dates:

Grant date
1 September 

2011
26 June 

2012
15 August 

2013
31 August 

2014
31 August 

2015
31 August

 2016

Notional share award 3 050 000 9 050 000 1 050 000 8 500 000 5 600 000 5 600 000
Grant price R4,21 R5,55 R6,30 R9,27 R11,43 R14,25
Interest rate – zero yield 
curve* 5,71% – 6,39% 5,72% – 6,34% 6,59% – 7,40% 6,84% – 7,23% 7,31% – 7,73% 7,77% – 7,99%
Dividend yield 2,66% 2,51% 2,37% 2,13% 1,92% 1,92%

* Source: Standard Bank.

The movement in the number of awards during the year is as follows:

Number of awards

2017 2016

At 1 July 22 687 500 17 087 500
Awarded during the year 5 600 000 6 100 000
Vested and exercised during the year (8 175 000) (500 000)
Forfeited during the year (4 825 000) —

At 30 June 15 287 500 22 687 500

The weighted average vesting period of awards outstanding at year end is 2,52 years (2016: 2,25 years).

The fair value of the awards granted over the year to 30 June 2017 was R22,7 million (2016: R20,7 million). Included in the expenses in the 
profit and loss for the year is R11,1 million (2016: R13,7 million) relating to the current year share-based payment expense for this scheme.

Staff Share Scheme
During the 2014 financial year, the Group implemented a share incentive scheme for all employees of the Group and its franchisees that had 
been in the employ of the Group and/or franchise network for a period of three uninterrupted years at each allotment date in August every year 
from the implementation date. As a result, seven million of the Group’s shares net of forfeitures were held by qualifying staff members at 30 June 
2017 (2016: 15 million). Until vesting, the shares will continue to be accounted for as treasury shares and have an impact on the diluted 
weighted average number of shares.

The allotment is funded by the Group and the shares are restricted instruments which will vest with employees following a further three years 
of employment. Until vesting, the shares will continue to be accounted for as treasury shares.

The scheme is classified as an equity-settled share-based payment scheme and has been fair valued on each grant date using a modified 
Black-Schöles model. The following assumptions and inputs were used in valuing the awards:

Grant date 31 August 2013 31 August 2014 31 August 2015 31 August 2016

Vesting date 31 August 2016 31 August 2017 31 August 2018 31 August 2019 
Share awards 14 970 000 3 638 025 3 139 500 2 831 075
Grant price per share R4,57 R4,57 R4,57 R4,57
Share price on grant date R6,00 R9,30 R11,50 R14,70
Interest rate – zero yield curve* 5,01% – 8,77% 6,06% – 8,44% 6,63% – 8,52% 7,29% – 8,52%
Dividend yield 2,40% 2,31% 2,15% 2,05%

* Source: Standard Bank.
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6. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS (continued)
The movement in the number of awards during the year is as follows:

Number of awards

2017 2016

At 1 July 15 349 425 14 452 725
Awarded during the year 2 831 075 3 139 500
Vested and exercised during the year (10 020 000) —
Forfeited during the year (554 480) (2 242 800)

At 30 June 7 606 020 15 349 425

The weighted average vesting period of awards outstanding at year end is 1,11 years (2016: 0,22 years).

The fair value of the awards granted over the year to 30 June 2017 was R8,82 per award (2016: R6,33).

Included in the expenses in the profit and loss for the year is R7 million (2016: R13 million) relating to the current year share-based payment 
expense for this scheme. R10 million (2016: R9 million) is a once-off charge related to employees of the Group’s franchisees.

Share schemes reserve – Company and Group
The composition of the Share schemes reserve is as follows:

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Black Economic Empowerment transaction 30 30
Long-Term Incentive Plan and Share Appreciation Rights Scheme 23 29
Staff Share Scheme 35 36

88 95

Executive Retention Plan
The Executive Retention Plan is an additional mechanism, over and above the Long-Term Incentive Plan and Share Appreciation Rights Scheme, 
to retain and reward selected employees and directors. In terms of this scheme, retention payments are made to selected directors and 
employees to facilitate the purchase of Italtile Limited shares based on the share price at grant date. The payment of the retention award is 
subject to the director or employee remaining with the Group for a period of at least three years. The director or employee shall be the registered 
and beneficial holder of the shares acquired pursuant to the retention award from the date of transfer of such shares.

The movement in the number of retention awards to eligible participants is as follows:

Number of awards

2017 2016

At 1 July 3 000 000 3 200 000
Awarded during the year 7 000 000 1 000 000
Vested and exercised during the year (1 300 000) (1 200 000)
Forfeited/cancelled during the year (3 200 000) —

At 30 June 5 500 000 3 000 000

The net cost to the Group (the cash cost of the award less the profit on disposal of shares by the Italtile Share Incentive Trust) of this plan is 
written off over the retention period and amounted to R19,7 million in the current year (2016: R8,6 million).

Since the year-end date and the approval of the annual financial statements, no changes were made to the terms of the share schemes.
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

7. FINANCE INCOME
Bank interest received 25 16

321 283 Dividends received 7 9
11 10 Interest income from special purpose entities

332 293 Total finance income 32 25

8. FINANCE COST
# — Bank loans and overdraft 1 2

# — Total finance cost 1 2

9. TAXATION
Current taxation through profit and loss

# # –  Normal tax (South Africa) – current year 321 299
–  Normal tax (foreign) – current year 11 14
–  Normal tax (South Africa) – prior year adjustments 4 #
– Deferred tax (South Africa) – current year (29) 2
– Deferred tax (foreign) – current year 1 #
– Deferred tax (South Africa) – prior year adjustments # #
– Deferred tax (foreign) – prior year adjustments # —
– Donations tax 2 —
– Dividend withholding tax # #

# # 310 315

Reconciliation of tax rate %
28,0 28,0 Standard tax rate – South Africa 28,0 28,0

Adjusted for:
(28,1) (28,1) Exempt income* (1,4) (0,5)

Tax effect from income from associates (2,2) (2,3)

0,1 0,1

Other differences, including effect of foreign tax rates, prior 
period over/under provisions, dividend withholding tax paid 
by SPEs and donations tax 1,7 1,8

0,0 0,0 Effective tax rate 26,1 27,0

* Exempt income comprises profit on sale of property, plant 
and equipment, dividends received and profit from sale of 
interest in subsidiary (note 36).

10. EARNINGS PER SHARE
Earnings per share and diluted earnings per share is based 
on the income attributable to ordinary shareholders of 
R845 million (2016: R813 million).
The earnings per share calculations are based on 
936 353 580 (2016: 925 486 101) weighted average 
number of shares in issue during the period, excluding 
weighted average treasury shares.
Reconciliation of shares in issue:
–  Total number of shares issued 1 033 332 822 1 033 332 822
–  Share held by Share Incentive Trust (9 866 130) (19 543 364)
–  BEE treasury shares (83 120 423) (88 000 000)

Shares in issue to external parties 940 346 269 925 789 458

# Less than R1 million.
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

10. EARNINGS PER SHARE (continued)
The calculation of diluted earnings per share is based on:
Weighted average number of shares in issue for basic 
earnings per share 936 353 580 925 486 101
Potentially dilutive ordinary shares resulting from 
outstanding share-based payment awards per note 6 4 767 830 15 067 477

Weighted average number of shares for diluted earnings 
per share 941 121 410 940 553 578

11. HEADLINE EARNINGS PER SHARE
The calculation of headline and diluted headline earnings 
per share is based on the income attributable to ordinary 
shareholders – as used in the calculation for basic 
earnings, adjusted in terms of Circular 2/2013, Headline 
Earnings.
Reconciliation of headline and diluted headline earnings
Basic earnings 845 813
Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment (12) (9)

Gross amount (15) (11)
Taxation 3 2

Profit on disposal of Australian operation – net of taxation (30) —

Headline and diluted headline earnings 803 804

No adjustment to earnings are required for diluted earnings 
per share calculations, as the share awards do not have an 
impact on diluted earnings.

Refer to note 10 for further details and calculations related 
to weighted average number of shares and diluted 
weighted average number of shares used for the headline 
and diluted headline earnings per share calculations.

12.1 DIVIDENDS PAID IN THE CURRENT YEAR
Final 2016 – No 100

155 134 Paid 2017: 15 cents per share (2016: 13 cents per share) 140 120
Interim 2017 – No 101

165 145 Paid 2017: 16 cents per share (2016: 14 cents per share) 152 132

320 279 Total – 31 cents per share (2016: 27 cents per share) 292 252
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

12.2.DIVIDENDS DECLARED IN RELATION TO 
CURRENT YEAR PROFIT
Interim – No 101

165 145 16 cents per share (2016: 14 cents per share) 152 132
Final – No 102 (post-year end)

145 155 14 cents per share (2016: 15 cents per share) 132 139

310 300 Total – 30 cents per share (2016: 29 cents per share) 284 271

Land and
buildings

Rm’s

Plant and
machinery

Rm’s
Vehicles

Rm’s

Computer
equipment

Rm’s

Furniture
and fittings

Rm’s
Total 
Rm’s

13.  PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
2017
Owned and leased
Beginning of year
– assets at cost 1 539 62 45 62 302 2 010
–  accumulated depreciation (89) (47) (19) (50) (211) (416)

– net book value 1 450 15 26 12 91 1 594
Current year movements
– additions 232 6 17 21 58 334
– disposals (18) (1) (5) (1) (1) (26)
– depreciation (15) (5) (11) (12) (42) (85)
– translation (10) (#) (#) (#) (#) (10)

Balance at end of year 1 639 15 27 20 106 1 807

Made up as follows:
– assets at cost 1 742 66 46 79 355 2 288
–  accumulated depreciation and impairments (103) (51) (19) (59) (249) (481)

Net book value 1 639 15 27 20 106 1 807

# Less than R1 million.

 A register of the Group’s land and buildings is available for inspection at the Company’s registered office. 
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Land and
buildings

Rm’s

Plant and
machinery

Rm’s
Vehicles

Rm’s

Computer
equipment

Rm’s

Furniture
and fittings

Rm’s
Total 
Rm’s

13.  PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 
(continued)
2016
Owned and leased
Beginning of year
– assets at cost 1 256 58 31 53 272 1 670
–  accumulated depreciation (75) (43) (16) (43) (197) (374)

– net book value 1 181 15 15 10 75 1 296
Current year movements
– additions 284 7 20 11 53 375
– disposals (2) (#) (1) (1) # (4)
– depreciation (19) (6) (8) (8) (37) (78)
– translation 6 (1) (#) (#) (#) 5

Balance at end of year 1 450 15 26 12 91 1 594

Made up as follows:
– assets at cost 1 539 62 45 62 302 2 010
–  accumulated depreciation and impairments (89) (47) (19) (50) (211) (416)

Net book value 1 450 15 26 12 91 1 594

# Less than R1 million.
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2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

14. INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Balance at beginning of year — 97

Depreciation for the year — (1)

Foreign currency translation — 16

Transfer to assets held in disposal group — (112)

Transfer from property, plant and equipment —

Balance at end of year — —

Made up as follow:

– assets at cost — —

– accumulated depreciation and impairments —

Net book value — —

The Group’s Australian properties were disposed of along 
with the sale of the Australia operation. The sale was 
concluded on 13 December 2016 (as per note 36).

15. INVESTMENTS
15.1 Investments

Unlisted
8 8 Investment in subsidiaries

85 74 Equity instruments – at cost
125 125 Preference shares

218 207 Directors’ valuation of unlisted investments

Investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less 
accumulated impairment. A list of subsidiaries appears 
in note 38.

Equity instruments in the Company’s records relates to the 
notional investment cost as a result of the Group share-
based payment schemes as disclosed in note 6.

Unlisted equity instruments relate to additional investments 
in subsidiaries in terms of the Group’s share incentive 
schemes. These amounts are carried at cost less 
accumulated impairment.
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2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

15. INVESTMENTS (continued)
15.2 Investment in associates

Ezee Tile
During the 2011 financial year, the Group began accounting 
for an existing investment in Ezee Tile, a national 
manufacturer of adhesive, grout and related products, in 
accordance with the equity accounting requirements of 
IAS 28 – Investments in Associates. The Group holds an 
effective 46% stake in the Ezee Tile group.

Carrying value of investment in the Ezee Tile group:
Cost 19 19
Share of profit and reserve movements post commencement 
of equity accounting (net of dividends) 40 30
Share of profits 52 38
Dividends received (12) (8)

59 49

Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd
During the 2013 financial year, the Group acquired a 20% stake 
in Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd, a national manufacturer of tiles 
and sanitaryware, at a cost of R529 million. This investment is 
accounted for as an associate in terms of IAS 28, as 
management is of the opinion that by virtue of the supply 
relationship, significant influence exists.

Carrying value of Investment in Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd:
Cost 529 529

 
Share of profit and reserve movements post commencement of 
equity accounting (net of dividends) 123 76
Share of profits 248 167
Reserve movements 6 13
Dividends received (131) (104)

652 605

SER-Export s.p.a.
During the 2015 financial year, the Group disposed of a 
20% stake in SER-Export s.p.a. to its existing partner in 
this entity, reducing the Group’s effective shareholding 
to 30% (refer to note 37).

Carrying value of investment in SER-Export s.p.a.:
Cost 19 19
Share of profit and reserve movements post commencement of 
equity accounting (net of dividends) 2 1

Share of profits 2 1

21 20

Total carrying amount of investments in associates 732 674
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2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

15. INVESTMENTS (continued)
15.2 Investment in associates (continued)

The following tables illustrate the summarised financial 
information of the Group’s investment in the Ezee Tile group, 
Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd and SER-Export s.p.a.:
Statement of financial position:
Non-current assets 1 554 1 345
Current assets 1 259 1 275
Non-current liabilities (83) (72)
Current liabilities (477) (517)
Equity 2 253 2 031
Statement of comprehensive income:
Turnover 3 744 3 492
Profit for the year 445 454
Profit attributable to ordinary shareholders of Italtile Limited 96 96
Reserve movements attributable to ordinary shareholders of 
Italtile Limited (7) 8
Less: Dividends (32) (21)
Share of associated companies’ income 57 83

16. LONG-TERM FINANCIAL ASSETS
189 133 Loan to Trusts

Lease premiums 41 15
Non-current portion of property development loan 60 —
Non-current portion of Executive Retention Plan payout 49 —
Non-current portion of BBBEE-related advances 26 —

189 133 176 15
In order to raise funds necessary to purchase BEE shares 
(refer to note 6), the Company has funded the Foundation 
Trust by way of a loan. The loan to the Foundation Trust is 
interest free. The loan is fully repayable by 2022.
Lease premiums are paid in advance on land leases that 
have a duration of between 35 and 50 years and is 
subsequently amortised on a straight-line basis.
The property development loan funding is the long-term 
portion of funding provided for property development at 
preferential rates fully repayable by June 2028. Short-term 
portion is included under sundry debtors.
The Executive Retention Plan payout is the long-term portion 
of the unvested retention payments to facilitate the purchase 
of Italtile Limited shares. Refer to note 6 for details.
The BBBEE-related advances is the long-term portion of 
supplier and enterprise development loans advanced to 
black-owned businesses. Repayment terms vary and interest 
is charged at preferential rates.

17. GOODWILL
Made up as follows:
– cost 6 6

Net book value 6 6

There has been no movement in the balance in  
the current and previous financial year. Management tests 
for impairment on an annual basis. No impairment 
indicators were identified during the financial year.

18. DEFERRED TAXATION
Deferred tax assets 54 20
Deferred tax liabilities (24) (18)

30 2
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Opening
balance

Rm’s

Charged
through

profit and
loss

Rm’s

Closing
balance

Rm’s

18. DEFERRED TAXATION (continued)
The deferred tax balance is made up as follows:
2017
Deferred tax asset:
Accruals 24 34 58
Property, plant and equipment 1 (1) #
Assessed loss # # #
Deferred tax liability:
Property, plant and equipment (20) (8) (28)
Prepayments (3) 3 (#)

Net deferred tax asset 2 28 30

2016
Deferred tax asset:
Accruals 21 3 24
Property, plant and equipment # 1 1
Assessed loss # # #
Deferred tax liability:
Property, plant and equipment (16) (4) (20)
Prepayments (2) (1) (3)

Net deferred tax asset 3 (1) 2

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are only offset when the income tax relates to the same legal entity and fiscal authority.
The tax rate applied to South African entities is 28% (2017: 28%) for normal taxation.
# Less than R1 million.
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

19. INVENTORIES
Finished goods and merchandise 548 693

548 693

Inventory at year end is net of an obsolescence provision 
which is determined on an annual basis. The provision takes 
into account expected future sales ability of inventory items 
based on historical experience, analysis of market and 
fashion trends and a review of the ageing of the inventory 
items

Inventory losses recognised as an expense  
totalled R19 million for the year (2016: R14 million). This 
expense is included in the operating expense line item 
on the face of the statement of comprehensive income.

20. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Trade receivables – net of impairment 129 133
Prepayments 32 25
Sundry debtors* 152 148

545 591 Amounts owing by subsidiary

545 591 313 306

* Includes deposits and rebates receivable.

For terms and conditions relating to Group related-party receivables, refer to note 33.

Trade receivables are non-interest-bearing and are generally on 30-day terms.

The fair value approximates the carrying value due to the short-term nature of these balances.

The amounts owing by subsidiary represent amounts owing by Italtile Ceramics (Pty) Ltd. These amounts are unsecured, carry no interest and are 
payable on demand. Outstanding balances are settled from time to time based on the cash flow requirements of the various entities.
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20. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (continued)
As at 30 June 2017, trade receivables at nominal value of R17 million (2016: R14 million) were impaired and fully provided for. Movements in 
the provision for impairment of trade receivables were as follows:

Total
Rm’s

At 1 July 2015 9
Utilised during the year (#)
Raised during the year 5

At 30 June 2016 14

Utilised during the year —
Raised during the year 3

At 30 June 2017 17

# Less than R1 million.

As at 30 June 2017, the ageing analysis of trade receivables is as follows:

Past due, not impaired

Total
Rm’s

Current (not
impaired)

Rm’s

30 – 60
days
Rm’s

60 – 90
days
Rm’s

> 90 days
Rm’s

Past due,
 impaired

2017 146 124 # 4 1 17

2016 147 125 # 3 5 14

Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

21. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
3 2 Cash at banks and on hand 251 203

Cash equivalents 260 144

3 2 511 347

Cash at banks earn interest at floating rates based 
on daily bank deposit rates. Cash equivalents are 
made for varying periods of between one day and 
three months, depending on immediate cash 
requirements of the Group, and earn interest at 
the respective short-term deposit rates.

The fair value approximates the carrying value due to 
the short-term nature of these balances.
# Less than R1 million.
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

22. STATED CAPITAL
Authorised
3 300 000 000 ordinary shares of no par value
Issued

818 818
1 033 332 822 (2016: 1 033 332 822) ordinary shares of 
no par value 818 818
Aggregated treasury shares in issue (436) (454)
Number of shares in issue to external parties:

1 033 332 822 1 033 332 822 Total shares in issue 1 033 332 822 1 033 332 822
Treasury shares: Share incentive trust and other (9 866 130) (19 543 364)
 BEE transaction (83 120 423) (88 000 000)

1 033 332 822 1 033 332 822 In issue to external parties 940 346 269 925 789 458

All unissued shares are under the control of the directors 
until the next annual general meeting.

Foreign
currency

translation
reserve

Rm’s

23. NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVE
Balance as at 1 July 2015 89
Translation of foreign entities 33

Balance as at 30 June 2016 122

Translation of foreign entities (31)
Disposal of foreign subsidiary (note 36) (78)

Balance as at 30 June 2017 13
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Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

24. INTEREST-BEARING LOANS AND BORROWINGS
Loans
Australian Dollar
Loan secured by a first mortgage over property that has 
a carrying value of R0 (2016: R47 million). — 34

The loan of Rnil bears interest at a fixed rate of 4,62% 
(2016: 4,99%) per annum, and matures on 
18 September 2019. 

— 34

Transfer to disposal group held for sale — (34)

Non-current portion of interest-bearing debt — —

The fair value of the long-term borrowings approximates the 
carrying value, as the current market rates of interest do not 
differ materially from those specified in the loan agreements. 
Loan was disposed of as part of disposal of subsidiary 
(note 36).

25. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade payables 204 256

1 2 Accruals/other payables 100 73

1 2 304 329

For terms and conditions relating to related parties, refer to 
note 33.

Trade payables are non-interest-bearing and are normally 
settled on 30-day terms.

Accruals/other payables are mostly non-interest-bearing and 
have an average term of three months.

The fair value of all trade and other payables approximates 
the carrying value, due to the short-term nature of these 
balances.

Leave pay
Rm’s

Incentive
bonus
Rm’s

Total
Rm’s

26. PROVISIONS
Balance as at 1 July 2015 12 31 43
Provision utilised (2) (31) (33)
Provision raised 1 42 43

Balance as at 30 June 2016 11 42 53
Provision utilised (2) (41) (43)
Provision raised 3 33 36

Balance as at 30 June 2017 12 34 46

Leave pay is provided on accumulated leave balances at year end based on employees’ cost to company.

Provision for incentive bonus is expected to be realised when bonuses are paid in the 2018 financial year, and is based on terms as dictated 
in employment contracts (subject to the final approval from management).
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

Company Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

27. RECONCILIATION OF PROFIT BEFORE TAXATION 
TO CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

331 292 Profit before taxation 1 190 1 166
Adjusted for:

Income from associates (96) (96)
Depreciation 85 79
Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment (15) (11)

(332) (293) Finance income (32) (25)
Finance cost 1 2
Share-based payment expense 51 27
Executive Retention Plan prepayment (70) —
Profit on sale of subsidiary (37) —
Foreign currency translation difference (24) 2
Working capital changes

Decrease/(increase) in inventories 145 (214)
Decrease/(increase) in trade and other receivables 31 (101)

# #
(Decrease)/increase in trade and other payables, 
including provisions (24) 63

(1) (1) Cash generated by operations 1 205 892

28. TAXATION PAID
# # Net amount prepaid at beginning of year 17 2
# # Charged per profit and loss (339) (315)
# # Net amount prepaid at end of year — (17)

# # Amounts paid (322) (330)

29. DIVIDENDS PAID
(320) (279) Charged per statement of changes in equity (292) (252)

Dividends paid to non-controlling interests (13) (27)

(320) (279) Amounts paid (305) (279)

30. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Capital commitments
Capital expenditure for land and buildings, computer 
equipment and other fixed assets:
Contracted 60 42
Authorised but not contracted for 235 239

295  281 

Capital expenditure will be financed from own resources.

# Less than R1 million.

Operating lease commitments
Refer to note 5 for details of lease commitments.

Litigation

The Group is currently engaged in legal proceedings with its previous franchisee in Uganda. The disputes relate to amounts due to the Group by the 
franchisee (R15,5 million) and the ownership of land in Kampala (for which the Group has made a R4 million investment).
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31. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
The Group participates in the Alexander Forbes Retirement Fund. This is an umbrella fund arrangement created for the provision of retirement 
benefits. The Fund is a defined-contribution plan and is governed by the Pension Funds Act, No 24 of 1956.

The financial position of the Alexander Forbes Retirement Fund (Provident Section): Italtile Limited is currently reviewed on a monthly basis. As 
at 30 June 2017, the Fund was found to be in a sound financial position.

At 30 June 2017, 1 538 (2016: 1 500) employees of the Group and Franchisees were members of the Fund, to which the Group and 
Franchisees contributed R33 million (2016: R28 million) and the employees Rnil (2016: Rnil).

The Fund is open to all permanent staff with their participation thereof being a condition of employment. Their dependants are eligible for death 
benefits accruing from the Fund in the event of the member’s death. All permanent full-time employees of franchise stores are required to 
participate in the Fund.

32. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES
Group
The Group’s principal financial liabilities, other than derivatives, comprise bank loans and trade payables. The main purpose of these financial 
liabilities is to raise finance for the Group’s operations. The Group has various financial assets, such as trade receivables and cash and short-
term deposits, which arise directly from its operations.

The main risk arising from the Group’s financial instruments are cash flow interest rate risk, liquidity risk, foreign currency risk and credit risk. The 
Board reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks, which are summarised below. The Group’s primary objective of risk 
management is to reduce the uncertainty over future cash flows.

Company
The Company’s principal financial assets, comprise loans given to subsidiary companies and the Foundation Trusts and cash and short-term 
deposits, which arise directly from its investments.

The main risk arising from the Company’s financial instruments are cash flow interest rate risk, liquidity risk, and credit risk. The Board reviews 
and agrees policies for managing each of these risks, which are summarised below.

The Company’s primary objective of risk management is to reduce the uncertainty over future cash flows.

Fair values
The Company and Group’s assessment of fair values in terms of IFRS 13 are reflected in each relevant note. Fair values are all based on Level 3 
input, except cash which is Level 2.

Interest rate risk
The Company’s and Group’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the finance income generating ability of 
cash surpluses and preference shares held by the Company. To manage this risk, management constantly reviews cash placements, and 
contracts in financial expertise to ensure preferential interest rates are obtained for surplus funding.

As part of the process of managing the Group’s interest rate risk, interest rate characteristics of new borrowings are positioned according to 
expected movements in interest rates.
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

32. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES (continued)
Interest rate risk (continued)
Group
At the end of the financial year, the Group did not have loan financing liabilities on its statement of financial position. The following table 
demonstrates the Group’s profit before tax sensitivity to a change in interest rates with all other variables held constant (through the impact of 
floating rate borrowings):

Group
2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

+1% # 3

–1% (#) (3)

Company
The Company is not sensitive to fluctuations in interest rates.

Foreign currency risk
Group
As the Group operates in various countries and undertakes transactions denominated in foreign currencies, exposures to foreign currency 
fluctuations arise.

Approximately 11% (2016: 13%) of cost of sales are denominated in the currencies other than the Group’s functional currency. The Group 
requires all of its operating units to use forward currency contracts to eliminate the currency exposures on any individual transaction for which 
payment is anticipated on terms after the Group has entered into a firm commitment for a purchase, for which no letter of credit has been 
issued. The forward currency contracts must be in the same currency as the hedged item. It is the Group’s policy not to enter into forward 
contracts until a firm commitment is in place.

It is the Group’s policy not to apply hedge accounting, or to trade in derivatives for profit making purposes.

Forward exchange contracts outstanding at the reporting date all fall due within three months (2016: two months), have a settlement 
value  of R5 million (2016: R17 million) and are denominated in Euro, Chinese Yuan and US Dollar with average exchange rates of 
R14,79:€1, R1,90:CNY1 and R12,99: US$1 (2016: R17,33:€1 and R14,88:US$1).

Exchange rates utilised to convert financial information are as follows:

 2017  2016
Weighted

average rate
for the year

Closing
rate

Weighted
average rate
for the year

Closing
rate

ZAR: Australian Dollar 10,61:1 — 10,67:1 10,99:1
ZAR: Botswana Pula 1,29:1 1,26:1 1,34:1 1,33:1
ZAR: Euro 14,93:1 15,11:1 14,11:1 16,44:1

ZAR: Kenyan Shilling 0,13:1 0,12:1 0,14:1 0,14:1
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32. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES (continued)
Foreign currency risk (continued)
The exposure and concentration of the Group’s foreign currency risk is included in the table below.

South
 African

Rand
Rm’s

Australian
Dollar
Rm’s

Other*
Rm’s

Total
Rm’s

2017
Financial assets
Trade and other receivables – before impairments 247 — 66 313
Cash and cash equivalents 432 — 79 511

Financial liabilities
Interest-bearing loans and borrowings — — — —

Trade and other payables 146 — 158 304

2016
Financial assets
Trade and other receivables – before impairments 294 4 22 320
Cash and cash equivalents 260 — 87 347

Financial liabilities
Interest-bearing loans and borrowings # — — #

Trade and other payables 248 — 81 329

* Other includes the Botswana Pula, Kenyan Shilling, Namibian Dollar, Zambian Kwacha and the Lesotho Loti.
# Less than R1 million.

The following table illustrates the Group’s sensitivity to a change in exchange rates with all other variables held constant:

 
Group

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Net profit before tax 
+10% 2 2
–10% (2) (2)

Foreign currency translation reserve
+10% 2 (2)

–10% (2) 2

Company 
The Company has no exposure to foreign currency risk.

Credit risk
Credit risk arises from the risk that a counterparty may default or not meet its obligations timeously.

Group
The Group trades only with recognised, creditworthy parties. It is the Group’s policy that all customers who wish to trade on credit terms are 
subject to credit verification procedures, and, where appropriate, credit guarantee insurance is purchased. In addition, receivable balances are 
monitored on an ongoing basis with the result that the Group’s exposure to bad debts is contained. The maximum exposure is the carrying 
amount as disclosed in note 20. There is no significant concentration of credit risk within the Group.

With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the Group, which comprise cash and cash equivalents, the Group’s exposure 
to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these instruments, as disclosed 
in note 21. In terms of the Group’s Treasury policy, surplus cash balances may only be invested in liquid money market instruments managed 
by predefined reputable counterparties.
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

32. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES (continued)
Credit risk (continued)
Company
With respect to credit risk arising from the cash and cash equivalents trade and other receivables, BEE loans and preference shares, the 
Company’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amounts of these 
instruments, as disclosed in notes 6, 15.1, 16, 20 and 21. There is no provision for bad debts against this balance and no impairments 
recorded, other than those disclosed.

Liquidity risk
Group
The Group monitors its risk to a shortage of funds arising by using a recurring liquidity planning tool. This tool considers the maturity of both its 
financial liabilities and financial assets and projected cash flows from operations.

In terms of the Group’s Treasury policy, surplus cash balances may only be invested in liquid money market instruments managed by predefined 
reputable counterparties.

Adequate cash reserves are invested in a dividend income fund in order to match the repayment profile of the secured Rand loan.

The Group’s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and flexibility through the use of bank overdrafts.

In terms of the Memorandum of Incorporation, the Company’s borrowing powers are unlimited.

The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group’s financial liabilities at year end based on contractual undiscounted payments.

On demand 
Rm’s

Less than
3 months 

Rm’s

3 to
12 months 

Rm’s
1 to 5 years 

Rm’s
> 5 years 

Rm’s
Total 
Rm’s

Year ended 30 June 2017

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings — — — — — —
Trade and other payables — 304 — — — —

— 304 — — — —

Year ended 30 June 2016

Interest-bearing loans and borrowings — — — # — #
Trade and other payables — 329 — — — 329

— 329 — # — 329

# Less than R1 million.

The Group has cash and cash equivalents of R511 million (2016: R347 million), and unutilised credit facilities of R80 million (2016: R80 million) 
in respect of which all conditions precedent had been met.

Company
The Company monitors its risk to a shortage of funds arising by using a recurring liquidity planning tool. This tool considers the maturity of both 
its financial liabilities and financial assets and projected cash flows from investments.

In terms of the Memorandum of Incorporation the Company’s borrowing powers are unlimited.

The Company has cash and cash equivalents of R3 million (2016: R2 million), and no credit facilities. All liabilities are current.
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32. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES (continued)
Capital management
Group
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy ratios in order to 
support its business and maximise shareholder value.

The Group manages its capital structure (equity attributable to the equity holders) and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in 
economic conditions.

To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or issue 
new shares. No changes were made to the objectives, policies or processes during the years ended 30 June 2017 and 2016.

The Group monitors capital using a gearing ratio which is defined as interest-bearing debt and borrowings as a percentage of equity attributable 
to the equity holders of the parent.

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Interest-bearing debt and borrowings — # 
Equity attributable to the equity holders of the parent 3 713 3 292
Gearing ratio (%) 0,0 0,0

# Less than R1 million.

In addition, consideration is given to Black Economic Empowerment, or BEE. The Group finalised a BEE transaction to sell 10,7% of the 
Group’s  ordinary share capital to a BEE consortium which includes Italtile’s black staff. All conditions precedent were met on  
22 February 2008 and 88 000 000 ordinary shares were issued. The BEE transaction fulfils an important component of Italtile’s BEE strategy 
which was initiated with enterprise development and the introduction of black-owned franchisees, following which the Group met all its 
employment equity targets. With the achievement of these key elements of broad-based BEE, the Group is now well positioned to access 
segments of the market from which it was previously precluded.

Refer to note 6 for disclosure relating to the modification of the BEE transaction.

Company
The primary objective of the Company’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy ratios in order 
to support its business and maximise shareholder value.

The Company manages its capital structure (equity attributable to the equity holders) and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in 
economic conditions.

To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Company may adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or 
issue new shares. No changes were made to the objectives, policies or processes during the years ended 30 June 2017 and 2016.

The Company monitors capital using liquidity ratio analysis:

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Current assets (excluding loans to subsidiaries) 3 2
Current liabilities (excluding loans from subsidiaries) 1 2
Current ratio (times) 3 1

# Less than R1 million.

In addition, consideration is given to Black Economic Empowerment, or BEE, as disclosed above.
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for the year ended 30 June 2017

33. RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Group
The Group is controlled by Rallen (Pty) Ltd which owns 55,96% (2016: 55,96%) of its issued share capital. The Group purchases product 
from its associates, Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd and the Ezee Tile group (see note 15.2). 

Other related parties listed are related due to the sharing of key management personnel.

Outstanding balances at year end are unsecured, interest-free and settlement occurs in cash on 30-day terms. There have been no guarantees 
provided or received for any related-party receivables or payables. For the year ended 30 June 2017, the Group has not made any provision 
for doubtful debts relating to amounts owed by related parties (2016: Rnil) nor incurred any bad debt expense in the current year (2016: Rnil). 
This assessment is undertaken each financial year through examining the financial position of the related party and the market in which the 
related party operates.

Details of related-party transactions are as follows:

 Aggregate value of transactions  Balances owing at year end

Related party
Nature of  
transactions

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd Inventory purchases 898 838 51 65

Ezee Tile group Inventory purchases 269 240 20 19

Key management personnel and prescribed officers comprise only the executive Board. Remuneration paid to key management personnel of 
the Group is provided below. Nil balances were owing at year end (2016: nil).

Beneficial
direct

Beneficial 
indirect Total % held

Non-
beneficial

direct

Non-
beneficial

indirect  Total % held

At 30 June 2017
Director
G A M Ravazzotti 3 637 088 345 980 215 349 617 303 33,83 — — — —
S I Gama# 200 000 — 200 000 0,02 — — — —
S du Toit — 23 873 23 873 0,00 — — — —
N Booth
J N Potgieter 4 000 000 — 4 000 000 0,39 — — — —
B G Wood 1 804 197 — 1 804 197 0,17 — — — —

At 30 June 2016
Director
G A M Ravazzotti 3 637 088 345 980 215 349 617 303 33,83 — — — —
S I Gama# 200 000  — 200 000 0,02 — — — —
S du Toit  — 23 873 23 873 0,00 — — — —
N Booth 1 000 000  — 1 000 000 0,10 — — — —
J N Potgieter 1 000 000  — 1 000 000 0,10 — — — —
B G Wood 500 000  — 500 000 0,05 — — — —

# Beneficial indirect interest in BEE special purpose entity.

Directors’ participation in share incentive schemes
Directors’ holdings under the Share Appreciation Rights Scheme are set out in the table below:

Director
Awards held at 

1 July 2016
Awarded 

during the year

Vested and 
exercised during 

the year
Forfeited during 

the year
Awards held at
30 June 2017

N Booth* 3 000 000 1 200 000 (750 000) (3 450 000) —
J N Potgieter 3 000 000 1 000 000 — — 4 000 000
B G Wood 2 712 500 800 000 (925 000) — 2 587 500

* Retired 28 February 2017. Unvested Executive Retention Plan shares transferred back to Share Incentive Trust after year end.
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33. RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (continued)
Directors’ holdings under the Executive Retention Plan are set out in the table below:

Director
Awards held at 

1 July 2016
Awarded 

during the year

Vested and 
exercised during 

the year

Forfeited/
cancelled

 during the year
Awards held at
30 June 2017

N Booth# 1 000 000 3 000 000 (1 300 000) (2 700 000) —
J N Potgieter 1 000 000 3 000 000 — — 4 000 000
B G Wood 500 000 1 000 000 — — 1 500 000

Refer to note 6 for further details pertaining to these schemes.

Directors remuneration

All figures in R000’s Salary

Bonus 
performance-

related 
payments

Provident 
fund and 
medical 

contributions

Gain on 
share

 scheme 
awards Other 

Total 
2017

Total
2016

Executive directors 
N Booth# 1 718 910 282 6 944 1 192 11 046 3 200
J N Potgieter 2 477 772 409 11 573 260 15 491 3 091
B G Wood 2 113 647 337 7 366 163 10 626 13 644

2017 6 308 2 329 1 028 25 883 1 615 37 163

2016 6 662 372 1 090 11 133 678 19 935 

# Retired 28 February 2017.

All figures in R000’s
Board 

fees Other 
Total 
2017

Total
2016

Non-executive directors
G A M Ravazzotti 1 359 — 1 359 1 215
S I Gama 236 — 236 145
S M du Toit 752 — 752 492
A Zannoni* 69 — 69 110
S G Pretorius 479 — 479 316
N Medupe 320 — 320 284
M V Mtetwa# 94 — 94 —

2017 3 309 — 3 309 —

2016 2 562 — 2 562

Aggregate emoluments of directors who served during the year 40 472 22 497

* Retired 25 November 2016.
# Appointed 28 January 2017.
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33. RELATED-PARTY TRANSACTIONS (continued)
Company
The Company owns 100% of the issued share capital of Italtile Ceramics (Pty) Ltd and receives dividends and management fees from its 
subsidiary.

The Company receives preference share dividends from Four Arrow Investments 256 (Pty) Ltd. This is a special purpose entity set up as part of 
the BEE transaction. Previously, the Italtile Foundation Trust acquired the Italtile Limited shares which were held by Arrow Creek Investments 74 
(Pty) Ltd – the transaction was funded by an interest free loan from Italtile Limited (refer to note 6 for further details).

The Company receives interest from the loan to the Italtile Empowerment Trust. This entity was set up by the Board as part of the BEE transaction.

All related-party transactions are concluded at arm’s length with the exception of the Foundation Trust loan which is interest free. There have 
been no guarantees provided or received for any related-party receivables or payables. For the year ended 30 June 2017, the Company has 
not made any provision for doubtful debts relating to amounts owed by related parties (2016: Rnil) nor incurred any bad debt expense in the 
current year (2016: Rnil). This assessment is undertaken each financial year through examining the financial position of the related party and 
the market in which the related party operates.

Details of related-party transactions are as follows:

Aggregate value of transactions Balances owing at year end

  Related party Nature of transactions
2017 
Rm’s

2016 
Rm’s

2017 
Rm’s

2016 
Rm’s

Four Arrows Investments 256  
(Pty) Limited Preference share dividends 11 10 125 125
Italtile Empowerment Trust Interest — — 68 12
Italtile Ceramics (Pty) Ltd Dividends and management fees 336 287 545 591
Italtile Foundation Trust Interest free loan — — 121 121

Refer to notes 6, 15, 16 and 20 for further disclosure relating to terms of balances owing at year end.

Key management personnel and prescribed officers comprise only the executive Board. Remuneration paid to key management personnel of 
the Company is provided above. No balances were owing at year end (2016: nil).

34. SEGMENT REPORT
IFRS 8 requires operating segments to be identified on the basis of internal reports about components of the Group that are regularly reviewed 
by the chief operating decision-maker in order to allocate resources to the segments and to assess their performance. The chief operating 
decision-maker has been identified as the executive directors of the Group.

On this basis, the Group has six operating segments:
Segment Nature of business
Retail  – Retailers of tiles, brassware, laminated flooring, bathroomware and accessories.
Franchising  – Bearer of South African and non-South African trademarks.
Properties  – Property investments.
Supply and Support Services  – Distributor of tiles, shower enclosures, brassware, laminated flooring, accessories, and tiling tools.

 – Group administration and management services. 
 – Outsourced debtor solutions.
 – Procurement.

Franchise stores  – Franchisee retailers of tiles, brassware, laminated flooring, bathroomware and accessories.
Associates  – Strategic manufacturing investment.

All intersegmental transactions are concluded at arm’s length.
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34. SEGMENT REPORT (continued)
The following measures, as included in the quarterly management report reviewed by the chief operating decision-makers, are used to 
assess performance:

Turnover Gross margin Net profit before tax

(Rand millions unless 
otherwise stated)

June 
2017

June 
2016

% 
change

June 
2017

June 
2016

% 
change

June 
2017

June 
2016

% 
change

Retail 5 714 5 441 5 1 099 1 072 3 256  285 (10)
– Group stores 3 174 3 025 5 1 099 1 072 3 256  285 (10)
– Franchise stores 2 540 2 416 5 — — — —

Franchising 210  200 5
Properties 256 249 3
Supply and Support Services 1 966 1 934 2 183 183 — 366 358 2
Associates 96 96 —

Total 7 680 7 375 4 1 282 1 255 2 1 184 1 188 —

Franchise stores (2 540) (2 416) 5
Consolidation entries (1 470) (1 420) 4 6  (22) 127 6 (22) 127

Total Group 3 670 3 539 4 1 288 1 233 4 1 190 1 166 2

Geographical analysis

(Rand millions unless otherwise stated)
South
Africa

Rest of
Africa

Inter-
group

entities Group
Disposal

 group*

Year ended 30 June 2017
Turnover 4 717 423 (1 470) 3 670 —
Non-current assets 3 166 148 (593) 2 721 —

Year ended 30 June 2016
Turnover 4 562 397 (1 420) 3 539
Non-current assets 2 775 115 (601) 2 289 112

* Australia.

35. TRANSACTIONS WITH NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd
The Group acquired the remaining 10% non-controlling stake in Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd at the beginning of the period under review, 
held by the previous business partner at a cost of R14 million of which R8 million was cash-settled and R6 million the repayment of an 
outstanding loan. At the same time the Group sold a 10% stake in Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd at the beginning of the period under review 
to a new business partner. This stake was sold at a cost of R16 million, funded via a loan to the new partner, and kept the Group’s interest in 
this entity at 90%.

International Tap Distributors (Pty) Ltd
The Group acquired a 19% non-controlling stake in International Tap Distributors (Pty) Ltd at the end of March 2017, held by the previous 
business partners at a cost of R76 million, increasing the Group’s interest in this entity to 98%.
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

36. DISPOSAL GROUP
Management elected to sell the operations of Italtile Australia (Pty) Ltd, a subsidiary of Italtile Limited. The business of Italtile Australia (Pty) Ltd 
represented the Group’s Australian property portfolio. A buyer was identified before the 2016 year end, the assets of the operations were 
therefore treated as a disposal group at 30 June 2016. The sale was concluded on 13 December 2016, at a total profit of R37 million which 
includes a release of foreign currency in the foreign currency translation reserve.

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

Assets

Investment property — 112
Trade and other receivables — 4

Assets held in disposal group — 116

Liabilities
Interest-bearing loans and borrowings — 34
Trade and other payables — 1

Liabilities directly associated with assets held for sale — 35

Net disposal group
Opening balance 81 —
Transferred from investment property — 81
Disposal (81) —

Closing balance — 81

Cash flow
Profit on sale of interest in subsidiary (37) —
Trade and other receivables 7 —
Trade and other payables (8) —
Cash and cash equivalents (36) —
Other (3) —
Proceeds 36 —
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37. EVENTS AFTER REPORTING PERIOD
On 2 October 2017, the Group will acquire an additional 74,5% interest in the voting shares of Ceramic Industries (Pty) Ltd (“Ceramic”) for a 
consideration of R3,5 billion, increasing its ownership interest to 95,5%. Ceramic is a manufacturer of glazed porcelain floor tiles; ceramic wall 
and floor tiles; vitreous china sanitaryware and acrylic baths and shower trays. The Group acquired the additional interest in Ceramic because 
the acquisition will result in improved efficiencies and reduced costs, enhance the allocation of capital as well as create a depth of management, 
experience and skill within the Group.  

The Group has elected to measure non-controlling interests in Ceramic at book value.

Assets and liabilities as at 30 June 2017
The book values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of Ceramic as at 30 June 2017 are:

R’000

Assets
Property, plant and equipment 1 392 886
Goodwill 4 520
Equity-accounted investee 57 957
Deferred taxation assets 1 629
Inventories 234 371
Trade and other receivables 500 879
Income tax receivable 2 511
Cash and cash equivalents 250 701

2 445 454

Liabilities
Shareholders’ loans 3 808

Deferred taxation liabilities 77 520

Trade and other payables and provisions 338 225

Income tax payable 6 685

Shareholders for dividends 310

426 548

Total identifiable net assets at fair value 2 018 906
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Notes to the financial statements continued

for the year ended 30 June 2017

37. EVENTS AFTER REPORTING PERIOD (continued)

The Group will also obtain a controlling interest in Ezee Tile Adhesive Manufacturing (Pty) Ltd (“Ezee Tile”) as a result of the Acquisition. Prior 
to the Acquisition, Italtile Ceramics and Ceramic each hold a 35,63% interest in Ezee Tile. Post the Acquisition, the Group will hold an effective 
interest of 71,54% in Ezee Tile.

The book values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of Ezee Tile (Pty) Ltd as at 30 June 2017 are:

R’000

ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment 38 261
Investments in subsidiaries 5 324
Inventories 43 465
Loans to group companies 290
Trade and other receivables 57 058
Cash and cash equivalents 27 346

171 744

LIABILITIES
Deferred tax 1 091

Trade and other payables 40 389

Loans from group companies 7 635

Current tax payable 259

Provisions 2 550

51 924

Total identifiable net assets at fair value 119 820

Accounting treatment post-year end
The Group will apply a pooling of interest accounting policy to account for the Acquisition which is a common control transaction and thus 
scoped out of IFRS 3 – Business Combinations (“IFRS 3”). Under the pooling of interest method, the carrying amounts of the assets and 
liabilities of Ceramic and Ezee Tile will be included in the statement of financial position of Italtile, with any difference between the purchase 
consideration and the net assets of Ceramic and Ezee Tile being included directly in equity as a common control reserve.

No goodwill will be recognised.

Intercompany transactions and balances between Italtile, Ceramic and Ezee Tile will be eliminated for consolidation purposes. These include 
sales, unrealised profits on inventory, rebate and other charges, and receivable and payable balances.

Acquisition transaction costs of R23 million will be incurred and included in the cost of investment in Ceramic and not expensed.

As a result of the impending consolidation of Ceramic and Ezee Tile, associate investment balances as recorded by Italtile for these entities will 
be eliminated for consolidation purposes.
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38. GROUP ENTITIES

Book value of interest

Issued share 
capital

R

  % held   Shares
  Amounts
  owing to

2017 2016
2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

2017
Rm’s

2016
Rm’s

HELD BY ITALTILE LIMITED
Retail

Italtile Ceramics (Pty) Ltd 43 884 000 100 100 1 1 545 591

    Issued share
    capital

    Effective %
    shareholding

2017
R

2016
R 2017 2016

HELD BY SUBSIDIARIES  
Franchising
Italtile Franchising (Pty) Ltd 1 000 1 000 100 100
Italtile (Franchising) Pty Ltd5 — 4 — 75
Property Investment
Allmuss Properties (Pty) Ltd 1 500 1 500 100 100
Allmuss (Botswana) (Pty) Ltd1 4 651 4 651 100 100
Allmuss Properties Namibia (Pty) Ltd2 1 100 1 100 100 100
Allmuss Lesotho (Pty) Ltd3 1 000 1 000 100 100
Allmuss Properties Kenya Ltd4 22 624 044 22 624 044 100 100
Emerald Sky Trading 736 (Pty) Ltd 100 100 100 100
F. B. Ashman (Pty) Ltd 100 100 100 100
Penates Logistics (Pty) Ltd 100 100 100 100
Magnolia Ridge Properties 291 (Pty) Ltd 15 000 000 15 000 000 50 50
Italtile Australia Pty Ltd5 — 30 733 105 — 72,2
Melkbos Pty Ltd5 — 7 346 541 — 86
Norstrom Pty Ltd5 — 9 149 000 — 75
Support Services
International Tap Distributors (Pty) Ltd 210 210 98 79
Majuba Aviation (Pty) Ltd — 1 000 — 100
Cedar Point Trading 326 (Pty) Ltd 1 000 1 000 90 90
Italtile Foreign Holdings (Pty) Ltd 1 410 1 410 100 100
Retail
CTM Kenya Ltd4 23 116 282 23 116 282 100 100
Italtile Floorings Pty Ltd5 — 80 591 — 75
Italtile Retail (Pty) Ltd 1 000 1 000 55 55
Orban Investments 375 (Pty) Ltd2 175 175 100 100
TopT Ceramics (Pty) Ltd 1 000 1 000 90 90
Braintree (Pty) Ltd1 1 000 1 000 100 100
Special purpose entities
Italtile Foundation Trust
Italtile Share Incentive Trust
Italtile Empowerment Trust
1 Incorporated in Botswana. 2 Incorporated in Namibia. 5 Incorporated in Australia.
3 Incorporated in Lesotho. 4 Incorporated in Kenya.
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Distribution of shareholders
Number of

 shareholders

Number 
of shares

held

% of 
issued 
capital

The Italtile Foundation Trust 1 26 400 000 2,55

The Italtile Empowerment Trust 1 21 520 423 2,08

The Italtile Share Incentive Trust 1 9 866 130 0,95

Empowerment company 1 35 200 000 3,41

Individuals 936 55 605 866 5,38

Nominee shareholders 26 25 272 852 2,45

Companies and other corporate bodies 327 208 247 806 20,16

Trusts 122 59 062 051 5,72

Directors 7 13 874 636 1,34

Associates to directors 2 578 283 058 55,96

Total 1 424 1 033 332 822 100,00

Shareholder spread
Number of

 shareholders

Number 
of shares

held

% of 
issued 
capital

 1 – 1 000 442 141 970 0,01

 1 001 – 10 000 464 2 084 364 0,20

 10 001 – 100 000 320 10 812 621 1,05

100 001 –  1 000 000 136 47 829 978 4,63

Over 1 000 001 62 972 463 889 94,11

Total 1 424 1 033 332 822 100,00

Analysis of
shareholders
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Shareholders’
spread

Category of shareholder
Number of 

shareholders

Number 
of shares

held

% of 
issued 
capital

Directors 4 9 641 285 0,93

Associates to directors 2 578 283 058 55,96

The Italtile Share Incentive Trust 1 9 866 130 0,95

The Italtile Empowerment Trust 1 21 520 423 2,08

Empowerment company 1 35 200 000 3,41

The Italtile Foundation Trust 1 26 400 000 2,55

Directors of major subsidiary 3 4 233 351 0,41
Non-public shareholders 13 685 144 247 66,30
Public shareholders 1 411 348 188 575 33,70

Total 1 424 1 033 332 822 100,00

Major shareholders

Number 
of shares

held

% of 
issued 
capital

Rallen (Pty) Ltd 578 259 185 55,96

Old Mutual Group* 80 464 711 7,79

The Tommaso Altini Trust 41 786 834 4,04

Four Arrows Investments 256# 35 200 000 3,41

* Includes third-party funds under management.
# BEE special purpose entity.
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FINANCIAL YEAR END June

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING November

REPORTS
Interim half-year to December February

Preliminary profit announcement August

Integrated Annual Report September

DIVIDENDS
Interim dividend Declared February

Paid March

Final dividend Declared August

Paid September

Shareholders’
diary
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Notice of annual
general meeting

This document is important and requires your immediate attention.

If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take in respect of 
the following resolutions, please consult your Central Securities 
Depository Participant (“CSDP”), broker, banker, legal adviser, 
accountant or other professional adviser immediately.

Notice is hereby given in terms of section 62(1) of the Companies Act, 

71 of 2008, as amended (“the Companies Act”) that the 28th annual 

general meeting (“AGM”) of shareholders of Italtile will be held at the 

registered office of Italtile, The Italtile Building, Cnr William Nicol Drive 

and Peter Place, Bryanston, 2021, on Friday, 17 November 2017 at 

08:00 to consider and, if deemed fit, to pass with or without 

modification, the ordinary and special resolutions set out below in the 

manner required by the Companies Act and the listings requirements 

of the JSE Limited (“Listings Requirements”).

The Board of directors of the Company (“the Board”) has determined 

that, in terms of section 62(3)(a), as read with section 59 of the 

Companies Act, the record date for the purposes of determining which 

Italtile shareholders are entitled to receive notice of the AGM is Friday, 

22 September 2017.

The record date for determining which Italtile shareholders are entitled 

to participate in and vote at the AGM is Friday, 10 November 2017. 

Accordingly, the last day to trade in Italtile shares in order to be 

recorded in the securities register of the Company in order to be 

entitled to attend, participate in and vote at the AGM is Tuesday, 

7 November 2017.

In terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act, before any person may 

attend or participate in the AGM, that person must present reasonably 

satisfactory identification and the person presiding at the AGM must 

be reasonably satisfied that the right of the person to participate in 

and vote at the AGM, either as a shareholder of Italtile, or as a proxy for 

a shareholder of Italtile, has been reasonably verified. Forms of 

identification that will be accepted include an original and valid 

identity document, driver’s licence or a valid passport.

ORDINARY BUSINESS
To receive the annual financial statements for the year ended 30 June 

2017 of the Company and the Group, together with the reports of the 

directors and auditors.

Ordinary Resolution No 1 (comprising Ordinary Resolutions 
Nos 1.1 to 1.3, all inclusive) – Re-election of directors
RESOLVED THAT by way of separate ordinary resolutions, each of: 

1.1 Mr G A M Ravazzotti, who is retiring by rotation in terms of the 

Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation (“MOI”) and who, 

being eligible, offers himself for re-election, be and is hereby 

re-elected as a director of the Company.

1.2 Mr S I Gama, who is retiring by rotation in terms of the MOI and 

who, being eligible, offers himself for re-election, be and is 

hereby re-elected as a director of the Company.

1.3 Mr S G Pretorius, who is retiring by rotation in terms of the MOI 

and who, being eligible, offers himself for re-election, be and is 

hereby re-elected as a director of the Company.

Italtile Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)

(Registration No 1955/000558/06) (“the Company” or “Italtile”)

JSE code: ITE  ISIN code: ZAE000099123
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Explanatory note
In terms of clause 7.2(1) as read with clause 7.2(2) of the MOI, 

one-third of the non-executive directors of the Company are required 

to retire from office at each annual general meeting. The non-executive 

directors of the Company to retire in every year shall be those who 

have been longest in office since their last election, but as between 

persons who became or were last elected as non-executive directors 

of the Company on the same day, those to retire shall, unless otherwise 

agreed among themselves, be determined by lot. In terms of clause 

7.2(3) of the MOI, any director who has been in office for longer than 

nine years shall retire annually at each annual general meeting. 

A retiring director shall be eligible for re-election.

Mr G A M Ravazzotti, Mr S I Gama and Mr S G Pretorius all retire in 

accordance with clause 7.2 of the MOI and, being eligible, offer 

themselves for re-election.

The reason for the proposed Ordinary Resolutions Nos 1.1 to 1.3 

(all  inclusive) is to elect, in accordance with the MOI and by way of 

a  series of votes, each of which is on the candidacy of a single 

individual to fill a single vacancy, as required by section 68(1) of the 

Companies Act, Mr G A M Ravazzotti, Mr S I Gama and Mr S G Pretorius 

as directors of the Company. The effect of Ordinary Resolutions 

Nos 1.1 to 1.3 (all inclusive) is that Mr G A M Ravazzotti, Mr S I Gama 

and Mr S G Pretorius will be elected as directors of the Company.

A brief curriculum vitae (“CV”) in respect of each of these directors is 

contained on page 68 of this Integrated Annual Report of which this 

notice of annual general meeting forms part.

Ordinary Resolution No 2 – Election of a director
RESOLVED THAT the appointment of Ms N V Mtetwa as a director of the 

Company as an independent, non-executive director with effect from 

28 January 2017 be and is hereby confirmed.

Explanatory note
In terms of clause 7.1(9) of the MOI, the appointment of a director, 

whether to fill a casual vacancy or as an addition to the Board (or 

otherwise), must be confirmed by shareholders at the annual general 

meeting following such appointment.

Ms N V Mtetwa was appointed as a director of Italtile on 28 January 

2017, and such appointment is to be confirmed at this annual general 

meeting.

The reason for the proposed Ordinary Resolution 1 is to confirm, in 

accordance with the MOI, the appointment of Ms N V Mtetwa as a 

director of the Company.

A brief curriculum vitae (“CV”) in respect of Ms Mtetwa is contained on 

page 68 of this Integrated Annual Report of which this notice of annual 

general meeting forms part.

Ordinary Resolution No 3 – Re-appointment of external auditors
RESOLVED THAT Ernst & Young Inc. be and is hereby re-appointed as 

the independent external auditors of the Company, for the period 

terminating at the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company, and 

Penelope Wittstock, being a director of Ernst & Young Inc., be and is 

hereby appointed as the individual registered auditor who will 

undertake the audit of the Company for the financial year ending 

30 June 2018.

Explanatory note
In accordance with section 90(1) of the Companies Act, Ernst & Young 

Inc. is proposed to be re-appointed as the external auditors of the 

Company, as nominated by the Company’s Audit and Risk Committee, 

until the conclusion of the Company’s next AGM.

Ordinary Resolution No 4 – Election of Audit and Risk Committee
RESOLVED THAT, by way of separate ordinary resolutions, each of:

4.1 Ms S M du Toit, who is an independent non-executive director of 

the Company, be and is hereby re-elected as a member and the 

chairperson of the Company’s Audit and Risk Committee;

4.2 Ms N V Mtetwa, who is an independent non-executive director of 

the Company, be and is hereby re-elected as a member of the 

Company’s Audit and Risk Committee;

4.3 Ms N Medupe, who is an independent non-executive director of 

the Company, be and is hereby re-elected as a member of the 

Company’s Audit and Risk Committee; and

4.4 Mr S G Pretorius, who is an independent non-executive director 

of the Company, be and is hereby re-elected as a member of the 

Company’s Audit and Risk Committee,

subject to Mr S G Pretorius being re-elected as a director of the 

Company in terms of Ordinary Resolution No 1.3 above, and the 

appointment of Ms N V Mtetwa as a director of the Company being 

confirmed in terms of Ordinary Resolution No 2 above.

Explanatory note
In terms of section 94(2) of the Companies Act, the Audit Committee 

is a committee elected by shareholders at each AGM. A brief CV of 

each of the independent non-executive directors mentioned above 

appear on page 68 of this Integrated Annual Report of which this 

notice of annual general meeting forms part. In terms of the 

regulations promulgated under and in terms of the Companies Act 

(“Companies Act Regulations”), at least one-third of the members of 

the Company’s Audit Committee must have academic qualifications, 
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or experience in economics, law, corporate governance, finance, 

accounting, commerce, industry, public affairs or human resource 

management. The Board is satisfied that the Company’s Audit and 

Risk Committee members are suitably skilled and experienced as 

contemplated in Regulation 42 of the Companies Act Regulations 

and collectively they have the sufficient qualifications and experience 

to fulfil their duties as contemplated in section 94(7) of the 

Companies Act.

Ordinary Resolution No 5 – Non-binding advisory vote on the 
Company’s remuneration policy
RESOLVED THAT the Company’s remuneration policy, as detailed on 

pages 62 and 63 of the Integrated Annual Report, be and is hereby 

approved and adopted by way of a non-binding advisory note, as 

recommended in the King Report on Governance for South Africa 

2009, commonly referred to as King III.

Explanatory note
The reason for proposing this resolution is to request shareholders to 

signify their approval of the Company’s remuneration policy by way of 

a non-binding advisory resolution as recommended by King III.

Ordinary Resolution No 6 – Unissued shares to be placed under 
the control of the directors
RESOLVED THAT the authorised but unissued ordinary shares in the 

capital of the Company be and are hereby placed under the control 

and authority of the directors of the Company and that the directors be 

and are hereby authorised and empowered to allot and issue and 

grant options over all or any of such ordinary shares to such person or 

persons on such terms and conditions and at such times as the 

directors of the Company may from time to time in their discretion 

deem fit, subject to the proviso that the aggregate number of ordinary 

shares to be allotted and issued in terms of this resolution shall be 

limited to 15% (fifteen percent) of the authorised share capital of the 

Company and subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and the 

Listings Requirements. Such authority shall be valid until the date of 

the next AGM or for 15 (fifteen) months from the date on which 

Ordinary Resolution No 5 is adopted, whichever period is shorter.

Explanatory note
The reason for Ordinary Resolution No 6 is that in terms of the MOI and 

subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, as may be amended 

from time to time and the Listings Requirements, the shareholders of 

the Company may authorise the directors to allot and issue and grant 

options over, such shares, as the directors in their discretion deem fit. 

The effect of Ordinary Resolution No 6 is to ensure that the directors 

have the necessary flexibility to allot and issue shares as they deem fit. 

It is noted that an issue as contemplated in sections 41(1) and (3) of 

the Companies Act must first be approved by way of special resolution 

in terms of section 41 of the Companies Act and is not authorised in 

terms of this resolution.

Ordinary Resolution No 7 – General authority to issue shares, and 
to sell treasury shares, for cash
RESOLVED THAT, subject to Ordinary Resolution No 6 being passed, the 

directors of the Company and/or any of its subsidiaries from time to 

time be and are hereby authorised, by way of a general authority, 

to allot and issue shares or options in respect of any of the authorised 

but unissued ordinary shares in the capital of the Company; and/or to 

sell or otherwise dispose of or transfer, or issue any options in respect 

of, ordinary shares in the capital of the Company purchased by 

subsidiaries of the Company, for cash, to such person(s) on such 

terms and subject to such conditions and at such times as the 

directors in their discretion deem fit, subject to the provisions of 

the Companies Act, the MOI, the Listings Requirements and subject 

to the following limitations:
◆◆ The equity securities which are the subject of the issue for cash 
must be of a class already in issue, or where this is not the case, 
must be limited to such securities or rights that are convertible into 
a class already in issue;
◆◆ Any such issue may only be made to public shareholders as defined 
in the Listings Requirements and not to related parties;
◆◆ In respect of securities which are the subject of the general issue of 
shares for cash, such issue may not exceed 163 692 366, 
representing 15% (fifteen percent) of the number of listed equity 
securities in issue as at the date of this notice, provided that:

 – the number of ordinary shares which may be issued will be 
deducted from the aforementioned 163 692 366 securities;

 – in the event of a sub-division or consolidation of issued equity 
securities during the period contemplated below, the existing 
authority must be adjusted accordingly to represent the same 
allocation ratio; and

 – the calculation of the listed equity securities is a factual 
assessment of the listed equity securities as at the date of the 
notice of the AGM, excluding treasury shares;

◆◆ This general authority is valid until the earlier of the Company’s next 
AGM or the expiry of a period of 15 (fifteen) months from the date 
on which this Ordinary Resolution No 7 is adopted;
◆◆ A SENS announcement giving full details of the issue will be 
published at the time of any issue representing, on a cumulative 
basis within the period of this authority, 5% (five percent) or more of 
the number of ordinary shares in issue prior to the issue concerned;
◆◆ In determining the price at which an issue of ordinary shares may 
be made in terms of this authority, the maximum discount permitted 
will be 10% (ten percent) of the weighted average traded price on 
the JSE of the ordinary shares over the 30 (thirty) business days 
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prior to the date that the price of the issue is agreed between the 
Company and the party subscribing for the ordinary shares. The JSE 
should be consulted for a ruling if the Company’s ordinary shares 
have not traded in such 30 (thirty) business day period; and
◆◆ Whenever the Company wishes to use ordinary shares, held as 
treasury stock by a subsidiary of the Company, such use must 
comply with the Listings Requirements as if such use was a fresh 
issue of ordinary shares.

In terms of the Listings Requirements a 75% (seventy-five percent) 

majority of the votes cast by shareholders present or represented by 

proxy and entitled to vote at the AGM must be cast in favour of Ordinary 

Resolution No 7 for it to be approved.

Explanatory note
In accordance with the MOI, as well as the Listings Requirements, the 

shareholders of the Company have to approve a general issue of 

shares for cash. The existing authorities granted by the shareholders of 

the Company at the previous AGM held on 25 November 2016 expire 

at the AGM to be held on 17 November 2017, unless renewed. This 

authority will be subject to the MOI, the Companies Act and the Listings 

Requirements. The directors of the Company consider it advantageous 

to renew this authority to enable the Company to take advantage of 

any business opportunity that may arise in the future.

The effect of Ordinary Resolution No 7 is that the directors will be able 

to issue the authorised but unissued ordinary shares in the share 

capital of the Company for cash, as and when suitable business 

opportunities arise, subject to the Listings Requirements, the 

restrictions/conditions set out in the authority and the MOI.

Special Resolution No 1 – Acquisition of own securities
RESOLVED THAT the mandate be given to the Company (or any of its 

wholly owned subsidiaries) providing authorisation, by way of a 

general authority, to acquire the Company’s own securities, upon such 

terms and conditions and in such amounts as the directors may from 

time to time decide, but subject to the MOI, the provisions of the 

Companies Act and the Listings Requirements provided that:
◆◆ any repurchase of securities must be effected through the order 
book operated by the JSE trading system and done without any prior 
understanding or arrangement between the Company and the 
counterparty (reported trades are prohibited);
◆◆ at any point in time, the Company may only appoint one agent to 
effect any repurchase(s) on the Company’s behalf;
◆◆ this general authority shall be valid until the Company’s next AGM, 
provided that it shall not extend beyond 15 (fifteen) months from 
the date of passing of this Special Resolution No 1 (whichever 
period is shorter);

◆◆ a press announcement will be published giving such details as may 
be required in terms of the Listings Requirements as soon as the 
Company has cumulatively repurchased 3% (three percent) of the 
initial number (the number of that class of share in issue at the time 
that the general authority from shareholders is granted) of the 
relevant class of securities, and for each 3% (three percent) in 
aggregate of the initial number of that class acquired thereafter, 
containing full details of such repurchases;
◆◆ repurchases by the Company, and/or its subsidiaries, in aggregate 
in any one financial year may not exceed 20% (twenty percent) of 
the Company’s issued share capital as at the date of passing this 
Special Resolution No 1 or 10% (ten percent) of the Company’s 
issued share capital in the case of an acquisition of shares in the 
Company by a subsidiary of the Company;
◆◆ the Board pass a resolution that they have authorised the 
repurchase, that the Company and its subsidiaries have passed the 
solvency and liquidity test and that, since the test was performed 
there have been no material changes to the financial position of the 
Group;
◆◆ repurchases may not be made at a price greater than 10% 
(ten percent) above the weighted average of the market value of the 
securities for the 5 (five) business days immediately preceding 
the date on which the transaction is effected; and
◆◆ the Company or its subsidiary may not repurchase securities during 
a prohibited period, as defined in the Listings Requirements, unless 
they have in place a repurchase programme where the dates and 
quantities of securities to be traded during the relevant period are 
fixed (not subject to any variation) and has been submitted to the 
JSE in writing prior to the commencement of the prohibited period. 
The Company must instruct an independent third party, which 
makes its investment decisions in relation to the Company’s 
securities independently of, and uninfluenced by, the Company, 
prior to the commencement of the prohibited period to execute the 
repurchase programme submitted to the JSE.

Statement by the Board pursuant to and in terms of the Listings 

Requirements:

The directors of the Company hereby state that:

(a)  the intention of the directors of the Company is to utilise the 

authority if, at some future date, the cash resources of the Company 

are in excess of its requirements. In this regard, the directors will 

take account of, inter alia, an appropriate capitalisation structure 

for the Company, the long-term cash needs of the Company and 

will ensure that any such utilisation is in the interests of the 

shareholders; and

(b) the method by which the Company intends to repurchase its 

securities and the date on which such repurchase will take place, 

has not yet been determined.
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At the time that the contemplated repurchase is to take place, the 

directors of the Company will ensure that:
◆◆ the Company and its subsidiaries will be able to pay their debts as 
they become due in the ordinary course of business for a period of 
12 (twelve) months after the date on which the repurchase is 
contemplated;
◆◆ the assets of the Company and its subsidiaries, fairly valued in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, will 
be in excess of the liabilities of the Company and its subsidiaries for 
a period of 12 (twelve) months after the date on which the 
repurchase is contemplated;
◆◆ the share capital and reserves of the Company and its subsidiaries 
will be adequate for the purpose of the business of the Company 
and its subsidiaries for a period of 12 (twelve) months after the date 
on which the repurchase is contemplated;
◆◆ the working capital available to the Company and its subsidiaries 
will be adequate for the Group’s ordinary business purposes for a 
period of 12 (twelve) months after the date on which the repurchase 
is contemplated.

The Company will ensure that its sponsor has confirmed the adequacy 

of the Company’s working capital in writing to the JSE in terms of the 

Listings Requirements, prior to entering the market to proceed with a 

repurchase.

Explanatory note
The reason for and effect of this Special Resolution No 1 is to grant the 

Board a general authority in terms of the Listings Requirements, to 

approve the acquisition by the Company or any of its subsidiaries of 

securities issued by the Company, which authority shall be valid until 

the earlier of the next AGM, or the variation or revocation of such 

general authority by special resolution by any subsequent general 

meeting of the Company; provided that the general authority shall not 

extend beyond 15 (fifteen) months from the date that this Special 

Resolution No 1 is passed. 

The following information, which is required by the Listings 

Requirements with regard to the special resolution granting a general 

authority to the Company to repurchase securities, appears on the 

pages of the financial statements to which this notice of annual 

general meeting is annexed, is indicated below:

Major shareholders page 133

Share capital of the Company page 115

Responsibility statement page 72

Material changes page 141

There are no legal or arbitration proceedings, either pending or 

threatened against the Company or its subsidiaries, of which the 

Company is aware, which may have, or have had in the last 12 (twelve) 

months, a material effect on the financial position of the Company or 

its subsidiaries.

Special Resolution No 2 – Financial assistance to related and 
inter-related entities
RESOLVED THAT the Board may, subject to compliance with the 

requirements of the MOI and the Companies Act, authorise the 

provision by the Company, at any time and from time to time during 

the period of 2 (two) years commencing on the date of adoption of 

this special resolution, of direct or indirect financial assistance, by way 

of a loan, guarantee of a loan or other obligation or the securing of a 

debt or other obligation to any one or more related or inter-related 

companies or corporations of the Company and/or to any one or more 

members of any such related or inter-related corporation or to a 

person related to any such company, corporation or member as 

outlined in section 2 of the Companies Act, on such terms and 

conditions as the Board may deem fit.

Explanatory note
The reason for the passing of this Special Resolution No 2 is that, on a 

proper interpretation of section 45 of the Companies Act, the Company 

may not provide the financial assistance contemplated in such section 

to related or inter-related companies and corporations, including 

inter alia its subsidiaries without a special resolution. The reason for 

Special Resolution No 2 is to obtain approval from the shareholders to 

enable the Board to have the authority to authorise the Company to 

provide direct or indirect financial assistance, by way of a loan, 

guaranteeing of a loan or other obligation or securing of a debt or 

other obligation, to the recipients contemplated in Special Resolution 

No 2. The effect of Special Resolution No 2 is that the Company will 

have the necessary authority to authorise and provide the financial 

assistance as and when required.

It is difficult to foresee the exact details of financial assistance that the 

Company may be required to provide over the next two years. It is 

essential, however, that the Company is able to organise effectively its 

internal financial administration. For these reasons and because it 

would be impractical and difficult to obtain shareholder approval every 

time the Company wishes to provide financial assistance as 

contemplated above, it is necessary to obtain the approval of 

shareholders, as set out in Special Resolution No 2.

It should be noted that this Special Resolution No 2 does not authorise 

financial assistance to a director or a prescribed officer of the Company 

or of a related or inter-related company.
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Special Resolution No 3 – Approval of non-executive directors’ 
remuneration
RESOLVED THAT, in terms of section 66(9) of the Companies Act, 

payment of the remuneration for the non-executive directors of the 

Company for their services as directors of the Company for 

the financial year of the Company ending 30 June 2018, excluding 

VAT where applicable, be approved as follows:

(i) A basic annual fee of R53 000 (fifty-three thousand Rand).
◆◆ R23 600 (twenty-three thousand six hundred Rand) per Board 
meeting attended.
◆◆ R25 800 (twenty-five thousand eight hundred Rand) per 
strategy session.
◆◆ R20 100 (twenty thousand one hundred Rand) per committee 
meeting attended, with the Chairman of such meeting being 

paid R24 400 (twenty-four thousand four hundred Rand).

(ii) The Chairman to receive an annual fee of R1 180 000 for the 

2018 financial year.

(iii) Ms S M du Toit to receive a monthly fee of R20 000 to undertake 

an oversight role of the work done by The Italtile Foundation Trust.

(iv) Non-executive directors who undertake ad hoc work for the 

Company at the request of the Board may be paid an hourly rate 

of R3 200 for such work.

(v) The fees payable to directors as detailed in (i) above shall, but 

only until the expiry of a period of 12 months from the date of the 

passing of this Special Resolution No 3 (or until amended by a 

special resolution of shareholders prior to the expiry of such 

period), escalate as determined by the Remuneration Committee 

of the Company, up to a maximum of 15% per annum per amount 

as set out above, excluding VAT (where applicable).

 
Explanatory note 
In terms of section 66(8) and 66(9) of the Companies Act, 

remuneration may only be paid to directors for their services as 

directors in accordance with a special resolution approved by the 

shareholders of the Company within the previous two years and if not 

prohibited in terms of the MOI. Therefore, the reason for and the effect 

of Special Resolution No 3 is to approve the payment of and the 

remuneration payable by the Company to its non-executive directors 

for their services as directors of the Company in terms of section 66 of 

the Companies Act. The fees payable to the non-executive directors are 

detailed above. The remuneration policy forms part of the remuneration 

report included in the Integrated Annual Report on pages 62 and 63.

Ordinary Resolution No 8 – Authority to sign documentation
THAT any director of the Company or the Company Secretary be and is 

hereby authorised to do all such things, take all actions necessary and 

sign all documents required to give effect to, or as may be necessary 

for or incidental to the implementation of, the abovementioned 

ordinary and special resolutions to be proposed at the AGM.

Explanatory note
The reason for Ordinary Resolution No 8 is to authorise any director or 

the Company Secretary of the Company to attend to the necessary to 

implement the special and ordinary resolutions passed at the AGM 

and to sign all documentation required to record the special and 

ordinary resolutions. The effect of Ordinary Resolution No 8 is that 

any  director or the Company Secretary of the Company will be 

authorised to attend to the implementation of the special and ordinary 

resolutions on behalf of the Company.

LITIGATION STATEMENT
The directors of the Company, whose names are given on page 68 of 

this Integrated Annual Report, are not aware of any legal or arbitration 

proceedings, pending or threatened against the Company, which may 

have or have had, in the 12 months preceding the date of this notice 

of annual general meeting, a material effect on the Company’s 

financial position.

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
The directors, whose names are given on page 68 of this Integrated 

Annual Report, collectively and individually accept full responsibility 

for the accuracy of the information given and certify that, to the best of 

their knowledge and belief, there are no facts that have been omitted 

which would make any statement false or misleading, and that all 

reasonable enquiries to ascertain such facts have been made and that 

the Integrated Annual Report contains all the information required by 

law and the Listings Requirements.

MATERIAL CHANGE
Other than the facts and developments reported in this Integrated 

Annual Report, there have been no material changes in the affairs, 

financial or trading position of the Company since the signature date 

of this Integrated Annual Report and the posting date thereof. Shares 

held by the Company as treasury shares and the Italtile Share Incentive 

Trust will be excluded from the quorum and voting on the resolutions 

commissioned at the AGM.

APPROVALS REQUIRED FOR RESOLUTIONS
Ordinary Resolutions Nos 1 to 8 contained in this notice of 

AGM require the approval by more than 50% of the votes exercised on 

the resolutions by shareholders present or represented by proxy at the 

AGM, and further subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, 

the MOI and the Listings Requirements.

Special Resolutions Nos 1 to 3 contained in this notice of AGM require 

the approval by at least 75% of the votes exercised on the resolutions 

by shareholders present or represented by proxy at the AGM, and 

further subject to the provisions of the Companies Act, the MOI and the 

Listings Requirements.
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VOTING AND PROXIES
A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the AGM is entitled to 

appoint a proxy or proxies to attend, speak and vote in his or her stead. 

A proxy need not be a shareholder of the Company. For the convenience 

of registered shareholders of the Company, a form of proxy is enclosed 

herewith.

The attached form of proxy is only to be completed by those 

shareholders who are:
◆◆ holding Italtile ordinary shares in certificated form; or
◆◆ recorded on the electronic sub-register in “own name” 

dematerialised form.

Shareholders who have dematerialised their shares through a CSDP or 

broker and wish to attend the AGM, must instruct their CSDP or broker 

to provide them with a letter of representation, or they must provide the 

CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the relevant 

custody agreement/mandate entered into between them and their 

CSDP or broker.

Forms of proxy must be lodged with the transfer secretaries of the 

Company at the address given below, by no later than 08:00 on      

15 November 2017. Any shareholder who completes and lodges a 

form of proxy will nevertheless be entitled to attend and vote in 

person at the AGM. Any form of proxy not delivered by this time may 

be handed to the Chairperson of the AGM immediately before the 

appointed proxy exercises any of the shareholder’s votes at the AGM.

Holders of dematerialised Italtile shares wishing to attend the AGM 

must inform their CSDP or broker of such intention and request their 

CSDP or broker to issue them with the relevant authorisation to attend.

ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION
Shareholders or their proxies may participate in (but not vote at) the 

AGM by way of a teleconference call and, if they wish to do so:
◆◆ must contact the Company Secretary (by e-mail at the address: 

lizw@rootginger.co.za), by no later than 08:00 on Wednesday, 

15  November 2017, in order to obtain a pin number and dial-in 

details for that conference call;
◆◆ will be required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification; 

and
◆◆ will be billed separately by their own telephone service providers for 

their telephone call to participate in the AGM, 

provided that shareholders and their proxies will not be able to vote 

telephonically at the AGM and will still need to appoint a proxy to vote 

on their behalf at the AGM.

By order of the Board

E J Willis 
Company Secretary

Johannesburg

20 September 2017
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Form of
proxy

For use only by:
 – holders of certificated ordinary shares in the Company; or
 – holders of dematerialised ordinary shares in the Company (“Dematerialised Shareholders”) held through a Central Securities Depository Participant 

(“CSDP”) or broker and who have selected “own-name” registration,
at the annual general meeting of shareholders of the Company to be held at 08:00 on Friday, 17 November 2017 at the registered office of Italtile, 
The Italtile Building, Corner William Nicol Drive and Peter Place, Bryanston, 2021 (“annual general meeting”).
Dematerialised shareholders holding shares in the Company other than with “own-name” registration, who wish to attend the annual general meeting 
must inform their CSDP or broker of their intention to attend the annual general meeting and request their CSDP or broker to issue them with the 
relevant letter of representation to attend the annual general meeting in person or by proxy and vote. If they do not wish to attend the annual general 
meeting in person or by proxy, they must provide their CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the relevant custody agreement entered 
into between them and the CSDP or broker. These shareholders must not use this form of proxy.
Each shareholder is entitled to appoint one or more proxies (who need not be a shareholder of the Company) to attend, speak and vote in place of 
that shareholder at the annual general meeting. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the Company.
I/We (full name(s) in block letters)
of (address)
Telephone work  Telephone home
Cellphone number E-mail address
1. being the holder/custodian of ordinary shares in the Company, hereby appoint (see note): or, failing him/her
2. or, failing him/her
3. the Chairperson of the annual general meeting,
as my/our proxy to attend and act for me/us on my/our behalf at the annual general meeting convened for the purpose of considering and, if deemed 
fit, passing, with or without modification, the resolutions to be proposed thereat and at each adjournment or postponement thereof, and to vote for 
and/or against such resolutions, and/or to abstain from voting for and/or against the resolutions, in respect of the shares in the issued share capital 
of the Company registered in my/our name in accordance with the following instructions:

For Against Abstain
Ordinary Resolution No 1.1 Re-election of Mr G A M Ravazzotti
Ordinary Resolution No 1.2 Re-election of Mr S I Gama
Ordinary Resolution No 1.3 Re-election of Mr S G Pretorius
Ordinary Resolution No 2 Election of Ms N V Mtetwa 
Ordinary Resolution No 3 Re-appointment of external auditors
Ordinary Resolution No 4 Election of Audit and Risk Committee
Ordinary Resolution No 4.1 Ms S M du Toit
Ordinary Resolution No 4.2 Ms N V Mtetwa
Ordinary Resolution No 4.3 Ms N Medupe
Ordinary Resolution No 4.4 Mr S G Pretorius
Ordinary Resolution No 5 Non-binding advisory vote on the Company’s remuneration policy
Ordinary Resolution No 6 Unissued shares to be placed under the control of the directors
Ordinary Resolution No 7 General authority to issue shares, and to sell treasury shares, for cash
Special Resolution No 1 Acquisition of own securities
Special Resolution No 2 Financial assistance to related and inter-related entities
Special Resolution No 3 Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration
Ordinary Resolution No 8 Authority to sign documentation

Insert an “X” in the relevant spaces above according to how you wish your votes to be cast. If no directions are given, the holder of the proxy will be 
entitled to vote or abstain from voting as that proxy deems fit.
This proxy shall be valid only for the annual general meeting of shareholders of the Company to be held on Friday, 17 November 2017 and any 
adjournment or postponement thereof.

Signed at  on  2017

Signature assisted by (where applicable)

Please read the notes on the reverse side hereof.

Italtile Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration No 1955/000558/06) (“the Company” or “Italtile”)
JSE code: ITE ISIN: ZAE000099123
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Notes to the
form of proxy continued

 1. Summary of rights contained in section 58 of the Companies Act, 2008 (Act 71 
of 2008), as amended (“Companies Act”)

   In terms of section 58 of the Companies Act:
◆◆ A shareholder may, at any time and in accordance with the provisions of 
section 58 of the Companies Act, appoint any individual (including an 
individual who is not a shareholder) as a proxy to participate in, and speak 
and vote at, a shareholders’ meeting on behalf of such shareholder; 
◆◆ A proxy appointment must be in writing, dated and signed by the 
shareholder;
◆◆ Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of a Company 
provides otherwise, a shareholder of that company may appoint two or 
more persons concurrently as proxies, and may appoint more than one 
proxy to exercise voting rights attached to the different securities held by the 
shareholder;
◆◆ Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of the Company 
provides otherwise, a proxy may delegate her or his authority to act on 
behalf of a shareholder to another person, subject to any restriction set out 
in the instrument appointing such proxy;
◆◆ Except to the extent that the Memorandum of Incorporation of the Company 
provides otherwise, a copy of the instrument appointing a proxy must be 
delivered to the Company, or to any other person on behalf of the Company, 
before the proxy exercises any rights of the shareholder at a shareholders’ 
meeting;
◆◆ Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, the 
appointment of a proxy is suspended at any time and to the extent that the 
relevant shareholder chooses to act directly and in person in the exercise of 
any of such shareholder’s rights as a shareholder;
◆◆ Irrespective of the form of instrument used to appoint a proxy, any 
appointment by a shareholder of a proxy is revocable, unless the form of 
instrument used to appoint such proxy states otherwise;
◆◆ If an appointment of a proxy is revocable, a shareholder may revoke the 
proxy appointment by: (i) cancelling it in writing, or making a later 
inconsistent appointment of a proxy; and (ii) delivering a copy of the 
revocation instrument to the proxy and to the Company;
◆◆ The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final 
cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the shareholder as 
of the later of the date (i) stated in a revocation instrument, if any; or (ii) 
upon which the revocation instrument is delivered to the proxy and the 
relevant company as required in section 58(4)(c)(ii) of the Companies Act; 
◆◆ If the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies has been delivered to the 
relevant company, as long as that appointment remains in effect, any notice 
that is required by the Companies Act or the relevant company’s 
Memorandum of Incorporation to be delivered by such company to the 
shareholder must be delivered by such company to the shareholder or 
the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has in writing directed the relevant 
company to do so and has paid any reasonable fee charged by the 
Company for doing so; 
◆◆ A proxy appointed by a shareholder is entitled to exercise, or abstain from 
exercising, any voting right of such shareholder without direction, except to 
the extent that the relevant company’s Memorandum of Incorporation, or 
the instrument appointing the proxy, provides otherwise (see note 5);
◆◆ If a company issues an invitation to shareholders to one or more persons 
named by such company as a proxy, or supplies a form of instrument for 
appointing a proxy:

 – Such invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is entitled to 
receive notice of the meeting at which the proxy is intended to be 
exercised;

 – The invitation or form of proxy must bear a reasonably prominent 
summary of the rights established by section 58 of the Companies Act, 
contain adequate space to enable a shareholder to write in the name, 
and if so desired an alternative name, of a proxy chosen by the 
shareholder and provide adequate space for the shareholder to indicate 
whether the appointed proxy is to vote in favour of or against any 
resolution or resolutions to be put at the meeting, or abstain from voting;

 – The Company must not require that the proxy appointment be made 
irrevocable; and

 – The proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the relevant 
meeting at which it was intended to be used, unless revoked as 
contemplated in section 58(5) of the Companies Act.

 2. The form of proxy must only be used by shareholders who hold shares in 
certificated form or who are recorded on the sub-register in electronic form in 
“own name”.

 3. All other beneficial owners who hold dematerialised shares through a CSDP or 
broker and wish to attend the annual general meeting must provide the CSDP 
or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the relevant custody 
agreement entered into between them and the CSDP or broker.

 4. A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting may 
insert the name of a proxy or the names of two alternate proxies of the 
shareholder’s choice in the space provided, with or without deleting “the 
Chairperson of the annual general meeting”. The person whose name stands 
first on the form of proxy and who is present at the annual general meeting will 
be entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion of such proxy(ies) whose names 
follow.

 5. A shareholder is entitled to one vote on a show of hands and, on a poll, one 
vote in respect of each ordinary share held. A shareholder’s instructions to the 
proxy must be indicated by the insertion of an “X” in the appropriate space 
provided. If an “X” has been inserted in one of the blocks to a particular 
resolution, it will indicate the voting of all the shares held by the shareholder 
concerned. Failure to comply with this will be deemed to authorise the proxy to 
vote or to abstain from voting at the annual general meeting as he/she deems 
fit in respect of all the shareholder’s votes exercisable thereat. A shareholder or 
the proxy is not obliged to use all the votes exercisable by the shareholder or 
by the proxy, but the total of the votes cast and in respect of which abstention 
is recorded may not exceed the total of the votes exercisable by the shareholder 
or the proxy.

 6. A vote given in terms of an instrument of proxy shall be valid in relation to the 
annual general meeting, notwithstanding the death, insanity or other legal 
disability of the person granting it, or the revocation of the proxy, or the transfer 
of the shares in respect of which the proxy is given, unless notice as to any of 
the aforementioned matters shall have been received by the Company’s 
Transfer Secretaries, Computershare Investor Services Proprietary Limited 
(“Transfer Secretaries”), not less than 48 (forty-eight) hours before the 
commencement of the annual general meeting.

 7. If a shareholder does not indicate on this form of proxy that his/her proxy is to 
vote in favour of or against any resolution or to abstain from voting, or gives 
contradictory instructions, or should any further resolution(s) or any 
amendment(s) which may properly be put before the annual general meeting 
be proposed, such proxy shall be entitled to vote as he/she thinks fit.

 8. A shareholder’s authorisation to the proxy including the Chairperson of the 
annual general meeting, to vote on such shareholder’s behalf, shall be deemed 
to include the authority to vote on procedural matters at the annual general 
meeting.

 9. The completion and lodging of this form of proxy will not preclude the relevant 
shareholder from attending the annual general meeting and speaking and 
voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy appointed in terms 
hereof.

 10. Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing the form 
of proxy in a representative capacity must be attached to this form of proxy, 
unless previously recorded by the Transfer Secretaries or is waived by the 
Chairperson of the annual general meeting.

 11. A minor or any other person under legal incapacity must be assisted by his/her 
parent or guardian, as applicable, unless the relevant documents establishing 
his/her capacity are produced or have been registered by the Transfer 
Secretaries.

 12. Where there are joint holders of shares:
◆◆ Any one holder may sign the form of proxy;
◆◆ The vote(s) of the senior shareholders (for that purpose seniority will be 
determined by the order in which the names of shareholders appear in the 
Company’s register of ordinary shareholders) who tenders a vote (whether 
in person or by proxy) will be accepted to the exclusion of the vote(s) of the 
other joint shareholder(s).

 13. Forms of proxy should be lodged with or mailed to the transfer secretaries:
  Hand deliveries to: Postal deliveries to:
  Computershare Investor Services  Computershare Investor Services
  (Pty) Ltd (Pty) Ltd
  Rosebank Towers PO Box 61051
  15 Biermann Avenue Marshalltown
  Rosebank, Johannesburg 2107

  to be received by no later than 08:00 on Wednesday, 15 November 2017 (or 
48 (forty-eight) hours before any adjournment of the annual general meeting 
which date, if necessary, will be notified on the Stock Exchange News Service 
of JSE Limited) or may be handed to the Chairperson of the annual general 
meeting immediately before the appointed proxy exercises any of the 
shareholder’s votes at the annual general meeting.

 14. A deletion of any printed matter and the completion of any blank space need 
not be signed or initialled. Any alteration or correction must be signed and not 
merely initialled.

 15. The proxy appointment remains valid only for the annual general meeting at 
which it is intended to be used and any adjournment or postponement thereof, 
subject to paragraph 1 above.
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